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ABSTRACT
This thesis concerns a class of nonlinear partial differential equations up to fourth
order in spatial derivatives thatmodels thin viscous films. InChapter 1, we review the
derivations of thin film equations from the fundamental transport equations. Section
1.1 contains the derivation for a thermocapillary driven film to familiarize the reader
with the key long-wavelength approximation that has been successful in modeling
a myriad of thin viscous films. In Section 1.2, we consider the coupling between
a thin viscous layer and a much thicker fluid layer with much larger viscosity and
conductivity and show how a novel, non-local thermocapillary thin film equation
can be derived to model such a system. We then review the wider class of thin
film equations in Section 1.3, note the important Cahn-Hilliard variational form
of these equations, and demonstrate that classic mathematical results concerning
the inverse problem of the calculus of variations permit an algorithmic procedure
for discovering Lyapunov functionals. In Chapter 2, we review applications of
symmetry methods to partial differential equations. Section 2.1 contains an original
geometrical motivation for the study of self-similar reductions which draws an
analogy with the fixed points of dynamical systems. In Section 2.2, we derive for the
first time the full set of symmetries of the fully two-dimensional thin film equations.
We then enumerate the possible symmetry reductions of the thin film equations,
and discover several which have not been previously recognized. In Chapter 3, we
consider rotationally invariant, steady droplet solutions and their stability. In Section
3.1, we derive stability criteria for thermocapillary-driven droplets, and show a novel
correspondence between droplet stability, droplet volume, and droplet Lyapunov
energy. We consider thin films under other forces in Section 3.2 and make new
predictions about conditions under which such films develop into droplets, columns,
or jets of fluid. In Chapter 4, we consider the scale invariant symmetry reductions
of thin film equations. In Section 4.1 we describe the extraordinarily rich variety
of such solutions in the spreading of a insoluble surfactant on a thin viscous film,
identify previously unrecognized scale invariant solutions which are well-behaved at
the origin, and demonstrate their relevance with finite element simulations. Lastly,
in Section 4.2, we illustrate for capillary driven films some numerical solutions to
the novel reductions we uncovered in Chapter 2. Each chapter concludes with a
Notes section which summarizes the new results contained therein and relates them
to the wider literature.
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1C h a p t e r 1
DERIVATIONS OF THIN FILM EQUATIONS
In this introductory chapter, we discuss various derivations of thin film equations
from the governing transport equations of fluidmechanics. These derivations rely on
a long wavelength approximation, sometimes called the lubrication approximation
or the thin film approximation, in which the surface-normal length scale is assumed
to be significantly smaller than the surface-lateral length scale. In Section 1.1, the
derivation of a specific and historically important case of a thermocapillary-driven
thin film is carried out from first principles. This derivation is well known, and
the purpose of including it in its entirety here is to familiarize the reader with the
approach and collect intermediate results that are used in the following section. In
Section 1.2, a new non-local thermocapillary thin film equation is derived under
the assumption that a thick fluid layer with large conductivity and viscosity lies on
top of the thin film. A linear stability analysis is carried out for this new equation,
and a limiting case is matched with another model with two thin coupled layers.
In Section 1.3, a general form of the thin film equation including various other
driving forces and slip effects is noted. There we also discuss the Cahn Hilliard
form of these equations and present an algorithmic procedure for finding Lyapunov
functionals. Finally, Section 1.4 contains a discussion of the history and literature
in the field, with an attempt to place the new research contained in this chapter in a
wider context. Readers with little background in thin film literature may prefer to
read Section 1.4 first to get an orientation of the history of the field.
1.1 Thermocapillary driven thin films
The spatiotemporal evolution of thin viscous films has been studied for well over
a century. The modern formulation to model a wide class of such films utilizes a
long wavelength (or lubrication or thin film) approximation of the Navier-Stokes
equations that encapsulates this evolution in a small number of nonlinear partial dif-
ferential equations. In this section, a detailed derivation of one such thermocapillary
driven film will be carried out in order to illustrate this thin film limit.
Recent experimental studies have generated interest in the spontaneous generation of
nanopillars in heated polymer films, with the promise of technological applications
[5–13]. In such experiments, a thin polymer film a few hundreds of nanometers in
2thickness is subjected to a temperature gradient, as depicted in Fig. 1.1. The film
undergoes an instability which results in the growth of nanopillar structures. Such
spontaneously generated, nanoscale patterns are expected to find application in the
manufacture of optical and electrical components.
Hot substrate
h0
0dλ
μ , k
Cold substrate 
T
T
Thin uid lm
Air kair
C
H
max σ+σ– σ–z
x
y
Figure 1.1: A thin fluid film with thickness h0, viscosity µ, and conductivity k is
confined between a hot substrate below at temperature TH and a cold substrate a
distance d0 above at temperature TC with a layer of air above it with conductivity
kair. Cooler portions of the film have larger surface tension σ which pulls more fluid
towards the cold substrate, driving the growth of protrusions.
Protrusions in the fluid film are observed to spontaneously grow at a wavelength
λmax  h0. It has been proposed [12, 13] that the cause of this instability is
variations in the surface tension σ due to changes in temperature in the film – colder
portions tend to have higher surface tension which pulls more fluid closer towards
the cool substrate. This mechanism of instability has been historically termed
the Bénard-Maragoni instability. To model this phenomenon, surface tension is
assumed to decrease linearly with the temperature of the interface
σ(T ) = σ0 − σT (T − T0), (1.1)
where σ0 = σ(T0) is the surface tension at some reference temperature T0 and
σT ≡ − ∂σ∂T is positive for most fluids. This description is adequate for many fluids
over sufficiently small ranges of temperature, and in particular is a good description
of fluids in recent experiments. For the reference temperature, an appropriate
choice is the temperature of the flat film of height h0. In the flat film geometry, the
temperature decreases linearly in the thin film from TH at the hot substrate at z = 0
and again linearly in the air gap above the film to TC at the cold substrate at z = d0.
There is a jump in the derivative ∂T∂z such that the heat flux is continuous across the
film k ∂T∂z
z=h−0 = kair ∂T∂z z=h+0 . Ensuring continuity of the temperature at the interface
3as well, the flat film interface temperature is
T0 = TC +
(D0 − 1)(TH − TC)
D0 + κ − 1 , (1.2)
where
D0 ≡ d0h0 > 1, κ ≡
kair
k
,
are, respectively, the gap width aspect ratio and the ratio of the thermal conductivity
of the air to the fluid [13, 14].
To model the film, the fluid is assumed to be incompressible and Newtonian and
the viscosity is taken as constant. For nano-scale systems of interest, the Mach
numbers are generally quite small so that the incompressible assumption is well
justified. On the other hand, the viscosity of polymer melts like those used in
experiments is known to be strongly temperature dependent [15]. The constant
viscosity assumption is justifiablewhen the relative changes in the viscosity are small
compared to the average value of the viscosity, and this follows when the absolute
temperatures are high and when the scale of temperature variations are relatively
small. This approximation is better justified for smaller molecular weight polymers,
which have smaller viscosity variations with temperature. Furthermore, quantitative
inclusions of viscosity variations have not shown major qualitative differences, as
dynamical features like growth rates are altered slightly, but geometric features such
as the prominent length scale are not significantly changed. Thus for the sake of
simplicity, we will assume the fluid’s viscosity is constant.
For this derivation, lower case symbols will denote dimensionful quantities while
upper case symbols will denote non-dimensional ones where possible. Since the
vertical (or surface-normal) scale is significantly smaller than any lateral scale, the
vertical Cartesian coordinate z will be treated differently from the lateral Cartesian
coordinates xL = (x, y). A long wavelength approximation will be developed
below to derive a partial differential equation which describes the spatio-temporal
evolution of the film height profile, defined by the surface z = h(xL, t¯), where t¯
denotes time. The three-dimensional velocity field of the fluid, uL +uz zˆ is separated
into a lateral component, uL, and a vertical component, uz zˆ, where zˆ is the unit vector
normal to the flat film and uL · zˆ = 0. Similarly, the three-dimensional dimensionful
gradient operator ∇ is split into lateral and vertical parts, ∇ = ∇¯L + ∂∂z zˆ, where
∇¯L ≡ ∂∂x xˆ + ∂∂y yˆ. The Navier-Stokes equations are likewise divided into lateral and
4vertical components
ρ
(
∂uz
∂t¯
+
(
uL · ∇¯L
)
uz + uz
∂uz
∂z
)
= −∂p
∂z
+ µ
((
∇¯L
)2
uz +
∂2uz
∂z2
)
, (1.3)
ρ
(
∂uL
∂t¯
+
(
uL · ∇¯L
)
uL + uz
∂uL
∂z
)
= −∇¯Lp + µ
((
∇¯L
)2 uL + ∂2uL
∂z2
)
, (1.4)
where ρ is the fluid’s density, µ the fluid’s viscosity, and p the fluid pressure, subject
to the continuity equation for an incompressible fluid
∇¯L · uL + ∂uz
∂z
= 0. (1.5)
For the nano-scale films of interest here, the Bond number is generally very small,
and so gravitational body forces have been neglected. On the other hand, the effect
of disjoining pressures like van der Waals interactions can be relevant for very small
film thicknesses, but will be excluded here for simplicity. Elaborations accounting
for such forces are certainly possible, however, and will be discussed later. To solve
Eqns. 1.3-1.5, no-slip boundary and impenetrability conditions are taken along the
supporting hot substrate
uz |z=0 = 0, uL |z=0 = 0. (1.6)
Along the fluid-gas interface, the boundary conditions are the kinematic boundary
condition for a free interface,(
uz − uL · ∇¯Lh − ∂h
∂t¯
) z=h = 0, (1.7)
along with the stress balance condition at the free interface,
(Tair − T) · nˆ + ∇¯Sσ − σnˆ
(
∇¯S · nˆ
) z=h = 0, (1.8)
where T is the stress tensor in the thin fluid film, Tair the stress tensor in the air, nˆ
is the unit normal vector at the free interface pointing outward from the fluid, and
∇¯S ≡
(
∇¯L + zˆ ∂∂z
)
− nˆ
(
nˆ ·
(
∇¯L + zˆ ∂∂z
))
is the surface gradient operator. The stress
tensor in a Newtonian viscous fluid is T = 2µE − pI, where I is the identity and
E is the symmetric rate of strain tensor which decomposes into lateral and vertical
components as
E = 1
2
(
∇¯LuL +
(
∇¯LuL
)T
+ 2
∂uz
∂z
zˆ ⊗ zˆ
+
(
∇¯Luz + ∂uL
∂z
)
⊗ zˆ + zˆ ⊗
(
∇¯Luz + ∂uL
∂z
) )
, (1.9)
5where ⊗ is the outer product and the superscriptT is the transpose. Equations 1.3-1.9
are simply statements of momentum conservation and some physical assumptions
about the fluid properties – standard derivations can be found in fluid mechanics
references [16, 17]. The unit normal vector to the surface defined by the level surface
z − h(xL) = 0 is known from basic geometry,
nˆ = zˆ − ∇¯Lh√
1 + |∇¯Lh|2
. (1.10)
The free interface is considered as a two-dimensional manifold embedded in R3
and parameterized with coordinates xL via z = h(xL, t¯). The surface quantities σ
and nˆ are then regarded as functions of the surface coordinates xL and time t¯ only.
The stress balance conditions on the free interface Eq. 1.8 decompose into a surface
normal component and tangential component(
p − p0 − 2µnˆ · E · nˆ − σ∇¯S · nˆ
) z=h = 0, (1.11)(
2µnˆ · E · tˆi − ∇¯Sσ · tˆi
) z=h = 0, i = 1, 2, (1.12)
where tˆi are tangent vectors to the surface with tˆi · nˆ = 0 and we have assumed that,
aside from a constant pressure p0 component, the stresses in the air are negligible
since the viscosity of the air is relatively small. Tangent vectors are chosen primarily
in the xˆ1 = xˆ and xˆ2 = yˆ directions,
tˆi ≡ xˆi + zˆ∇¯Lh · xˆi√
1 + ∇¯Lh · xˆi |2 . (1.13)
To non-dimensionalize these equations, suitable scales must be specified. The
appropriate vertical length scale is the thickness of the the initially flat film h0, but
there is not yet any obvious lateral length scale L. An appropriate scale for L will be
determined below. The long wavelength approximation is possible assuming that
2 ≡ h
2
0
L2
 1.
The appropriate scale for the lateral components of the velocity will be denoted uc,
and will also be specified below, while the appropriate vertical velocity scale is uc
(as determined by requiring the balance of Eq. 1.5). The scale of the variations in
pressure is determined by the balance of Eq. 1.4 to be µuc/2L. Lastly, the advective
time scale L/uc is used. Using these scales, the non-dimensionalized variables are
XL ≡ xLL , Z ≡
z
L
, UL ≡ uLuc , UZ ≡
uz
uc
, t ≡ t¯
L/uc
, P ≡ p − p0
(µuc/2L)
.
6The components of XL will be called either (X,Y ) or
(
X1, X2
)
depending on the
context, and lateral gradientwill be denoted∇L = xˆ ∂∂X+yˆ ∂∂Y . Defining theReynolds’
number Reh =  ρucL/µ = ρuch0/µ, the non-dimensionalized Navier-Stokes and
continuity equations Eqns. 1.3-1.5 are
∂P
∂Z
= −3Reh
(
∂UZ
∂t
+ (UL · ∇L)UZ +UZ ∂UZ
∂Z
)
+ 4∇2LUZ + 2
∂2UZ
∂Z2
,
∂2UL
∂Z2
− ∇LP = Reh
(
∂UL
∂t
+ (UL · ∇L)UL +UZ ∂UL
∂Z
)
− 2∇2LUL,
∇L · UL + ∂UZ
∂Z
= 0.
Assuming 2  1 and Reh  1, we neglect the remainders on the right hand side
and the thin film (or lubrication or long-wavelength) approximation results
∂P
∂Z
= 0, (1.14)
∂2UL
∂Z2
− ∇LP = 0, (1.15)
∇L · UL + ∂UZ
∂Z
= 0. (1.16)
To solve Eqns. 1.14-1.16, the boundary conditions Eq. 1.6, Eq. 1.11, and Eq. 1.12
must also be non-dimensionalized. There are two natural scales for the surface
tension: σ0, the surface tension of the initially flat film with height h = h0, and
σT (TH −T0), a characteristic scale for changes in the surface tension due to changes
in temperature in the fluid, where T0 is the reference flat film temperature in Eq. 1.2.
The film height, temperature, and surface tension are then non-dimensionalized as
H ≡ h
h0
, Θ ≡ T − T0
TH − T0 , Σ ≡
σ − σ0
σT (TH − T0) . (1.17)
Define the non-dimensional thin film capillary and Marangoni numbers
C¯a ≡ µuc
3σ0
, M¯a ≡ σT (TH − T0)
µuc
.
Multiplying Eq. 1.11 by 2L/µuc, the non-dimensional normal stress balance is
P + C¯a−1∇2LH =
2
1 + 2 |∇LH |2
(
− 2∂UL
∂Z
· ∇LH − 22∇LUZ · ∇LH + 2∂UZ
∂Z
+ 2∇LH · ((∇LUL) + (∇LUL)T) · ∇LH
)
+ C¯a−1 *,*,1 − 1√1 + 2 |∇LH |2 +-∇2LH + 2 ∇LH · ∇L |∇LH |
2
2(1 + 2 |∇LH |2)(3/2)
+-
− 2M¯a *,
∇2LH√
1 + 2 |∇LH |2
− 2 ∇LH · ∇L |∇LH |
2
2(1 + 2 |∇LH |2)(3/2)
+- Σ. (1.18)
7In a similar fashion, multiplying Eq. 1.12 by L/µuc non-dimensionalizes to
∂UL
∂Z
− M¯a∇LΣ = −2 ·
(
∇LUZ + 2∂UZ
∂Z
∇LH −
(
∂UL
∂Z
· ∇LH
)
∇LH
− (∇LUL + (∇LUL)T) · ∇LH − 2 (∇LUZ · ∇LH) ∇LH
)
+ M¯a
(√
1 + 2 |∇LH |2 − 1
)
∇LΣ. (1.19)
Keeping only the leading order capillary and Marangoni terms, Eqns. 1.6-1.7 and
Eqns. 1.11-1.12 non-dimensionalize to
UZ |Z=0 = 0, UL |Z=0 = 0, (1.20)(
P + C¯a−1∇2LH
) Z=H = 0, (1.21)(
∂UL
∂Z
− M¯a∇LΣ
) Z=H = 0, (1.22)(
UZ − UL · ∇LH − ∂H
∂t
) Z=H = 0. (1.23)
Now Eqns. 1.14-1.16 are integrated with respect to Z , applying Eq. 1.20 to find
UL =
Z2
2
∇LP + ZA, (1.24)
UZ = −Z
3
6
∇2LP −
Z2
2
∇L · A, (1.25)
P = B, (1.26)
where A and B are integration constants depending only on XL and not Z . The
integration constant B is eliminated using Eq. 1.21
B = −C¯a∇2LH,
while the integration constant A is eliminated using Eq. 1.22
A =
(
C¯a−1H∇L∇2LH + M¯a∇LΣ
)
. (1.27)
Substituting Eqns. 1.24-1.27 into the final, kinematic boundary condition Eq. 1.23
and simplifying a bit yields the partial differential equation
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
M¯a
H2
2
∇LΣ + C¯a−1 H
3
3
∇L∇2LH
)
= 0. (1.28)
8The heat transport in the thin film is governed by
ρc
(
∂T
∂t¯
+ uL · ∇¯LT + uz ∂T
∂z
)
= k
(
∇¯2LT +
∂2T
∂z2
)
, (1.29)
with T |z=0 = TH , where c is the heat capacity in the thin fluid film. On non-
dimensionalization, the thin film temperature Péclet number P¯eT = 2Lucρc/k
arises, and we assume that P¯eT  1. Under this approximation, heat is transferred
through the film strictly conductively with other convective and radiative effects
negligible. Under the assumption that the Péclet number in the air layer is also
small, the heat transport in the air layer is identical to that in the fluid layer with
the appropriate modifications of the boundary condition T |z=d0 = TC , density, heat
capacity, and conductivity, and the final leading order non-dimensional equations
are
∂2Θ
∂Z2
= 0, Θ|Z=0 = 1 for Z < H,
∂2Θ
∂Z2
= 0, Θ|Z=D0 = −
D0 − 1
κ
for Z > H .
This is easily integrated with respect to Z to give the temperature in terms of two
integration constants C and Cair which depend only on XL,
Θ = 1 + CZ for Z < H, (1.30)
Θ = −D0 − 1
κ
+ Cair (Z − D0) for Z > H,
These two layers are coupled together with boundary conditions that ensure conti-
nuity of temperature and the normal component of the heat flux across the interface,
T |z→h− = T |z→h+ , k
(
∇¯LT + zˆ∂T
∂z
)
· nˆ
z→h− = kair
(
∇¯LT + zˆ∂T
∂z
)
· nˆ
z→h+ ,
which non-dimensionalize to leading order to
Θ|Z→H− = Θ|Z→H+ , ∂Θ∂Z
Z→H− = κ ∂Θ∂Z
Z→H+ . (1.31)
Inserting Eq. 1.30 into Eq. 1.31 and solving for C and Cair yields
C = − D0 + κ − 1
κ(D0 + (κ − 1)H) , Cair = −
D0 + κ − 1
D0 + (κ − 1)H . (1.32)
In order to relate Σ to H , Eq. 1.1 non-dimensionalizes to Σ = − Θ|Z=H . Using
Eq. 1.30 and Eq. 1.32, the surface tension is
Σ = −Θ|Z=H = −1 + (D0 + κ − 1) HD0 + (κ − 1)H . (1.33)
9Substituting Eq. 1.33 into Eq. 1.28 results in
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
M¯a
D0(D0 + κ − 1)
(D0 + (κ − 1)H)2
H2
2
∇LH + C¯a−1 H
3
3
∇L∇2LH
)
= 0. (1.34)
Note at this point that two non-dimensional groups M¯a and C¯a appear in Eq. 1.34,
while the two scales L and uc on which these non-dimensional groups depend have
not yet been specified. In order for the scales to be appropriate, each contribution
in Eq. 1.34 and in Eqns. 1.24-1.25 must be O(1). The remaining scales can be
specified by the following choices for the non-dimensional groups
M¯a =
D0 + κ − 1
D0
, C¯a =
3
(4pi)2
. (1.35)
These particular choices follow [13], and they ensure that the non-dimensional
wavelength of the fastest growing unstable mode λmax/L is 1 and that the growth
rate of the fastest growing unstable mode is pi2. This is appropriate because these
length and time scales are the most relevant one during the development of the
instability. This length scale is a thermocapillary one determined by a balance
between the Marangoni and capillary contributions. Note also that the factors of D0
and κ in Eqns. 1.34-1.35 collapse into a single non-dimensional number
χ ≡ κ − 1
D0
.
This number is closely related to the two layer Biot number F = −χ/(1+ χ) defined
by Van Hook [14], and encodes information about how heat is transported through
the air layer above the film. While χ < 0 usually holds for confined films, χ > 0
gives an appropriate description for unconfined fluid films with convective rather
than conductive boundary conditions. Furthermore, there is yet another inequality
χ > −1 which always holds. When expressed in terms of uc and L, Eq. 1.35 can be
written
uc ≡
(
3
(4pi)2
)1/2 (
1 + χ
)−3/2 (σ0
µ
)−1/2 (
σT (TH − T0)
µ
)3/2
,
L ≡
(
3
(4pi)2
)−1/2 (
1 + χ
)1/2 (σT (TH − T0)
σ0
)−1/2
h0.
Given typical values of σT , σ0, µ, TH − T0, and χ used in previous experiments, it
is easy to verify that all the remainders that were neglected above are indeed much
smaller than one, so that we can have some confidence in our approximations. Note,
however, that the key assumption 2 = h20/L
2  1 depends crucially on the ratio
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σT (TH −T0)/σ0. The thin film approximation will not be possible unless the applied
temperature gradient is sufficiently small. Fortunately, this restriction is usually not
severe, because the variations in surface tension are typically small compared to the
mean surface tension over relevant temperature ranges. Using Eq. 1.35 the thin film
equation Eq. 1.34 in terms of χ is
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L · *,
(
1 + χ
1 + χH
)2 H2
2
∇LH + H
3
(4pi)2
∇L∇2LH+- = 0. (1.36)
Qualitative features and Lyapunov energy
Note that Eq. 1.36 is a local conservation equation - changes in the film height H
are directly related to the divergence of a volumetric flux
QL ≡
(
1 + χ
1 + χH
)2 H2
2
∇LH + H
3
(4pi)2
∇L∇2LH .
This is simply a reflection of the mass conservation equation for an incompressible
fluid, so that the total volume
V [H] ≡
∫
d2X H (XL, t)
is dynamically conserved, dVdt = 0. Next, note that the first two terms in Eq. 1.36
resemble a nonlinear diffusion equation with density variable H and diffusion coeffi-
cient −
( 1+χ
1+χH
)2 H2
2 . Since the diffusion coefficient is negative, this thermocapillary
term drives H like a diffusion process operating in reverse, leading to fluid accumu-
lation. This is the source of the instability of flat film profiles. The capillary term,
which does not have a diffusive analog since it involves higher order spatial deriva-
tives, acts qualitatively to oppose highly curved interfaces and thereby promotes
flattening. Backwards diffusion alone leads to blow up of solutions in finite time,
but the addition of the capillary term makes a balance between the two possible
which can prevent blow up.
Motivated by the similarity with diffusive problems such as the problem of spinodal
decomposition, Oron and Rosenau [18, 19] derived a Lyapunov energy functional by
analogy with the Cahn Hilliard equation [20]. They cast the thin film equation into a
variational form, which greatly simplifies the stability analysis of steady states. This
variational structure follows whenever some evolution equation can be expressed in
the form
∂H
∂t
− ∇L ·
(
Q1(H)∇L δF
δH
)
= 0, (1.37)
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where Q1(H) ≥ 0 is some positive mobility function, F = F [H] is a functional
of H and its spatial derivatives, and δδH is the functional derivative with respect
to H . Recall that the functional derivative is found by comparing F [H] and
F [H + δH] for infinitesimal functional perturbations δH . For example, when
F [H] =
∫
d2X F (H,∇LH), it follows that δFδH = ∂F∂H − ∇L · ∂F∂∇LH , which is the
familiar Euler operator appearing in the Euler-Lagrange equations. Assume that the
domain of support of the fluid is infinite and that boundary terms that arise from
integration by parts vanish identically, e.g. by taking periodic boundary conditions.
After using Eq. 1.37 and integrating by parts, a functional version of the chain rule,
dF
dt =
∫
d2X δFδH
∂H
∂t , yields
dF
dt
=
∫
d2X
δF
δH
∇L ·
(
Q1(H)∇L δF
δH
)
= −
∫
d2XQ1(H)
∇L δFδH

2
≤ 0,
where the final inequality follows because Q1(H) ≥ 0. When a functional which
never increases as time increases can be found, it is termed a Lyapunov function
or energy, and its existence can be helpful in establishing the stability of steady
state solutions. The existence of a Lyapunov function fundamentally reflects that a
system undergoes irreversible processes during its evolution.
In the specific case of Eq. 1.36, take Q1(H) = H
3
(4pi)2 and
F [H] ≡
∫
d2X F (H,∇LH) (1.38)
F (H,∇LH) ≡ 12 |∇LH |
2 − (4pi)
2
2
(1 + χ)2H log
H
1 + χH
,
which defines a Cahn-Hilliard Lyapunov energy. From this definition, it follows that
Q1(H)∇L δF
δH
= − H
3
(4pi)2
∇L
(
∇2LH +
(4pi)2
2
(1 + χ)2
(
log
H
1 + χH
+
1
1 + χH
))
= − *, H
3
(4pi)2
∇L∇2LH +
(
1 + χ
1 + χH
)2 H2
2
∇LH+- .
Thus Eq. 1.36 is indeed of the form of Eq. 1.37. Although the term Lyapunov energy
is used, the functional in Eq. 1.38 does not have any obvious relationship with the
physical conserved energy or a thermodynamic free energy. The first capillary term
in Eq. 1.38 does resemble the expected energy for a surface tension, but the second
Marangoni term does not have an obvious energetic interpretation. The hot and
cold substrates are two heat baths which continuously exchange heat through the
film, and so thermodynamic entropy is constantly decreasing and the entire system
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is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. There does not exist a general free-energy
description for such non-equilibrium systems, and the fact that such a Lyapunov
energy exists for this hydrodynamic system is something of a mystery.
1.2 A non-local equation for a thin film coupled to a thick viscous layer
Several different geometries and models of heat transport have been considered for
the thermocapillary driven thin film. The earliest models considered only a single
fluid layer and used simplified models for heat transport away from the film [21–23].
The equation described above was based on a two layer model in which the layer
above the fluid film is an inviscid, conductive fluid [13, 14]. A more recent and
elaborate model of Merkt et al. [24] treats both layers as thin viscous and conductive
fluids. Here we consider a new regime in which the relative thickness of the two
films differs significantly, as depicted in Fig. 1.2.
Hot substrate
h0
0d
λ
μ , k
Cold substrate 
T
T
Thin uid lm
Thick uid layer
C
H
max σ+σ– σ–z
x
y
μ     k(2) (2),
Figure 1.2: A thin fluid film with thickness h0, viscosity µ, and conductivity k is
confined between a hot substrate below at temperature TH and a cold substrate a
distance d0 above at temperature TC with a thick layer of viscous fluid above it with
viscosity µ(2) and conductivity k (2). Cooler portions of the film have larger surface
tension σ which pull more fluid towards the cold substrate, driving the growth of
protrusions.
Let the density, viscosity, and conductivity of the thick layer fluid be denoted ρ(2),
µ(2) and k (2). Similarly, let the lateral and vertical fluid velocity in the thick layer be
denoted u(2)L and u
(2)
z and let the temperature and pressure in the thick layer fluid be
denoted T (2) and p(2). Under the assumption that the viscosities and conductivities
of the thick layer are smaller or comparable to those of the thin layer, the momentum
and temperature gradients at the film interface in the thick layer are much smaller
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than those in the thin layer and the resulting surface forces become negligible, so
that one of the previous models in the literature is appropriate. However, under the
assumption that µ(2)  µ and k (2)  k, all surface forces may be relevant and more
interesting equations result. In particular, there is a qualitative difference in the
transport in the thick layer since gradients can be large in both the lateral and surface
normal directions, as depicted in Fig. 1.3. As we will show later, the resulting film
evolution equation must be non-local to account for such processes, unlike all the
previous models described here. The relevant non-dimensional numbers for this
derivation are
µ¯ ≡  µ
(2)
µ
, k¯ ≡  k
(2)
k
, D¯0 ≡  d0h0 ,
which will all be assumed to be O(1). The unperturbed film temperature from
Eq. 1.2 is, to leading order,
T¯0 ≡ TC + D¯0(TH − TC)
D¯0 + k¯
, (1.39)
and the surface tension again is assumed to decrease linearly with temperature
σ = σ0 − σT (T − T¯0). (1.40)
Momentum & Heat Diffusion
(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: Diffusion of heat and momentum in bilayer of differing thickness. (a)
In two thin layers, the diffusion is dominated by the gradients normal to the film
and coupling between surface points only occurs through derivatives of the film
thickness. (b) When a thick layer is present, lateral heat and momentum diffusion
couples far away surface points leading to a non-local film equation.
In the thick layer, the transport of momentum is governed by the Navier-Stokes
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equations,
ρ(2) *,∂u
(2)
z
∂t¯
+
(
u(2)L · ∇¯L
)
u(2)z + u
(2)
z
∂u(2)z
∂z
+- = −∂p
(2)
∂z
+ µ(2) *,
(
∇¯L
)2
u(2)z +
∂2u(2)z
∂z2
+- ,
ρ(2) *,
∂u(2)L
∂t¯
+
(
u(2)L · ∇¯L
)
u(2)L + uz
∂u(2)L
∂z
+- = −∇¯Lp(2) + µ(2) *,
(
∇¯L
)2 u(2)L + ∂2u(2)L∂z2 +- .
Furthermore, we assume the this layer fluid is incompressible,
∇¯L · u(2)L +
∂u(2)z
∂z
= 0.
No slip boundary conditions are specified at the cool substrate,
u(2)z
z=d0 = 0, u(2)L z=d0 = 0.
The same non-dimensional lateral coordinates XL and the same non-dimensional
time t are used in both layers. The same lateral velocity scale uc and lateral length
scale L as in the thin layer are used to define thick layer scales
Z (2) ≡ z
L
, U(2)L ≡
u(2)L
uc
, U (2)Z ≡
u(2)z
uc
, P(2) ≡ p
(2) − p0
(µ(2)uc/L)
.
Assuming that the thick layer Reynolds’ number is small Re(2) ≡ ρ(2)Luc/µ(2)  1,
the leading order non-dimensional thick layer momentum transport and continuity
equations are
∇2LU(2)L +
∂U(2)L
∂Z (2)
− ∇LP(2) = 0,
∇2LU (2)Z +
∂U (2)Z
∂Z (2)
− ∂P
(2)
∂Z (2)
= 0,
∇L · U(2)L +
∂U (2)Z
∂Z (2)
= 0. (1.41)
Unlike the leading order equations in the thin film in Eqns. 1.14-1.16, real space
integration of the thick layer momentum equations is not possible. Given the lateral
translational invariance of the problem, taking the Fourier transform in the XL
variables is a good first step. Let the Fourier transforms be denoted
U(2)L =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·XL
(
− iq
q2
U˜1 − i (?q)q2 U˜2
)
,
U (2)Z =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·XLU˜Z,
P(2) =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·XL P˜.
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The linear operator? is the dual two-dimensional vector, defined by its action on the
basis vectors?xˆ = −yˆ and?yˆ = xˆ. Given any nonzero vector q, that vector q and its
dual ?q can serve as an orthogonal basis for the two-dimensional vector space, and
vectors will often be decomposed this way. This operator is related to the Hodge
dual of differential geometry. Taking the divergence ∇L · and the dual divergence
?∇L · of the first equation in Eq. 1.41 and then taking the Fourier transform, the thick
layer momentum transport equations are
−q2U˜1 + ∂
2U˜1
∂(Z (2))2
+ q2P˜ = 0,
−q2U˜2 + ∂
2U˜2
∂(Z (2))2
= 0,
−q2U˜Z + ∂
2U˜Z
∂(Z (2))2
− ∂P˜
∂Z (2)
= 0,
U˜1 +
∂U˜Z
∂Z (2)
= 0. (1.42)
Using the first and fourth equations in Eq. 1.42 to eliminate U˜1 and P˜ in favor of U˜Z
in the third equation gives a fourth order ordinary differential equation governing
U˜Z ,
q4U˜Z − 2q2 ∂
2U˜Z
∂(Z (2))2
+
∂4U˜Z
∂(Z (2))4
= 0.
Combined with the second order ordinary differential equation in the second line in
Eq. 1.42, the equations can be solved in terms of six integration constants. Choosing
these constants to be encoded in two two-dimensional vectors a and b and two scalars
aZ and bZ , the solution can be written
U(2)L =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·XL
( (
a − iq
q
(
qaZ + iq · b) (Z (2) − D¯0)) cosh (q (Z (2) − D¯0))
+
(
b − iq
q
(
qbZ + iq · a) (Z (2) − D¯0)) sinh (q (Z (2) − D¯0)) ),
U (2)Z =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·XL
( (
aZ − (qbZ + iq · a) (Z (2) − D¯0)) cosh (q (Z (2) − D¯0))
+
(
bZ − (qaZ + iq · b) (Z (2) − D¯0)) sinh (q (Z (2) − D¯0)) ),
P(2) =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·XL
( (
qaZ + iq · b) cosh (q (Z (2) − D¯0))
+
(
qbZ + iq · a) sinh (q (Z (2) − D¯0)) ) . (1.43)
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In the thin film, the lubrication approximation can be made in the bulk as in the
previous section. In particular, the solution in Eqns. 1.24-1.26, repeated here for
convenience, remain valid
UL =
Z2
2
∇LP + ZA,
UZ = −Z
3
6
∇2LP −
Z2
2
∇L · A,
P = B. (1.44)
The nine integration constant a, b, aZ , bZ , A and B must next be eliminated using
appropriate boundary conditions. First the no-slip boundary condition on the cold
substrate requires U(2)L
Z (2)=D¯0 = 0 and U (2)Z Z (2)=D¯0 = 0, which implies
a = 0 and aZ = 0. (1.45)
Next is continuity of the velocity at the interface
UL |Z=H = U(2)L Z (2)=H ,  UZ |Z=H = U (2)Z Z (2)=H .
Defining
A˜ ≡ HA + 1
2
H2∇LB (1.46)
and inserting Eq. 1.43 and Eq. 1.44 into the velocity continuity boundary condition,
the equations are solved for b = qq2q · b + ?qq2 (?q) · b and bZ to zeroth order in  ,
bZ =
iD¯0 sinh
(
qD¯0
)
sinh
(
qD¯0
)
− q2D¯20
∫
d2X e−iq·XLq · A˜,
q · b =
qD¯0 cosh
(
qD¯0
)
− sinh
(
qD¯0
)
sinh
(
qD¯0
)
− q2D¯20
∫
d2X e−iq·XLq · A˜,
(?q) · b = − 1
sinh
(
qD¯0
) ∫ d2X e−iq·XL (?q) · A˜. (1.47)
The stress balance conditions at the interface require slight modification of the
results in Eqns. 1.21-1.22. The terms on the left hand sides of those equations
remain leading order, but in addition we must check any contributions nˆ · T(2) in
Eqns. 1.11-1.12 from the thick layer stress tensor T(2) = 2µ(2)E(2) − p(2)I, with E(2)
the thick fluid symmetric rate of strain tensor as in Eq. 1.9. The largest additional
contributions from Eq. 1.11 after non-dimensionalizing by multiplying by the factor
2L/µuc is
 µ¯
(
P(2) − 2 ∂UZ
∂Z (2)
)
,
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which is sub-leading. Thus the normal stress balance is(
P + C¯a−1∇2LH
) Z=H = 0,
from which we conclude that the integration constant B is given by
B = −C¯a−1∇2LH . (1.48)
On the other hand, the largest additional contribution in the tangential stress balance
in Eq. 1.12 after non-dimensionalizing by multiplying by the factor L/µuc is
µ¯ *,
∂U(2)L
∂Z (2)
+ ∇LU (2)Z +- · xˆi
Z (2)=H ,
which does contributes at leading order in  . The tangential stress balance is then(
∂UL
∂Z
− M¯a∇LΣ
) Z=H = µ¯ *,
∂U(2)L
∂Z (2)
+ ∇LU (2)Z +-
Z (2)=H .
Inserting the solutions in Eqns. 1.43-1.48 into this tangential stress balance and
simplifying, the result is
A˜ = 1
2
H2C¯a−1∇L∇2LH + M¯aH∇LΣ
+ µ¯H
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L)
(
− coth
(
qD¯0
) (?q) · A˜(X′L)
q
? q
+
2
(
qD¯0 − sinh
(
qD¯0
)
cosh
(
qD¯0
))
sinh
(
qD¯0
)2 − q2D¯20
q · A˜(X′L)
q
q
)
, (1.49)
which is a Fredholm integral equation determining A˜. Given a solution to Eq. 1.49,
all the integration constants from the momentum transport are determined.
The heat transport through the bilayer proceeds analogously to the momentum
transport. The thick layer is governed by the heat transport equation
ρ(2)c(2)
(
∂T (2)
∂t¯
+ u(2)L · ∇¯LT (2) + u(2)z
∂T (2)
∂z
)
= k (2)
(
∇¯2LT (2) +
∂2T (2)
∂z2
)
,
and Dirichlet boundary conditions on the cold substrate are used,
T (2) Z (2)=D¯0 = TC .
The previous non-dimensional temperature in the thin film and surface tension are
used and a new non-dimensional thick film temperature is defined
Θ ≡ T − T¯0
TH − T¯0
, Σ ≡ σ − σ0
σT (TH − T¯0)
= − Θ|Z=H , Θ(2) ≡ T
(2) − TC
T¯0 − TC
.
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On non-dimensionalization of the heat transport equation, the group
Pe(2)T ≡ ρ(2)c(2)Luc/k (2)
appears, and we assume Pe(2)T  1. The leading order heat transport equation in the
thick layer is then
∇2LΘ(2) +
∂2Θ(2)
∂(Z (2))2
= 0.
The Fourier transform is used once again
Θ(2) =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·XLΘ˜,
and the leading order thick film heat transport equation is
−q2Θ˜ + ∂
2Θ˜
∂(Z (2))2
= 0,
subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions for the temperature at the cold substrate
T (2) z=d0 = TC which non-dimensionalize to Θ(2) Z (2)=D¯0 = 0. The solution is then
Θ(2) =
∫
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·XLe sinh
(
q
(
Z (2) − D¯0
))
, (1.50)
where e is an integration constant depending only on XL and not Z (2). In the
thin film, the lubrication approximation can be made in the bulk as in the previous
section. In particular, Eq. 1.30, repeated here for convenience, remains valid,
Θ = 1 + CZ . (1.51)
The integration constantsC and emust next be eliminated using appropriate bound-
ary conditions. The temperature continuity condition T |z=d0 = T (2) z=d0 non-
dimensionalizes to
T¯0 + (TH − T¯0) Θ|Z=H = TC + (T¯0 − TC) Θ(2) Z (2)=H .
Inserting the solution in Eq. 1.50, the constant e can be eliminated to leading order
e = −
∫
d2X ′ e−iq·X
′
L
TH − TC + (TH − T¯0)C(X′L)H (X′L)
(T¯0 − TC) sinh(qD¯0)
. (1.52)
Next the continuity of the heat flux across the interface requires
knˆ ·
(
∇LT + zˆ∂T
∂z
) z=d0 = k (2)nˆ ·
(
∇LT (2) + zˆ∂T
(2)
∂z
) z=d0 .
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which non-dimensionalizes to leading order to
(TH − T¯0) ∂Θ
∂Z
Z=H = k¯ (T¯0 − TC) ∂Θ
(2)
∂Z (2)
Z (2)=H .
Inserting the solutions in Eqns. 1.50-1.52, keeping leading order terms only, and
simplifying using the T¯0 in Eq. 1.39 results in
C = − D¯0 + k¯
D¯0
− k¯
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L)q coth
(
qD¯0
)
H (X′L)C(X′L), (1.53)
which is another Fredholm integral equation determining C. Given a solution
to Eq. 1.53, all the integration constants from the heat transport are determined.
Using the relation between the temperature and the surface tension in Eq. 1.40, an
equivalent Fredholm integral equation in the non-dimensional surface tension can
be easily derived,
Σ = H − 1 − k¯H
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L )q coth
(
qD¯0
)
Σ(X′L). (1.54)
The only remaining equation is the non-dimensionalized kinematic boundary con-
dition in Eq. 1.23, repeated here for convenience,(
∂H
∂t
+ ∇LH · UL −UZ
) Z=H = 0.
Using the thin film solution in Eqns. 1.44 and Eq. 1.48 and the definition of A˜ in
Eq. 1.46, the kinematic boundary condition governing the film evolution is
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L · *,C¯a
−1
12
H3∇L∇2LH +
1
2
HA˜+- = 0, (1.55)
along with the two integral equations in Eq. 1.49 and Eq. 1.54, repeated here for
convenience,
Σ = H − 1− k¯H
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L )q coth
(
qD¯0
)
Σ(X′L),
A˜ = 1
2
H2C¯a−1∇L∇2LH + M¯aH∇LΣ
+ µ¯H
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L)
(
− coth
(
qD¯0
) (?q) · A˜(X′L)
q
? q
+
2
(
qD¯0 − sinh
(
qD¯0
)
cosh
(
qD¯0
))
sinh
(
qD¯0
)2 − q2D¯20
q · A˜(X′L)
q
q
)
. (1.56)
Equations 1.55 and 1.56 together form the analog of the thin film equation inEq. 1.34.
The major qualitative difference between Eqns. 1.55-1.56 and Eq. 1.34 is the non-
local contribution arising from the integral equations, which can be understood in
terms of the lateral diffusion of mometum and heat as depicted in Fig. 1.3.
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Liouville-Neumann series
A formal solution for A˜ and Σ in Eq. 1.56 can be generated by using successive
approximations by initially neglecting the integral terms. The result is called the
Liouville-Neumann series. Define operators
LA˜
[
A˜
]
≡ H
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L)
(
− coth
(
qD¯0
) (?q) · A˜(X′L)
q
? q
+
2
(
qD¯0 − sinh
(
qD¯0
)
cosh
(
qD¯0
))
sinh
(
qD¯0
)2 − q2D¯20
q · A˜(X′L)
q
q
)
,
and
LΓ [Σ] ≡ H
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L )q coth
(
qD¯0
)
Σ(X′L),
and let LnA˜ and LnΓ denote the nth iterated operations. Then the Liouville-Neumann
series solution to the integral equations in Eq. 1.56 are
Σ =
∞∑
n=0
(
−k¯
)n LnΓ [H − 1] ,
A˜ =
∞∑
n=0
(
µ¯
)n LnA˜
[
1
2
C¯a−1H∇L∇2LH + M¯aH∇LΣ
]
. (1.57)
The formal solutions in Eq. 1.57 can then be substituted into Eq. 1.55 to generate the
film evolution equation. The formal nature of the Liouville-Neumann series should
be emphasized – unless the terms decrease in magnitude sufficiently fast, the series
will not converge. This operator series is very much analogous to the Taylor series
1
1−x =
∑∞
n=0 x
n for |x | < 1, and some operator norms on LA˜ and LΓ could ensure
convergence, though we will not pursue such bounds. Furthermore, both operators
are invertible,
L−1A˜
[
A˜
]
≡ H
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L)
(
− tanh
(
qD¯0
) (?q) · A˜(X′L)
q3H (X′L)
? q
+
sinh
(
qD¯0
)2 − q2D¯20
2
(
qD¯0 − sinh
(
qD¯0
)
cosh
(
qD¯0
)) q · A˜(X′L)
q3H (X′L)
q
)
,
and
L−1Γ [Γ] =
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L )
tanh(qD¯0)
qH (X′L)
Σ(X′L).
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If the Liouville-Neumann series fails to converge, the Liouville-Neumann series for
the inverse equations
Σ = −
∞∑
n=1
(
−k¯
)−n L−nΓ [H − 1] ,
A˜ = −
∞∑
n=1
(
µ¯
)−n L−nA˜
[
1
2
C¯a−1H∇L∇2LH + M¯aH∇LΣ
]
, (1.58)
may be expected to converge, just as 11−x = − 1/x1−1/x = −
∑∞
n=1 x
−n for |x | > 1. In a
numerical study of Eq. 1.55, a truncated version of Eq. 1.58 or Eq. 1.57 could be
easily implemented in finite element simulations.
Linear stability analysis
As a first application of Eqns. 1.55-1.44, we perform a linear stability analysis of a
flat base state H0(XL) = 1. Consider a modal perturbation
H (XL) = 1 + δHebt+ip·XL
with δH  1 and p a wave vector. First we will consider the solutions to the
integral equations in Eq. 1.56. The iterated operators Ln
Γ
[
δHebt+ip·XL
]
is evaluated
inductively. Suppose
LnΓ
[
δHebt+ip·XL
]
= δHebt+ip·XL
(
|p| coth( |p|D¯0)
)n
.
Then it follows that
Ln+1Γ
[
δHebt+ip·XL
]
= LΓ
[
δHebt+ip·XL
(
|p| coth(|p|D¯0)
)n]
= (1 + δHebt+ip·XL )
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L)q coth
(
qD¯0
)
× δHebt+ip·X′L
(
|p| coth(|p|D¯0)
)n
= δHebt+ip·XL
(
|p| coth(|p|D¯0)
)n+1
,
to leading order in δH . The base case for n = 0 is immediate, so that the induction is
complete. Inserting this in the Liouville-Neumann series in Eq. 1.57 and evaluating
the sum, the dimensionless surface tension is
Σ =
δHebt+ip·XL
1 + k¯ |p| coth
(
|p|D¯0
) .
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Next, the argument in the second line in Eq. 1.56 is evaluated,
1
2
C¯aH2∇L∇2LH+M¯aH∇LΣ = *.,−
C¯a−1
2
|p|2 + M¯a
1 + k¯ |p| coth
(
|p|D¯0
) +/- ipδHebt+ipXL .
The iteratred operator in the second line of Eq. 1.57 can be evaluated inductively in
the same fashion, and the result can be summed to give
A˜ =
−12C¯a−1 |p|2 + M¯a1+k¯ |p| coth( |p|D¯0)
1 − µ¯2|p|( |p|D¯0−sinh( |p|D¯0) cosh( |p|D¯0))
sinh( |p|D¯0)2−|p|2D¯20
ipδHebt+ipXL .
Finally, the solution for A˜ is inserted into Eq. 1.55 and the equation is solved for
b( |p|) to give the dispersion relation
b( |p|) = |p|2
*...,
1
2
−12C¯a−1 |p|2 + M¯a1+k¯ |p| coth( |p|D¯0)
1 − µ¯2|p|( |p|D¯0−sinh( |p|D¯0) cosh( |p|D¯0))
sinh( |p|D¯0)2−|p|2D¯20
− 1
12
C¯a−1 |p|2
+///- (1.59)
This dispersion relation has the qualitative shape of a type II instability, having
b(0) = 0, a positive unstable band of b( |p|) for 0 < |p| < |p|c for some |p|c > 0, and
a maximum at some b(2pi/λmax) = bmax, but the shape of the curves vary with the
parameters k¯, µ¯, and D¯0. The curves can be easily compared by plotting b/bmax vs.
|p|λmax, which eliminates the dependence on the parameters C¯a and M¯a, as shown
in Fig. 1.4 for a selection of k¯, µ¯, and D¯0.
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Figure 1.4: Linear stability dispersion relation of the thick-thin bilayer. Larger
values of µ¯, k¯, and D¯0 tend to make the unstable band flatter and wider.
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Lastly, it is interesting to note the effects of varying the parameters k¯ and µ¯ on the
maximum growth rate bmax and the wavelength of the fastest growing mode λmax
for fixed M¯a and C¯a. Larger values of the conductivity ratio k¯ and the viscosity ratio
µ¯ tend to increases the wavelength of the most unstable mode and tend to decrease
the growth rate of the unstable modes. On the other hand, larger values of the gap
width ratio D¯0 tend to decrease the wavelength of the most unstable mode and tend
to increase the growth rate of the unstable modes. It should be emphasized here that
since our definition of M¯a ≡ σT (TH−T0)µuc involves the temperature at the unperturbed
interface T0 rather than the temperature at the cold substrate TC , varying D¯0 at fixed
M¯a entails simultaneously changing the dimensionful gap width d0 and the applied
temperature gradient. Contour plots of the wavelength of the fastest growing modes
λmax and its growth rate bmax are shown in Fig. 1.5 below for C¯a = 1 and M¯a = 1.
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Figure 1.5: Contour plots of (a) the wavelength of the fastest growing mode and
(b) the growth rate of the fastest growing mode for C¯a = 1 and M¯a = 1. Contour
values increase in the direction of the red arrow. The wavelength λmax increases
with increasing k¯ and µ¯ and with decreasing D¯0. The growth rate bmax decreases
with increasing k¯ and µ¯ and with decreasing D¯0.
Limiting Behavior
Here we consider the limiting behavior of Eqns. 1.55-1.56 for D¯0  1. In this limit
the approximations coth
(
|p|D¯0
)
≈ 1|p|D¯0 and
2( |p|D¯0−sinh( |p|D¯0) cosh( |p|D¯0))
sinh( |p|D¯0)2−|p|2D¯20
≈ − 4|p|D¯0
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puts Eq. 1.49 in the form
A˜ = 1
2
H2C¯a−1∇L∇2LH + M¯aH∇LΣ
− µ¯
D¯0
H
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L)
(
(?q) · A˜(X′L)
q2
? q + 4
q · A˜(X′L)
q2
q
)
.
(1.60)
Solving Eq. 1.60 takes a little work. First, divide by H and take the divergence,
noting that in the integral term a factor iq· will fall out and cancel the denominator
allowing the integral to be performed with a Dirac delta function,
∇L · A˜H = ∇L ·
(
1
2
C¯aH∇L∇2LH + M¯a∇LΣ
)
− 4 µ¯
D¯0
∇L · A˜.
Collecting all terms together,
∇L ·
((
1
H
+ 4
µ¯
D¯0
)
A˜ −
(
1
2
C¯aH∇L∇2LH + M¯a∇LΣ
))
= 0.
Since the quantity in parenthesis has zero divergence, it can be expressed in terms
in a stream function f as 6µ¯
D¯20
(?∇L) f with the multiplicative factor chosen here for
later comparison with work in the literature. Thus
A˜ =
1
2C¯aH∇L∇2LH + M¯a∇LΣ
1 + 4 µ¯D¯0 H
+
6µ¯H (?∇L) f
D¯20
(
1 + 4 µ¯D¯0 H
) . (1.61)
Next, the dual divergence (?∇L) · of Eq. 1.60 is taken noting that a factor i (?q) ·
falls out in the integral term which allows the integral to be performed,
(?∇L) · A˜H = (?∇L) ·
(
1
2
C¯aH∇L∇2LH + M¯a∇LΣ
)
− µ¯
D¯0
(?∇L) · A˜.
Substituting the solution in Eq. 1.61 and simplifying into a form that will be conve-
nient shortly, the stream function f is specified by
(?∇L) · *.,
12µ¯
(
D¯0 + µ¯H
)
D¯30
(
D¯0 + 4µ¯H
) (?∇L) f +/- = (?∇L) ·
(
M¯a
6µ¯H
D¯0
(
D¯0 + 4µ¯H
)∇LΣ
− C¯a *.,1 −
3µ¯H2
D¯0
(
D¯0 + µ¯H
) +/-∇L∇2LH
)
.
(1.62)
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Next, substituting the solution in Eq. 1.61 into Eq. 1.55 and simplifying the result,
a limiting thin film equation is derived,
0 =
∂H
∂t
− ∇L ·
(
C¯a−1
3
D¯0 + µ¯H
D¯0 + 4µ¯H
H3∇L∇2LH
+
M¯a
2
H2
D¯0 + 4µ¯H
∇LΣ + 3µ¯H
2
D¯0
(
D¯0 + 4µ¯H
) (?∇L) f ) . (1.63)
The surface tension in Eq. 1.54 is also approximated using cosh
(
|p|D¯0
)
≈ 1|p|D¯0
Σ = H − 1 − k¯
D¯0
H
∫
d2X ′
d2q
(2pi)2
eiq·(XL−X
′
L )Σ(X′L),
which can be integrated and solved as
Σ =
D¯0
D¯0 + k¯
(H − 1) . (1.64)
In summary, Eqns. 1.62-1.64 are the coupled equations in the D¯0  1 limit. Taking
the small D¯0 limit of the equations causes the non-local nature of the evolution
equations to break down and allows the integral equations to be re-expressed as the
differential equation Eq. 1.62. This is to be expected since in the small D¯0 limit the
non-local transport mechanism in Fig. 1.3 is invalidated as the thick layer becomes
thin. As noted at the beginning of this section, the evolution of a doubly thin viscous
bilayer has been considered by Merkt et al. [24]. In fact, the doubly thin bilayer
evolution equations derived by Merkt et al. matches exactly with Eqns. 1.62-1.64 in
the limit of a large gap ratio, viscosity ratio, and conductivity ratio. This matching
between models is entirely analogous to matched asymptotics – these models are
appropriate for distinct parameter regimes and their limiting behavior must coincide
as one moves between these regimes.
1.3 Other variants of thin film equations
We have focused on the case where the only interfacial forces are capillary and
thermocapillary ones, but a much wider class of thin film equations can be derived
with analogous methods. Consider the interface between a gas (with negligible
viscous stresses) and a thin viscous fluid film (incompressible and with constant
viscosity) evolving on a flat substrate under the influence of a body force potential
Φ, an external interfacial shear stress τext, an external interfacial normal stress Π,
varying surface tension Σ, and slip coefficient β, with all variables being appro-
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priately non-dimensionalized1. Such a film [23] can be modeled with the partial
differential equation
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
((
τext + M¯a∇LΣ
) (1
2
H2 + βH
)
−
(
1
3
H3 + βH2
)
∇LP
)
= 0, (1.65)
where
P = Φ|Z=H − C¯a−1∇2LH − Π. (1.66)
Note that Eq. 1.65 is a local conservation equation – changes in the film height
H , and hence the total volume V [H], are directly related to the divergence of a
volumetric flux QL,
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·QL = 0, (1.67)
where
V [H] ≡
∫
d2X H (XL, t),
QL ≡
(
τext + M¯a∇LΣ
) (1
2
H2 + βH
)
−
(
1
3
H3 + βH2
)
∇LP.
Assuming the fluxQL vanishes appropriately at the boundary of the wetted domain,
this implies that the total volume V [H] is a conserved quantity.
In the important special case where the external forces depend on space and time
only implicitly through H as τext = ∂τext∂H ∇LH , Φ|Z=H = Φ(H), Π = Π(H), and
Σ = Σ(H), Eq. 1.65 can be cast in the form
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
Q1(H)∇L
(
C¯a−1∇2LH −W ′(H)
))
= 0, (1.68)
where
Q1(H) ≡ 13H
3 + βH2,
W ′′(H) ≡ ∂Φ
∂H
− ∂Π
∂H
− 3H
2 + 6βH
2H3 + 6βH2
(
∂τext
∂H
+ M¯a
∂Σ
∂H
)
.
The form of Eq. 1.68 is called the Cahn-Hilliard type and is significant because of
its variational structure,
∂H
∂t
− ∇L ·
(
Q1(H)∇L δF
δH
)
= 0, (1.69)
1In [23], the authors use a dimensionless surface tension Σ˜ ≡ σµuc . We opt to use a dimensionless
surface tension Σ ≡ σ−σ0
∆σ where ∆σ is a scale of variations in surface tension, as was done in Section
1.1. The two are related by ∇L Σ˜ = M¯a∇LΣ where M¯a ≡ ∆σµuc .
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where the Lyapunov energy is
F [H] ≡
∫
d2X F (XL, t)
F (XL, t) ≡ C¯a
−1
2
|∇LH |2 +W (H).
In the remainder of this thesis, we will study a variety of such film equations.
Although fluid slip is important for modelling moving contact lines, the only focus
on contact lines will be energetic rather than dynamic, so we will always take
β = 0. The purely thermocapillary case in Section 1.1 affects the surface tension
ΣTC = −1+ (D0+κ−1)HD0+(κ−1)H as in Eq. 1.33 and contributes to Lyapunov potential through
a term
WTC = −3M¯a2
(
1 + χ
)
H log
(
H
1 + χH
)
. (1.70)
In addition, we will occasionally consider additional body forces including a ver-
tical gravitational force with non-dimensionalized body force potentials ΦG = G¯Z
where G¯ ≡  ρgh20/µuc is the non-dimensional thin film gravitational number. The
gravitational contribution to the Lyapunov energy is
WG ≡ G¯2 H
2. (1.71)
Additionally, an electrohydrodynamic problem with an interfacial normal force
resulting from an applied electric voltage ∆V across the top and bottom substrates
will be considered for a dielectric fluid. The resulting normal interfacial force is
ΠEHD =
1
2
εEHD(εEHD−1)V2
(D0+(εEHD−1)H)2 where εEHD ≡ εair/ε is the ratio of the relative permittivity
of the air εair to the relative permittivity of the film ε and V ≡
√
ε0ε/µuch0∆V
is the dimensionless voltage magnitude, with ε0 the vacuum permittivity [24]. An
appropriate Lyapunov potential for the electrohydrodynamic contribution is
WEHD ≡ − E¯2
χEHDH
1 + χEHDH
, (1.72)
where χEHD ≡ εEHD−1D0 is a dimensionless dielectric and gap ratio number and
E¯ ≡ εEHDD0 V2 is a dimensionless electrohydrodynamic number. This Lyapunov con-
tribution differs from that of [24] by a constant such thatWEHD(0) = 0 for reasons that
will be emphasized in Chapter 3. Another commonly introduced force is a retarded
body force potential accounting for Van der Waals interactions ΦVdW = AVdW/Z3
where AVdW ≡ A′VdW/6piµuch20 is the non-dimensional Hamaker constant. Such
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interactions become important near film rupture, but will generally be neglected in
this thesis for the sake of simplicity.
We will also consider a more complicated case which involves more than one in-
dependent variable. When an insoluble surfactant spreads on the film, the surface
tension is a function of the surfactant concentration γ. The surface tension is as-
sumed to decrease linearly with the surfactant concentration σ = σ0−σγ (γ − γm) .
In terms of the dimensionless surfactant concentration Γ ≡ γ/γm, the dimensionless
surface tension is Σ = 1 − Γ. A second transport equation in addition to Eq. 1.65
is required to model the transport of the surfactant concentration Γ. Assuming
the surfactant is advectively transported on the surface with an additional surface
diffusion term, the appropriate equations are [25]
0 =
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L · *, C¯a
−1
3
H3∇L∇2LH −
M¯a
2
H2∇LΓ+- ,
0 =
∂Γ
∂t
+ ∇L · *,C¯a
−1
2
H2Γ∇L∇2LH − M¯aHΓ∇LΓ − P¯e∇LΓ+- , (1.73)
where P¯e ≡ Luc/D is the thin film Peclet number with D the surface diffusion
constant for the surfactant. Thiele, Archer, and Plapp [26] uncovered the Cahn-
Hilliard form of the surfactant spreading problem of Eq. 1.73,
0 =
∂H
∂t
− ∇L ·
(
H3
3
∇L δFSS
δH
+
H2Γ
2
∇L δFSS
δΓ
)
,
0 =
∂Γ
∂t
− ∇L ·
(
H2Γ
2
∇L δFSS
δH
+
(
HΓ2 +
P¯e
M¯a
Γ
)
∇L δFSS
δΓ
)
,
where the Lyapunov function in this case is
FSS [H, Γ] ≡
∫
d2X FSS (XL, t) ,
FSS ≡ C¯a
−1
2
|∇LH |2 + M¯aΓ log Γ.
The proof of that the Lyapunov energy decreases in time relies on the fact that the
mobility matrix *,
H3
3
H2Γ
2
H2Γ
2 HΓ
2 + P¯eM¯aΓ
+- is positive definite for H > 0 and Γ > 0, as
can be easily verified by considering its determinant and trace.
The Cahn-Hilliard form of Eq. 1.73 has only recently been derived, and as far as
the author is aware general methods for deriving such forms for more complicated
cases are not well known in the field. The necessary mathematical tools do exist,
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however, and will be outlined in the remainder of this section. Suppose we are
given a set of coupled evolution equations in some number of dependent variables
ui which depend on XL and t like
∂ui
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
QiL
)
= 0, (1.74)
where QiL are some known set of fluxes that corresponds to ui. The Cahn-Hilliard
form will be generalized to
∂ui
∂t
− ∂
∂X j
(
Qi j kl1
∂δF
∂X lδuk
)
= 0, (1.75)
where the matrix of mobility factors Qi j kl1 is appropriately positive-definite. By
an argument identical to the one given in Section 1.1, it follows from appropriate
assumptions on the boundary conditions that
dF
dt
= −
∫
d2X
∂δF
∂X jδui
Qi j kl1
∂δF
∂X lδuk
≤ 0,
where the inequality follows from the positive-definite assumption on Q1, so that F
is a Lyapunov functional. Clearly Eq. 1.74 is of the form in Eq. 1.75 if the fluxes
can be expressed as
QiL = −Qi j kl1
∂δF
∂X lδuk
xˆ j .
The key observation here is that this can be interpreted as an exactness condition in
differential geometry such that
(
Q−11
)
i j kl
(
xˆ j ·QiL
)
xˆl = −∇Lψk , where Q−11 is the
inverse mobility matrix and ψk = δFδuk . Under some mild assumptions, the Poincare
lemma [27] guarantees such an exactness is equivalent to a closedness condition,
which can be written
(?∇L) ·
((
Q−11
)
i j kl
(
xˆ j ·QiL
)
xˆl
)
= 0. (1.76)
Equation 1.76 can be regarded as a collection of partial differential equations that
the mobility factors Qi j kl1 must satisfy. In the usual case, we require that Q1 depend
only on space and time implicitly through the dependent variables ui and not their
derivatives, though this assumption could be relaxed if no such Cahn-Hilliard form
exists. Under that assumption, Eq. 1.76 can be expanded in a Taylor series in the
derivatives of ui and the coefficient of each term is a partial differential equation
which themobility factorsmust satisfy. This expansion is analogous to themethod of
finding point symmetries of differential equations that we will discuss in Section 2.2
below. Finding some collection of mobility factors that form a solution to Eq. 1.76 is
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the first step to putting Eq. 1.74 into the form in Eq. 1.75. Once the mobility factors
have been determined, the quantities ψk can be found using a homotopy operator as
ψk
(
X′L
)
= −
∫ 1
0
dλ
λ
(
X l
(
Q−11
)
i j kl
xˆ j ·QiL
) XL=λX′L . (1.77)
Wewon’t detail homotopy operators here, but refer the reader to [28]. Furthermore it
is not always necessary to employ the homotopy formula as it is often easy to deduce
ψk from the fluxes and mobilities. Once ψk is known, there is yet another exactness
condition which needs to be satisfied, namely a functional one ψk = δFδuk . There exist
yet another functional closedness condition analogous to Eq. 1.76, this time that the
Fréchet derivative of ψk is self-adjoint Dψ = D∗ψ , where the Fréchet derivative and
its adjoint are discussed in Section 2.1 and defined in Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.9 below. If
this functional closedness condition is not satisfied for any possible mobility factor
solutions to Eq. 1.76, we have proven that no such Lyapunov function exists. On
the other hand when the functional closedness condition is satisfied, the Lyapunov
functional F can be constructed using a functional homotopy operator analogous to
Eq. 1.77, namely
F[u˜] =
∫ (∫ 1
0
dλ
λ
(
uk ψk
) u=λu˜
)
d2X . (1.78)
Note that the Lyapunov energy is only uniquely defined up to the addition of a null
Lagrangian, and thus the form in Eq. 1.78 may need to be integrated by parts to put
it in a familiar form. This functional homotopy machinery is part of the variational
or bivariational complex and is a relatively modern development which stems from
the study of the inverse problem in the calculus of variations. A more complete
description is available in [28].
The use of Eq. 1.76-1.78 in determining Lyapunov functions provides a powerful
general method. For example, the author has applied this procedure to the surfactant
spreading problem in Eq. 1.73 and revealed a Cahn-Hilliard form depending on a
functionWSS(Γ) with more general mobility factors
0 =
∂H
∂t
− ∇L ·
(
H3
3
∇L δFSS
δH
+
H2Γ
2W ′′SS(Γ)
∇L δFSS
δΓ
)
,
0 =
∂Γ
∂t
− ∇L ·
(
H2Γ
2
∇L δFSS
δH
+
1
W ′′SS(Γ)
(
HΓ2 +
P¯e
M¯a
Γ
)
∇L δFSS
δΓ
)
, (1.79)
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with an associated family of Lyapunov functionals
FSS [H, Γ] ≡
∫
d2X F (XL, t) ,
FSS ≡ C¯a
−1
2
|∇LH |2 + M¯aWSS(Γ), (1.80)
where the positive definiteness condition is met only if 1/3 < ΓW ′′SS(Γ) < 3. One
particular class with WSS(Γ) = Γ log Γs, where 1/3 < s < 3, generalizes the
Lyapunov function of Thiele, Archer, and Plapp noted above.
1.4 Notes
The quantitative study of thin films of viscous fluids is well over a century old,
beginning with Reynolds’ description of the fluid flow of an oil layer lubricating
a rotating journal bearing [29]. The parallel study of fluid convection driven by
heating has a particularly rich history originating with Bénard’s first observations of
cellular convection at the start of the twentieth century [30]. Lord Rayleigh’s seminal
description of buoyancy driven convection [31] had enormous influence on physics,
and the study of pattern formation that developed is currently an active area of
research [32]. The identification of surface tension variations as the relevant driving
force for many thin films, including those observed by Bénard, was uncovered in
the middle of the twentieth century [33–37], and a variety of linear stability results
were established then. The study of thin films with a free interface was extensively
explored in the late 20th century. During that time, Davis in theUnited States [22, 38]
andKopbosynov and Pukhnachev in the Soviet Union [21] independently introduced
the use of Reynolds’ lubrication theory in deriving an evolution equation for the film
thickness. Oron and Rosenau first described the use of Lyapunov functions for
thin film equations [18]. Later, Van Hook [14, 39] compared simulations with
experiments and recognized an important difference (the sign of his two-layer Biot
number) between fluid films which are placed in a confined geometry and fluid films
which are unconfined above the free interface. An review article detailing many of
these developments in the study of thin films is also available [23].
Much of the recent work on the thermocapillary instability in thin films is motivated
by the prospect of generating micro- and nano-scale patterns for the purpose of
manufacturing devices such as optical arrays. Experiments from Chou et al. [5,
6], Schäffer et al. [7–9], Peng et al. [10], and Troian et al. [11–13] demonstrated
this possibility and highlight advantages over existing lithographic manufacturing
processes. In this same vein, the possibility of driving instabilities using electric
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fields rather than temperature gradients has been explored by Steiner et al. and
Pease and Russel, among others [40–43]. The use of the lubrication approximation
tomodel the elecrohydrodynamic problemwith leaky dielectrics camemore recently
in the work of Shankar and Sharma [44], Craster and Matar [45], and Merk et al.
[24]. A model with a perfect dielectric and with negligible viscosity in the top
fluid layer using the film equation in Eq. 1.68 with the Lyapunov contribution in
Eq. 1.72 will suffice for the purposes of this thesis. The inclusion of Van der Waals
interactions is frequently introduced to model thin film rupture and contact line
motion, as the Van der Waals interaction is known to become increasingly relevant
for ultra thin films. DeGennes’ review [46] is a classic account of many aspects of
contact lines. Early numerical work on thin film equations such as the paper of Oron
et al. [18, 47] often encountered numerical singularities during film rupture events.
More recently, Thiele et al. have demonstrated how a repulsive Van der Waals
interaction leads to ultra thin precursor films rather than rupture and allowed more
extensive numerical analysis of thin film equations [24, 48, 49]. The most frequently
employed model of Van der Waals interactions utilizes a retarded potential which
is predominantly phenomenological, and a satisfactory theoretical hydrodynamics
which includes Van der Waals interactions consistently is wanting. Since we do
not require Van der Waals interactions to regulate numerics in this thesis, they will
generally be neglected. The study of the spreading of an insoluble surfactant on
a thin viscous film has an alternate motivation and history in medicine as human
respiratory and ocular systems rely on surfactants to reduce surface tension [25].
The most recent major elaboration of the thin film equation in the literature is the
thin viscous bilayer model of Merkt et al. noted in Section 1.2 [24]. The related
problem of a two layer fluid film with a free interface between the layers and at a
second interface with the overhead air has also received significant attention recently
[50–53].
The first original contribution to the field from this thesis is the coupled thick-thin
bilayer model in Eqns.1.55-1.56 in Section 1.2. This model exhibited a non-local
character that is not present in other thin film equations. We further showed how
the limit of a thin top layer in this model matches with the thin bilayer model of
Merkt et al. [24]. This thin-thick film equation should also be compared with the
boundary element method [54], which permits two-dimensional modeling of three-
dimensional fluid flows by monitoring quantities and fluxes only at the boundary of
a domain. The boundary element method shares the non-local character of Eq. 1.55,
but requires many more dependent variables, including one for each component of
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momentum, one for heat, and even more for the fluxes of these variables rather than
the single dependent variable H of Eq. 1.55. The second original contribution to the
field from this thesis is the description of homotopy methods in deriving Lyapunov
functions in Section 1.3. Thiswork complements recentwork byThiele et al. putting
surfactant and solute transport equations into gradient form [26, 55]. The homotopy
methods developed for use in the inverse problem of the calculus of variations have a
very long and interesting history [28]. As far as the author is aware, the description
of additional Lyapunov functionals for the surfactant spreading problem in Eq. 1.80
is new. The author has not discovered any application of these additional Lyapunov
functionals to the surfactant spreading problem, but has noted the use of multiple
Lyapunov functions in rigorously establishing convergence to steady states from
arbitrary initial conditions in some mathematical works [56, 57].
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C h a p t e r 2
SYMMETRY ANALYSES
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss symmetry analysis methods in the study of
partial differential equations. First among them is the study of self-similar solutions.
The method of reducing the number of independent variables in partial differential
equations by seeking similarity variables is ubiquitous in fluid mechanics. This
procedure is usually carried out in hopes of finding a particular solution which is
believed to at least approximate the evolution of a physical system. In Section 2.1
we argue for a deeper mathematical motivation for this fundamental analysis: such
solutions provide important geometrical information about the system’s general
solution space. Next in Section 2.2 we derive the point symmetries of various thin
film equations with the aid of the symbolic computation package zgnsymmetry.m
which the authorwrote forMathematica. The package is included in full inAppendix
A. Finally, Section 2.3 contains a discussion of the history and literature in the field,
with an attempt to place the new research contained in this chapter in a wider context.
2.1 Geometrical interpretations of self-similar solutions
To develop motivation for the study of self-similar solutions of partial differential
equations, consider first a simpler dynamical systems example of a set of ordinary
differential equations,
∂u1
∂x0
= u2,
∂u2
∂x0
= −(u1)3 + u1, (2.1)
where superscripts are indices enumerating dependent and independent variables,
not exponents. These are the evolution equations for a one-dimensional anharmonic
oscillator in phase space, where the independent variables are the displacement u1
and its conjugate momentum u2 and the dependent variable x0 is time (this notation
is used here to be consistent with later notation). Since Eq. 2.1 is autonomous, its
fixed points can be studied. There are three such fixed points, a hyperbolic fixed
point at (u1, u2) = (0, 0) and two elliptic fixed points at (u1, u2) = (±1, 0). The
stable and unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic fixed point coincide as a homoclinic
separatrix, depicted as a red line in the phase portrait on the (u1, u2) coordinate
plane in Fig. 2.1 below.
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Figure 2.1: The extended phase space of Eq. 2.1. One-dimensional solution trajec-
tories (gray lines) foliate this space. Projection onto the (u1, u2) phase plane reveals
the geometric structure of the foliation characterized by the green fixed points and
the red separatrix.
In this simple example, the charateristics of the fixed points, i.e., their stability
and the separatrices eminating from them, have important implications regarding
the geometric structure of the phase space as a whole. Many other examples of
fixed points having important influence on the topology of solutions in phase space
are known in dynamical systems, including their relevance in the emergence of
chaos. In the language of symmetry analysis, the fact that Eq. 2.1 is autonomous
is a time-translational symmetry of the differential system. Furthermore, the fixed
points of Eq. 2.1 are simply the group-invariant solutions of this equation under this
symmetry. These concepts can be generalized in a straightforward manner to partial
differential equations. In order to make this generalization concrete, we introduce
briefly here some of the language of jet bundles that aid in the symmetry analysis
of partial differential equations. This discussion is introductory and pedagogical –
more formal developments are available in the mathematics literature [28, 58].
Suppose we want to study n coupled partial differential equations with m + 1
independent variables and n dependent variables, denoted as x = (x0, x1, . . . , xm)
and u = (u1, u2, . . . , un), respectively. Partial derivatives of dependent variables
will be denoted by u j(ν) ≡ ∂
|ν |u j
∂(x0)ν0∂(x1)ν1 ···∂(xm)νm , where ν is a multi-index and |ν | =
ν0 + ν1 + · · · + νm, and the system of partial differential equations under study will
be written ∆ j (x, u; u(ν)) = 0, where ∆ j is a set of differential functions depending on
the dependent and independent variables and the partial derivatives of the dependent
variables. Forget for the moment that we ultimately regard the dependent variables
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as functions of the independent variables, and instead consider them as just variables
which can take on values in some domain like R. In fact, rather than considering
u and x simply as variables, it is advantageous to consider them as coordinates on
manifolds. Let U be an n-dimensional manifold with coordinates (u1, u2, . . . , un)
and X an (m + 1)-dimensional manifold with coordinates (x0, x1, . . . , xm), and
consider the (m+n+1)-dimensional manifoldM = U⊗X. We will avoid technical
issues like the distinction between a local coordinate patch and the entire manifold
itself by assuming that these coordinate systems cover the entire manifold which is
Cartesian, i.e. M = Rm+n+1. One reason this geometric interpretation is preferred is
because it is often advantageous to change coordinates onM to various combinations
of the original independent and dependent variables in order to simplify the system
of differential equations, and a coordinate independent understanding of the system
is desired. A solution to the system of equations under study is a set of function
f j (x0, x1, . . . , xm) which renders the equations an identity when u = f , so that
∆ j
(
x, f (x); ∂
|ν | f (x)
∂(x0)ν0∂(x1)ν1 ···∂(xm)νm
)
= 0 holds identically. Geometrically, a solution
of the partial differential equations is its graph, an m + 1-dimensional submanifold
S ⊂ M,
S =
{
(x, u) ∈ M | u j = f j (x0, x1, . . . xm)
}
.
Next is a somewhat abstract conceptual leap – consider the manifold U (s) whose
coordinates are all the partial derivatives
(
u(ν)
)
of order |ν | < s including the zeroth
order partial derivatives which are simply the dependent variables themselves, and
let M (s) = U (s) ⊗ X. This construction is called the sth order jet bundle [58].
Such fiber bundles are generalizations of the more familiar tangent and cotangent
bundles of coordinate manifolds in Hamiltonian mechanics. If the set of differential
equations ∆ j = 0 contain at most sth order partial derivatives, then the equations
∆ j (x, u; u(ν)) = 0 are simply algebraic equations in the jet bundle which define some
subvarietyS (s)
∆
⊂ M (s),
S (s)
∆
=
{
(x, u; u(ν)) ∈ M (s) | ∆ j (x, u; u(ν)) = 0
}
.
The distinction between a smoothmanifold and a variety is not particularly important
for our discussion – only note that varieties may have singularities such as cusps
where they are not locally diffeomorphic to a Cartesian space. Mapping out such
singularities of S (s)
∆
is another geometrical aspect which will not be discussed for
the moment. Mathematical objects like functions and vector fields onM are said to
prolong to corresponding objects in the jet bundleM (s). These prolonged objects
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are found by requiring the natural differential relations between the coordinates of
the jet bundle are satisfied. For example, the manifold S associated to a solution
u = f (x) prolongs to the manifold
S (s) =
{
(x, u; u(ν)) ∈ M (s)  u j(ν) = ∂ |ν | f j (x)∂(x0)ν0∂(x1)ν1 · · · ∂(xm)νm∀ |ν | ≤ s
}
.
For ordinary differential equations, the spaceS (s)
∆
is the extended phase spacewhich
is foliated by the prolongation of solutions as in Fig. 2.1. There is, however, one
caveat when generalizing to more independent variables – in contrast to ordinary
differential equations, for partial differential equations theremay bemultiple solution
manifolds which pass through a point of S (s)
∆
, so a single foliation of S (s)
∆
could
never enumerate all possible solutions to a partial differential equation. This is
best illustrated through an example. Consider the linear partial differential equation
∆1 ≡ ∂u1∂x0 + ∂u
1
∂x1 = 0 with general solution u
1 = f (x0 − x1) for any smooth function
f : R → R. If f1 and f2 are two such solutions with corresponding prolonged
manifolds S (1)1 and S (1)2 in the first order jet bundleM (1) and if there are constants
A, B,C ∈ R such that f1(C) = f2(C) = A and f ′1(C) = f ′2(C) = B, then the curve
in the first order jet bundle parameterized by x0{(
x, u; u(ν)
) ∈ M (1)  x1 = x0 − C, u1 = A, u1(1,0) = −u1(0,1) = B
}
lies in both S (1)1 and S (1)2 , so that these manifolds have a non-empty intersection.
We cannot then unambiguously associate a solution leaf to each point in S (s)
∆
as
was done in Fig. 2.1. One way to resolve this ambiguity is to consider prolonging
S (s)
∆
to another subvariety S (k)
∆
which resides in a higher order jet bundleM (k)
with k > s by imposing in addition to ∆ j = 0 that all the partial derivatives of
∆ j which involve partial derivatives of the dependent variables of order less than
or equal to k also vanish. If f ′′1 (C) , f
′′
2 (C), then it is clear that in the second-
order jet bundle the prolongations S (2)1 and S (2)2 would no longer intersect. To
fully resolve all ambiguities, we can consider the prolongation to the infinite order
jet bundle [58]. A related observation is that since the general solution of this
partial differential equation involves an arbitrary function f , an infinite number of
integration constants such as the coefficients in the Taylor series of f are required
to enumerate all solutions, so the codimensional of a solution leaf must therefore be
infinite.
The symbol S ∆ will be used to denote the infinite prolongation of the differential
system under study, and it will be called the extended phase space of the system
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of partial differential equations. For ordinary differential equations, this infinite
prolongation actually remains finite-dimensional – for each prolongation to the next
order jet bundle, n new derivative coordinates are introduced and n new constraints
are imposed by taking one more derivative of each the n equations ∆ j = 0, so the
dimension of S (k)
∆
does not increase as k increases and all the S (k)
∆
and S ∆ are
isomorphic. Thus, for example, the extendend phase space S ∆ for Eq. 2.1 is the
three-dimensional space depicted in Fig. 2.1. On the other hand, for partial differ-
ential equations the space S ∆ will be infinite-dimensional. The local solvability
and uniqueness of analytic partial differential equations of interest here is provided
by the Cauchy-Kovalevski theorem [28]. This result permits us to consider a lo-
cal foliation of the infinite-dimensional space S ∆ by solutions of the differential
equaiton.
A qualitative study of a system of partial differential equations should aim to under-
stand the structure of the foliation of the extended phase space by solutions. What
exactly do wemean by the structure of this foliation? Locally we expect the infinitely
prolonged spaceS ∆ to be quite homogenously sliced into m + 1-dimensional sub-
manifolds by the foliation. Let us return to the example in Eq. 2.1 for concreteness
- the extended phase space for this system can be coordinatized by (x0, u1, u2) and
is depicted in Fig. 2.1 above. Through each point passes a leaf of the foliation
which is the one-dimensional trajectory that describes a solution. Because of the
time translational symmetry of Eq. 2.1, translating any such leaf vertically maps it
onto another leaf. The quotient space formed by projecting out time is the usual
phase space shown on the (u1, u2) coordinate plane in Fig. 2.1, and the structure of
the foliation becomes clear only after this projection. Note that solutions which are
themselves invariant under time translations project down to zero-dimensional fixed
points rather than lines.
The procedure of forming a quotient space of the extended phase space is a general
one given any symmetry of a differential system. Formally, a vector field onM,
~v = ξisym(x, u)
∂
∂xi
+ φ
j
sym(x, u)
∂
∂u j
, (2.2)
generates a point symmetry of the differential system if S ∆ is invariant under the
flow generated by its prolongation. Details about the prolongation of vector fields
can be found in [28], and an analytic statement of this condition is given below in
Eq. 2.7. Any solution to ∆ = 0 is mapped onto another solution to ∆ = 0 under
the flow generated by a symmetry. Given a generator of some symmetry ~v , it is
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generally possible to consider n+m independent invariants of~v, which are functions
ηk (x, u) onM such that
~v(ηk ) = ξisym(x, u)
∂ηk
∂xi
+ φ
j
sym(x, u)
∂ηk
∂u j
= 0. (2.3)
To find invariants, we can consider Eq. 2.3 as a linear partial differential equation
that needs to be solved for the unknown ηk , and the method of characteristics can be
used to find a full set of independent invariants. Similarly, we can consider another
special function η0 that satisfies the linear partial differential equation
~v(η0) = ξisym(x, u)
∂η0
∂xi
+ φ
j
sym(x, u)
∂η0
∂u j
= 1. (2.4)
If we change coordinates on M to (η0, η1, . . . , ηn+m), we will straighten out the
generator of the symmetry to ~v = ∂
∂η0
. Since ~v is a symmetry of ∆(x, u) = 0, this
implies that in these new coordinates, the transformed set of equations
∆˜(η0, η1, . . . , ηn+m) = 0
does not depend on η0, and the equations are autonomouswith respect to η0 if we take
η0 to be one of the independent variables. The extended phase space S ∆ can then
be projected along the η0 axis to form a quotient manifoldS ∆/G with coordinates
(η1, η2, . . . , ηn+m), whereG is theLie groupwith generator~v. This quotientmanifold
is analogous to the phase space of autonomous ordinary differential equations.
General solutions S (s) ⊂ S ∆ project down to m + 1-dimensional manifolds on
S ∆/G analogous to the phase space trajectories of an ordinary differential equation.
However, solutions which are themselves invariant under G will project down to m-
dimensionalmanifolds inS ∆/G analogous to fixed points. Such solutions are called
self-similar or group-invariant solutions. When searching for self-similar solutions,
we need only solve a system of partial differential equations in m independent
variables and n dependent variables which is derived from ∆˜(η0, η1, . . . , ηn+m) = 0
by simply setting all η0 derivatives to zero. Further symmetries of these reduced
equations permit further projections of the space of self-similar solutions, and in
practice most special solutions to partial differential equations are found through
such reductions.
There exists a general procedure to find all the point symmetries of a given set of
partial differential equations. The invariance condition that the phase spaceS ∆ be
invariant under the flow generated by the prolongation of ~v is equivalent to a set of
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linear differential conditions on the generator coefficients. Define the characteristic
of the generator
Q j
~v
(
x, u; u(ν)
) ≡ φ jsym (u, x) − ξisym (u, x) u j(νˆi ), (2.5)
where νˆi is the multi-index with a one in the ith entry and a zero in every other entry
and φsym and ξsym are the coefficients of the generator in Eq. 2.2. Also define the
Fréchet derivative of ∆, D∆, which acts on differential functions f j depending on
the independent variables, the dependent variables, and the partial derivatives of the
dependent variables,
(D∆) j1 j2 ( f
j2 ) ≡
∑
ν
∂∆ j1
∂u j2(ν)
(
d
dx0
) ν0 ( d
dx1
) ν1
· · ·
(
d
dxm
) νm
( f j2 ), (2.6)
where the sum ranges over all multi-indices and the total derivative is
d
dxi
=
∂
∂xi
+
∑
ν
u j(ν+νˆi )
∂
∂u j(ν)
.
The Fréchet derivative of ∆ is sometimes called the linearized equation since it is
the linear operator that appears when considering perturbations of solutions. The
symmetry condition that is satisfied when Q~v is the characteristic of a symmetry of
∆ is
(D∆) j1 j2 (Q
j2
~v
)S∆ = 0, (2.7)
where the result is evaluated only on the extended phase space [28]. Any choice
of ξsym and φsym which satisfies Eq. 2.7 generates a symmetry of ∆. The crucial
observation is the while ξsym and φsym depend only on u and x, the various deriva-
tives u(ν) also appear in Eq. 2.7. Thus the coefficient of every monomial in these
derivatives must vanish independently. In this manner, Eq. 2.7 corresponds to a
large number of generally over-determined linear determining equations which we
must solve to enumerate all the point symmetries of ∆. Finally, aside from the
characterization that self-similar solutions u = f depend only on invariants of the
symmetry generated by ~v, another characterization [28] of self-similar solutions is
that the characteristics vanish,
Q j
~v
(
x, u; u(ν)
) u= f (x) = 0 when f (x) is invariant under ~v. (2.8)
In addition to ∆ = 0, self similar solutions must satisfy Eq. 2.8 which is another set
of partial differential equations. The compatibility conditions between this new set
of equations and ∆ = 0 are guaranteed by the symmetry condition in Eq. 2.7.
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In searching for self-similar solutions to some set of partial differential equations,
we can hope to map out structures in the phase spaces of the solution set to gain a
qualitative understanding of the possible behaviors of solutions. Furthermore, given
any particular self-similar solution, a local analysis can be carried out for nearby
solutions by finding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a linearized problem. By
numerically solving the equation in the direction of the eigenfunctions, we could
try to map out the separatrices in these phase spaces as well. In practice, this is a
fairly daunting task for even very simple nonlinear partial differential equations, and
we will only partially complete such analyses for a few thin film equations in the
remainder of this thesis. In closing this discussion, we emphasize thatmany concepts
from dynamical systems can be applied to partial differential equations with this
geometric perspective in mind. For example, what could we learn from the Poincaré
sections of these projections of the extended phase space? For what equations and
under what circumstances do fractal sets appear in these phase spaces, and does
this inform us at all about systems with spatio-temporal chaos? For Hamiltonian
systems, is there an invariant tori structure around self-similar solutions, and if so
what can be said about its structual stability to perturbations? Such investigations
seem a promising direction in this very challenging field.
Lastly before closing this section, another important aspect of symmetry analyses
is their connection to conservation laws. For variational problems with an action
functional, the celebrated Noethers’ theorem guarantees a conservation law for
every symmetry of the action. The thin film equations of interest here, however, do
not minimize an action, and thus the classic form of Noethers’ theorem does not
apply. There is a more modern generalization which applies to all partial differential
equations, however. The statement of this result requires the adjoint of the Fréchet
derivative
(D∗∆) j1 j2 ( f
j2 ) ≡
∑
ν
(
− d
dx0
) ν0 (
− d
dx1
) ν1
· · ·
(
− d
dxm
) νm *.,
∂∆ j2
∂u j1(ν)
f j2+/- . (2.9)
The general condition [28, 59] that guarantees a conservation law is that there exist
a set of multipliers Λ j such that
(D∗∆) j1 j2 (Λ
j2 ) + (D∗Λ)
j2
j1
(∆ j2 ) = 0. (2.10)
The Λ here is not restricted to depend only on the u and x but may depend on
arbitrarily high derivatives u(ν), and we call the highest order derivative on which
Λ depends the order of the multiplier. This condition can be related to an adjoint
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symmetry condition by restricting the result to the extended phase space
(D∗∆) j1 j2 (Λ
j2 )S∆ = 0, (2.11)
where the second term in Eq. 2.10 vanishes because ∆ = 0 onS∆. As for point sym-
metries, Eq. 2.11 generates a large number of adjoint determining equations through
the coefficients of the monomials involving derivatives of dependent variables for
which Λ does not depend. Not every adjoint symmetry solution to Eq. 2.11 is a
multiplier for a conservation law, but every multiplier for a conservation law satisfies
Eq. 2.11. Once the multipliers are known, there is a closed form expression for the
conserved current of the conservation law [59]. One can solve Eq. 2.11 for any order
|ν | to systematically enumerate the adjoint symmetries, and then find which adjoint
symmetries satisfy Eq. 2.10 to enumerate all the conservation laws. Note also that
in the case that the Fréchet derivative is self-adjoint, the symmetries and the adjoint
symmetries of ∆ coincide and the symmetries of ∆ correspond to conservation laws
just as in Noether’s theorem. As noted in Section 1.3, the exactness of the variational
complex implies that the Fréchet derivative of ∆ is self adjoint if and only if ∆ is
the functional derivative of some action functional. Thus we see that Noethers’
theorem is a special case of this connection between conservation laws and adjoint
symmetries.
2.2 Calculations of symmetries and reductions of thin film equations
[1] Z. G. Nicolaou and S.M. Troian. “Embedded symmetries and classes of self-
similar solutions of the thin film equations”. In: Phys. Rev. Fluids (preparing
for submission 2016).
In this section, we will carry out symmetry analyses of the some of thin film
equations described in Chapter 1. First we will consider a driven film with one
dependent variable H . Then we will consider the surfactant spreading problem
with two dependent variables H and Γ. Our calculations rely on computational
assistance from the Mathematica package zgnsymmetry.m, which is included in full
in Appendix A.
Thin film equations with a single dependent variable H
Here we consider the symmetries of the general thin film equation in Eq. 1.68 with
no fluid slip, namely
∆1 =
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
H3
3
∇L
(
C¯a−1∇2LH −W ′(H)
))
= 0. (2.12)
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To find symmetries of Eq. 2.12, we must solve Eq. 2.7 for the generators ξsym and
φsym. Since Eq. 2.12 is fourth order in space and depends on two spatial independent
variables, the invariance condition in Eq. 2.7 turns out to be an enormous equation,
consisting of 3071 individual terms! Dealing with such large expressions by hand
is not feasible. However, as noted above this large equation actually generates a
large list of simpler equations which must be satisfied, namely the coefficients of the
derivatives of H in this expression. Some of these equations are very simple and can
be readily solved. To aid in our analysis, we have written a Mathematica package to
isolate simple terms in the invariance condition. The package file zgnsymmetry.m
is included in Appendix A, and a digital version can be supplied by the author upon
request. Once the package file zgnsymmetry.m is placed in the Applications folder
in theMathematic user base directory, it can be included in aMathematica notebook
with the command
<< zgnsymmetry`
To use the package, we must define Mathematica functions of the independent
variables for the differential equations ∆
Delta1[ t_ ,x_,y_]:=D[H[t,x,y ], t]+Div[1/3∗H[t,x,y]^3∗(Grad[Laplacian[H[t ,x,y ],{x,y}]\
-W'[H[t,x,y ]],{ x,y }]),{ x,y}];
Similarly the characteristics Q~v = φsym − ξisymH(νi ) are defined as Mathematica
functions of the independent variables
Q1[t_,x_,y_]:=Phi1[ t ,x,y,H[t ,x,y]] -Xi0[t ,x,y,H[t ,x,y]]∗D[H[t,x,y ], t ]\
-Xi1[t ,x,y,H[t ,x,y]]∗D[H[t,x,y ], x]-Xi2[t ,x,y,H[t ,x,y]]∗D[H[t,x,y ], y ];
The equations and characteristics are put into lists
Delta = {Delta1};
Q = {Q1};
We next define a list of independent and dependent variables and a list of variables
which will be eliminated when solving ∆ = 0,
var = {{t , x, y}, {H}};
solvefor = {Derivative [1, 0, 0][H]};
The function FindInvariance returns the invariance condition in Eq. 2.7. For exam-
ple, we can see the number of terms in the invariance condition with
Plus @@ Length /@ FindInvariance[Delta,var ,Q, solvefor ]
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which returns 3071, as claimed before. The zgnsymmetry.m package contains a
function FindEquations which returns a list consisting of the number of equations,
the equations themselves, and the monomials to which that equation corresponds for
equations with a specified number of terms. By solving equations involving only a
small number of terms first, we can effectively find all the symmetries of Eq. 2.12.
We first run FindEquations, looking for equations with 1 term.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 1]
This reveals that there are 316 equations in the determining system, including
∂ξ0sym
∂X
= 0,
∂ξ0sym
∂Y
= 0,
∂ξ0sym
∂H
= 0,
appearing as coefficients for multiple monomial terms, including H(0,7,0), H(0,0,7),
and H(0,1,0)H(0,7,0), respectively. We can thus conclude that that
ξ0sym(t, X,Y, H) = ξ
0
sym1(t),
where ξ0sym1 is a new function which depends only on t. We then define this in
Mathematica.
Xi0[t_ ,x_,y_,H_]:=Xi01[t ];
We next run FindEquations, again looking for equations with 1 term.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 1]
This reveals that there are 78 equations in the determining system, including
∂ξ1sym
∂H
= 0,
∂ξ2sym
∂H
= 0,
appearing as coefficients for multiple monomial terms, including H(0,4,0)H(0,1,0) and
H(0,0,4)H(0,0,1), respectively. We can thus conclude that
ξ1sym(t, X,Y, H) = ξ
1
sym1(t, X,Y ),
ξ2sym(t, X,Y, H) = ξ
2
sym1(t, X,Y ).
We then define this in Mathematica.
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Xi1[t_ ,x_,y_,H_]:=Xi11[t,x,y ];
Xi2[t_ ,x_,y_,H_]:=Xi21[t,x,y ];
We next run FindEquations, again looking for equations with 1 term.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 1]
This reveals that there are 31 equations in the determining system, including
∂2φ1sym
∂H2
= 0,
appearing as a coefficient for multiple monomial terms, including H2(0,2,0). We can
thus conclude that
φ1sym(t, X,Y, H) = φ
1
sym1(t, X,Y ) + Hφ
1
sym2(t, X,Y ).
We then define this in Mathematica.
Phi1[ t_ ,x_,y_,H_]:=Phi11[t ,x,y]+H∗Phi12[t,x,y ];
We next run FindEquations, now looking for equations with 4 terms.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 4]
This reveals that there are 26 equations in the determining system, including
2φ1sym1 + H
*,3φ1sym2 +
∂ξ0sym1
∂t
− 4∂ξ
1
sym1
∂X
+- = 0,
3φ1sym1 + H
*,3φ1sym2 +
∂ξ0sym1
∂t
− 4∂ξ
1
sym1
∂X
+- = 0,
appearing as coefficients for the monomials H(0,1,0)H(0,3,0) and H(0,4,0), respectively.
These equations imply that φ1sym1 = 0. We then define this in Mathematica.
Phi11[t_ ,x_,y_]:=0;
We next run FindEquations, again looking for equations with 4 terms.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 4]
This reveals that there are 23 equations in the determining system, including
3φ1sym2 +
∂ξ0sym1
∂t
− 2 *,
∂ξ1sym1
∂X
+
∂ξ2sym1
∂Y
+- = 0,
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appearing as coefficients for multiple monomial terms, including H(0,2,2). This
imples
φ1sym2 =
1
3
*,2 *,
∂ξ1sym1
∂X
+
∂ξ2sym1
∂Y
+- −
∂ξ0sym1
∂t
+- .
We then define this in Mathematica.
Phi12[t_ ,x_,y_]:=1/3∗(2∗(D[Xi11[t,x,y ], x]+D[Xi21[t,x,y ], y]) -D[Xi01[t ], t ]);
We next run FindEquations, now looking for equations with 2 terms.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 2]
This reveals that there are 21 equations in the determining system, including
2
∂2ξ1sym1
∂X∂Y
=
∂2ξ2sym1
∂Y 2
,
2
∂2ξ2sym1
∂X∂Y
=
∂2ξ1sym1
∂X2
,
∂ξ1sym1
∂X
=
∂ξ2sym1
∂Y
,
appearing as coefficients for multiple monomial terms, including H(0,1,0)H(0,0,2),
H(0,2,0)H(0,0,1), and H(0,4,0), respectively. Differentiating the third equation with
respect to Y and substracting the first equation reveals that
∂2ξ1sym1
∂X∂Y = 0. Likewise,
differentiating the third equation with respect to X and subtracting the second
equation reveal that
∂2ξ2sym1
∂X∂Y = 0. It follows that
ξ1sym1(t, X,Y ) = ξ
1
sym2(t, X ) + ξ
1
sym3(t,Y ),
ξ2sym1(t, X,Y ) = ξ
2
sym2(t, X ) + ξ
2
sym3(t,Y ).
We then define this in Mathematica.
Xi11[t_ ,x_,y_]:=Xi12[t ,x]+Xi13[t ,y ];
Xi21[t_ ,x_,y_]:=Xi22[t ,x]+Xi23[t ,y ];
We next run FindEquations, again looking for equations with 1 term.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 1]
This reveals that there are 21 equations in the determining system, including
∂2ξ1sym2
∂X2
= 0,
∂2ξ2sym3
∂Y 2
= 0,
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appearing as coefficients for monomial terms H(0,0,2)H(0,1,0) and H(0,0,1)H(0,2,0),
respectively. It follows that
ξ1sym2(t, X ) = ξ
1
sym4(t) + Xξ
1
sym5(t),
ξ2sym3(t,Y ) = ξ
2
sym4(t) + Y ξ
2
sym5(t).
We then define this in Mathematica.
Xi12[t_ ,x_]:=Xi14[t]+x∗Xi15[t ];
Xi23[t_ ,y_]:=Xi24[t]+y∗Xi25[t ];
We next run FindEquations, again looking for equations with 1 term.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 1]
This reveals that there are 13 equations in the determining system, including
∂2ξ1sym3
∂Y 2
= 0,
∂2ξ2sym2
∂X2
= 0,
appearing as coefficients formultiplemonomial terms, including H(0,3,0) and H(0,0,3),
respectively. It follows that
ξ1sym3(t,Y ) = Y ξ
1
sym6(t),
ξ2sym2(t, X ) = Xξ
2
sym6(t),
where we absorb the integration constants into the previous terms ξ1sym4(t) and
ξ2sym4(t). We then define this in Mathematica.
Xi13[t_ ,y_]:=y∗Xi16[t ];
Xi22[t_ ,x_]:=x∗Xi26[t ];
We next run FindEquations, again looking for equations with 2 term.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 2]
This reveals that there are 11 equations in the determining system, including
ξ2sym5(t) = ξ
1
sym5(t),
ξ2sym6(t) = −ξ1sym6(t),
appearing as coefficients for multiple monomial terms, including H(0,4,0) and
H(0,3,0)H(0,0,1). We then define this in Mathematica.
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Xi25[t_]:=Xi15[t ];
Xi26[t_]:= -Xi16[t ];
We next run FindEquations, now looking for equations with 3 terms.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 3]
This reveals that there are 5 equations in the determining system, including
Y
∂ξ1sym5
∂t
+
∂ξ2sym4
∂t
− X
∂ξ1sym6
∂t
= 0,
Y
∂ξ1sym6
∂t
+
∂ξ1sym4
∂t
+ X
∂ξ1sym5
∂t
= 0,
appearing as coefficients for monomial terms H(0,0,1) and H(0,1,0), respectively. Not-
ing that the functions here depend only on t and not X or Y , the each term must
vanish independently, so that
ξ1sym5(t) = ξ
1
sym7,
ξ1sym6(t) = ξ
1
sym8,
ξ1sym4(t) = ξ
1
sym9,
ξ2sym4(t) = ξ
2
sym9,
where the right hand sides are all constants. We then define this in Mathematica.
Xi15[t_]:=Xi17;
Xi16[t_]:=Xi18;
Xi14[t_]:=Xi19;
Xi24[t_]:=Xi29;
We next run FindEquations, again looking for equations with 1 term.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 1]
This reveals that there are 3 equations in the determining system, including
∂2ξ0sym1
∂t2
= 0,
appearing as coefficients for the constant monomial term. This implies that
ξ0sym1(t) = ξ
0
sym2 + tξ
0
sym3.
We then define this in Mathematica.
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Xi01[t_]:=Xi02+t∗Xi03;
We next run FindEquations, again looking for equations with 3 term.
FindEquations[Delta , var , Q, solvefor , 3]
This reveals 2 equations in the determining system, including
6ξ1sym7
∂2W
∂H2
− H
(
ξ0sym3 − 4ξ1sym7
) ∂3W
∂H3
= 0, (2.13)
appearing as a coefficient for multiple monomial terms, including H(0,0,2).
Here the symmetry consideration depends on the function W (H). In the general
case, Eq. 2.20 is satisfied only for ξ1sym7 = ξ
0
sym3 = 0. However, when W has a
power law form
W (H) =

W0
α(α−1)H
α +W1H +W2, if α , 0 and α , 1
W0H log (H) +W1H +W2, if α = 1,
W0 log (H) +W1H +W2, if α = 0,
(2.14)
for some constants W0, W1, W2, and α, Eq. 2.13 can be solved with ξ0sym3 =
4α−2
α−2 ξ
1
sym7. Lastly for purely capillary films with the power law form with W0 = 0,
Eq. 2.13 is satisfied with both ξ1sym7 and ξ
0
sym3 free parameters. We note that the
termsW1H andW2 do not actually contribute any driving terms to the film equation.
Thus there there are four, five, or six symmetries of Eq. 2.12 parameterized by
ξ0sym2, ξ
1
sym9, ξ
2
sym9, ξ
1
sym8, and possibly ξ
1
sym7 and ξ
0
sym3, which correspond to time
translations, spatial X translations, spatial Y translations, rotations, scalings, and
scalings, respectively. These symmetries are summarized in Table 2.1.
Having enumerated the symmetries of Eq. 2.12, we now describe its reductions by
one independent variable. As noted in Section 2.1, this is accomplished by seek-
ing the invariants of an arbitrary symmetry using Eq. 2.3. Listing all the unique
one-variable reductions requires finding an optimal system of one-dimensional Lie
subalgebras [28]. This involves considering how an arbitrary linear combination of
the vectors in Table 2.1 can be simplified under a finite symmetry transformation
and is carried out with the adjoint representation of the group. Any one-variable
reduction is related to one in the optimal system after a finite symmetry transforma-
tion such as a change in the origin or the Cartesian coordinates. The one-variable
reductions of Eq. 2.12 are listed in Table 2.2. Similarly, to reduce Eq. 2.12 by
two independent variables and hence find an ODE reduction, an optimal system of
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Generators
Time translations: ~v 1 = ∂∂t
Spatial translations: ~v 2 = ∂∂X
Spatial translations: ~v 3 = ∂∂Y
Spatial rotations: ~v 4 = −Y ∂∂X + X ∂∂Y
Scalings: ~v 5α = −2H ∂∂H + (4α − 2)t ∂∂t + (α − 2)X ∂∂X + (α − 2)Y ∂∂Y
Lie Brackets
~v 1 ~v 2 ~v 3 ~v 4 ~v 5
~v 1 0 0 0 0 (4α − 2)~v 1
~v 2 0 0 0 ~v 3 (α − 2)~v 2
~v 3 0 0 0 −~v 2 (α − 2)~v 3
~v 4 0 −~v 3 ~v 2 0 0
~v 5α −(4α − 2)~v 1 −(α − 2)~v 2 −(α − 2)~v 3 0 0
Table 2.1: Generators of symmetries of Eq. 2.12 and their Lie brackets. The scaling
~v 5α are symmetries only for the power law form in Eq. 2.14. For purely capillary
case with W0 = 0, there are two independent scaling symmetries ~v 5α and ~v 5α′ with
any distinct values of α and α′.
two-dimensional Lie subalgebras must be found. The two-variable reductions of
Eq. 2.12 are listed in Table 2.3.
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(i-1) Rotating wave solutions are invariant under ~v 1 + ω~v 4 with invariants
H˜ = H,
X˜ = X cos (ωt) + Y sin (ωt) ,
Y˜ = −X sin (ωt) + Y cos (ωt) .
Denoting here XL = (X˜, Y˜ ) as independent variables and H˜ as the dependent
variable, the reduced equation is
0 = ωXL ·
(
?∇L H˜
)
+ ∇L ·
(
H˜3
3
∇L
(
C¯a−1∇2L H˜ −W ′(H˜)
))
.
(i-2) Travelling wave solutions are invariant under ~v 1 + v~v 2 with invariants
H˜ = H,
X˜ = X − vt,
Y˜ = Y .
Denoting here XL = (X˜, Y˜ ) as independent variables and H˜ as the dependent
variable, the reduced equation is
0 = −v ∂H˜
∂ X˜
+ ∇L ·
(
H˜3
3
∇L
(
C¯a−1∇2L H˜ −W ′(H˜)
))
.
(i-3) Rotationally invariant solutions are invariant under ~v 4 with invariants
H˜ = H,
R˜ =
√
X2 + Y 2,
t˜ = t.
Choosing R˜ and t˜ as independent variables and H˜ as the dependent variable,
the reduced equation is
0 =
∂H˜
∂t˜
+
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
R˜
H˜3
3
∂
∂ R˜
(
C¯a−1
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
R˜
∂H˜
∂ R˜
)
−W ′(H˜)
))
.
(i-4) Translationally invariant solutions are invariant under ~v 3 with invariants
H˜ = H,
X˜ = X,
t˜ = t.
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Choosing X˜ and t˜ as independent variables and H˜ as the dependent variable,
the reduced equation is
0 =
∂H˜
∂t˜
+
∂
∂ X˜
(
H˜3
3
∂
∂ X˜
(
C¯a−1
∂2H˜
∂ X˜2
−W ′(H˜)
))
.
(i-5) For the power-law case in Eq. 2.14, the rotating scale invariant solutions are
invariant under ~v 5α + ω~v 4 with invariants
H˜ = (±t) 12α−1 H,
X˜ = (±t) −α+24α−2
(
X cos
(
ω log (±t) −14α−2
)
+ Y sin
(
ω log (±t) −14α−2
))
,
Y˜ = (±t) −α+24α−2
(
−X sin
(
ω log (±t) −14α−2
)
+ Y cos
(
ω log (±t) −14α−2
))
.
Denoting here XL = (X˜, Y˜ ) as the independent variables and H˜ as the depen-
dent variable, the reduced equation is
0 = ±
(
− H˜
2α − 1 −
α − 2
4α − 2XL · ∇L H˜ + ωXL ·
(
?∇L H˜
))
+ ∇L ·
(
H˜3
3
∇L
(
C¯a−1∇2L H˜ −W ′(H˜)
))
.
The choice of invariants above is only valid for α , 12 . A different choice can
be made for α , 2,
H˜ = R
2
α−2 H,
t˜ = R−
4α−2
α−2 t,
θ˜ = θ + ω log
(
R
1
α−2
)
,
where R =
√
X2 + Y 2 and θ = arctan YX are the usual polar coordinates. The
reduced equation using these invariants is rather complicated and will be
omitted for brevity.
Table 2.2: There are up to five one-variable reductions of Eq. 2.12, including (i-1)
the rotating wave solutions, (i-2) the travelling wave solutions, (i-3) the rotationally
invariant solutions, (i-4) the translationally invariant solutions, and (i-5) the scale
invariant solutions.
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(ii-1) Rotationally invariant steady solutions are invariant under ~v 1 and ~v 4 with
invariants
H˜ = H,
R˜ =
√
X2 + Y 2.
Choosing R˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 =
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
R˜
H˜3
3
∂
∂ R˜
(
C¯a−1
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
R˜
∂H˜
∂ R˜
)
−W ′(H˜)
))
.
(ii-2) Translationally invariant travelling wave solutions are invariant under ~v 3 and
~v 1 + v~v 2 with invariants
H˜ = H,
X˜ = X − vt.
Choosing X˜ as independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 = −v ∂H˜
∂ X˜
+
∂
∂ X˜
(
H˜3
3
∂
∂ X˜
(
C¯a−1
∂2H˜
∂ X˜2
−W ′(H˜)
))
.
(ii-3) Constant solutions are invariant under ~v 2 and ~v 3 with invariants
H˜ = H,
t˜ = t.
Choosing t˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 =
∂H˜
∂t˜
.
(ii-4) For the power-law case in Eq. 2.14, the rotationally invariant scale invariant
solutions are invariant under ~v 5α and ~v 4 with invariants
H˜ = (±t) 12α−1 H,
R˜ = (±t)− α−24α−2
√
X2 + Y 2.
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Choosing R˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 = ±
(
− H˜
2α − 1 −
α − 2
4α − 2 H˜
∂H˜
∂ R˜
)
+
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
R˜
H˜3
3
∂
∂ R˜
(
C¯a−1
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
R˜
∂H˜
∂ R˜
)
−W ′(H˜)
))
.
The choice of invariants above is only valid for α , 12 . A different choice can
be made for α = 12 ,
H˜ = R−4/3H,
t˜ = t.
Choosing t˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 = C¯a
∂H˜
∂t˜
− 320
243
H˜4 − 40
27
C¯aW0H˜5/2.
(ii-5) For the power-law case in Eq. 2.14, the translationally invariant scale invariant
solutions are invariant under ~v 5α and ~v 3 and with invariants
H˜ = (±t) 12α−1 H,
X˜ = (±t)− α−24α−2 X .
Choosing X˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 = ±
(
− H˜
2α − 1 −
α − 2
4α − 2 X˜
∂H˜
∂ X˜
)
+
∂
∂ X˜
(
H˜3
3
∂
∂ X˜
(
C¯a−1
∂2H˜
∂ X˜2
−W ′(H˜)
))
.
The choice of invariants above is only valid for α , 12 . A different choice can
be made for α = 12 ,
H˜ = X−4/3H,
t˜ = t.
Choosing t˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 = C¯a
∂H˜
∂t˜
− 56
243
H˜4 − 28
27
W0C¯aH˜5/2.
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(ii-6) For the power-law case in Eq. 2.14, the scale invariant steady solutions are
invariant under ~v 1 and ~v 5α + ω~v 4 with invariants
H˜ = R
2
α−2 H,
θ˜ = θ + ω log
(
R
1
α−2
)
.
Choosing θ˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 =
16
3
(
α2 + α − 2
)
H˜4 + H˜2
(
(α − 2)2 + ω2
)2 ∂H˜
∂θ˜
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
− 2(α + 1)ωH˜2
(
(α − 2)2 + ω2
) ∂H˜
∂θ˜
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+ 4H˜2
(
(2α − 1)ω2 + (α − 2)2
) (∂H˜
∂θ˜
)2
− 8
3
(α(2α + 7) − 6)ωH˜3 ∂H˜
∂θ˜
+
4
3
H˜3
((
α2 + α − 1
)
(α − 2)2 + (α(α + 5) + 1)ω2
) ∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
− 2
3
(2α + 3)ωH˜3
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
(
(α − 2)2 + ω2
)
+
1
3
H˜3
∂4H˜
∂θ˜4
(
(α − 2)2 + ω2
)2
− 4C¯aW0
3
(α − 2)2α
(
α2 + α − 2
)
H˜α+1
(
H˜ − ω∂H˜
∂θ˜
)
− C¯aW0
3
(α − 2)2(α − 1)α
(
(α − 2)2 + ω2
)
H˜α *,H˜ ∂
2H˜
∂θ˜2
+ (α + 1)
∂H˜
∂θ˜
2+- .
These invariants are only valid for α , 2, but for α = 2, the invariants turn
out to not depend on H and there is therefore no such reduction.
(ii-7) For the power-law case in Eq. 2.14 with α = 12 , the scale invariant rotating
wave solutions are invariant under ~v 1 + ω~v 4 and ~v 51/2 with invariants
H˜ = R−4/3H,
θ˜ = θ − ωt.
Choosing θ˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 = −C¯aω∂H˜
∂θ˜
− 320
243
H˜4 − 4
27
H˜3
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+
16
9
H˜2
(
∂H˜
∂θ˜
)2
+ H˜2
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
∂H˜
∂θ˜
+
1
3
H˜3
∂4H˜
∂θ˜4
+
10C¯aW0
27
H˜5/2 +
C¯aW0
12
H˜3/2
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+
C¯aW0
8
H˜1/2
(
∂H˜
∂θ˜
)2
.
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(ii-8) For the power-law case in Eq. 2.14 with α = 0, the scale invariant travelling
wave solutions are invariant under ~v 1 + v~v 2 and ~v 50 with invariants
H˜ = (X − vt)−1H,
θ˜ = arctan
(
Y
X − vt
)
.
Choosing θ˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 = −vC¯aH˜ + vC¯a sin(θ˜) cos(θ˜) ∂H˜
∂θ˜
− 2H˜2 cos4(θ˜)
(
∂H˜
∂θ˜
)2
− 3H˜2 sin(θ˜) cos3(θ˜) ∂H˜
∂θ˜
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+ H˜2
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
cos4(θ˜)
∂H˜
∂θ˜
+ 4H˜3 sin(θ˜) cos3(θ˜)
∂H˜
∂θ˜
+
1
3
H˜3 cos2(θ˜)(1 − 8 cos(2θ˜)) ∂
2H˜
∂θ˜2
− 7
3
H˜3
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
sin(θ˜) cos3(θ˜) +
1
3
H˜3
∂4H˜
∂θ˜4
cos4(θ˜)
+
C¯aW0
3
*,H˜
(
H˜ − 2 sin(2θ˜) ∂H˜
∂θ˜
)
+ cos2(θ˜) *,H˜ ∂
2H˜
∂θ˜2
+
(
∂H˜
∂θ˜
)2+-+- .
(ii-9) For the purely capillary case, the scale invariant scale invariant solutions are
invariant under ~v 51/2 + ω~v
4 and ~v 5α with α , 1/2 with invariants
H˜ = R−4/3(±t)1/3H,
θ˜ = θ − ω log
(
(±t) 2(α−2)3(4α−2) R−2/3
)
.
Choosing θ˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 = C¯a
(
− H˜
3
+
(α − 2)ω
3 − 6α
∂H˜
∂θ˜
)
+
16
9
H˜2
∂H˜
∂θ˜
2
+
4
27
ω
(
4ω2 + 9
)
H˜2
∂H˜
∂θ˜
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+
1
81
(
4ω2 + 9
)2
H˜2
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
∂H˜
∂θ˜
− 256
243
ωH˜3
∂H˜
∂θ˜
+
4
81
(
20ω2 − 3
)
H˜3
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+
32
243
ω
(
4ω2 + 9
)
H˜3
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
+
1
243
(
4ω2 + 9
)2
H˜3
∂4H˜
∂θ˜4
− 320
243
H˜4.
For α = 12 , the scale invariant scale invariant solutions are invariant under
~v 52 + ω~v
4 and ~v 51/2 with invariants
H˜ = R−4/3(±t)1/3H,
θ˜ = θ − ω log
(
(±t)1/6
)
.
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Choosing θ˜ as the independent variable and H˜ as the dependent variable, the
reduced equation is
0 = C¯a
(
− H˜
3
− 1
6
ω
∂H˜
∂θ˜
)
+
16
9
H˜2
∂H˜
∂θ˜
2
− 4
27
H˜3
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+ H˜2
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
∂H˜
∂θ˜
+
1
3
H˜3
∂4H˜
∂θ˜4
− 320
243
H˜4.
Table 2.3: There are up to nine two-variable reductions of Eq. 2.12, including
(ii-1) the rotationally invariant steady solutions, (ii-2) the translationally invariant
travellingwave solutions, (ii-3) the constant solutions, (ii-4) the rotationally invariant
scale invariant solutions, (ii-5) the translationally invariant scale invariant solutions,
(ii-6) the steady scale invariant solutions, (ii-7) the rotating wave scale invariant
solutions, (ii-8) the travelling wave scale invariant solutions, and (ii-9) the scale
invariant scale invariant solutions.
For the cases of the scale invariant solutions which involved invariants related to the
angular θ, the reductions are somewhat complicated. This is a consequence of the
fourth spatial order of Eq. 2.12. Some numerical solutions for these reductions are
presented in Section 4.2 below.
Surfactant spreading
We previously detailed how the Mathematica package zgnsymmetry.m was used to
find the symmetries of Eq. 2.12. A similar analysis has been performed for the
surfactant spreading problem of Eq. 1.73, namely
0 =
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L · *, C¯a
−1
3
H3∇L∇2LH −
M¯a
2
H2∇LΓ+- ,
0 =
∂Γ
∂t
+ ∇L · *, C¯a
−1
2
H2Γ∇L∇2LH − M¯aHΓ∇LΓ − P¯e∇LΓ+- . (2.15)
The need for computer assistance in this case is even greater – the symmetry
condition in Eq. 2.7 contains 18814 terms! Rather than present the each step in
the derivation here, we will simply state the results. The symmetries generators of
Eq. 2.15 include the first four in Table 2.1, namely time translations ~v 1 = ∂∂t , spatial
translations ~v 2 = ∂∂X and ~v
3 = ∂∂Y , and rotations ~v
4 = −Y ∂∂X + X ∂∂Y . In addition,
there are scaling symmetries
~v 6(α1,α2) = X
∂
∂X
+ Y
∂
∂Y
+ (2 − α1 − α2)t ∂
∂t
+ α1H
∂
∂H
+ α2Γ
∂
∂Γ
,
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where α1 and α2 are two scaling exponents. In general, the scaling ~v 6(α1,α2) is a
symmetry of Eq. 2.15 only for α1 = 2/3 and α2 = −2/3. If, however, the diffusive
forces are negligible and P¯e  1, then the scaling ~v 6(α1,α2) is a symmetry of Eq. 2.15
whenever for α2 = 2α1 − 2. On the other hand, if capillary forces are negligible and
C¯a  1, then the scaling ~v 6(α1,α2) is a symmetry of Eq. 2.15 whenever α2 = −α1.
Lastly, if both capillary and diffusive forces are negligible, then the scaling ~v 6(α1,α2)
is a symmetry of Eq. 2.15 for any values of α1 and α2. We are particularly interested
in the case when both capillary and diffusive forces are negligible, both because the
symmetry is extraordinarily large and because these conditions are satisfied for a
certain physical system that we will discuss in Chapter 4. For the remainder of this
section, the C¯a  1 and P¯e  1 equations will be studied. After a simple rescaling
of t, the dependence on M¯a can be eliminated and the equations are put in the form
0 =
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
−1
2
H2∇LΓ
)
,
0 =
∂Γ
∂t
+ ∇L · (−HΓ∇LΓ) . (2.16)
We will consider rotationally invariant solutions which are also invariant under
the scaling symmetry generated by ~v 6(α1,α2) to illustrate some of the geometrical
ideas discussed in Section 2.1. This is also a preview of Section 4.1 below, where
more detailed calculations are carried out. The symmetry leads to the new set of
variables θ˜ ≡ tan−1
(
Y
X
)
, η ≡ log(±t)/(2−α1−α2), R˜ ≡
√
X2 + Y 2/(±t)1/(2−α1−α2),
H˜ ≡ H/(±t)α1/(2−α1−α2), and Γ˜ ≡ Γ/(±t)α2/(2−α1−α2). The variables θ˜ and η are
the η0 variables that satisfy Eq. 2.4 for the rotational and scaling symmetries,
respectively, while the variables R˜, H˜ , Γ˜ are mutual invariants to both symmetries
that satisfy Eq. 2.3. In these new variables, the system is
∆˜1 = ±
∂H˜
∂η + α1H˜ − R˜ ∂H˜∂ R˜
2 − α1 − α2 +
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
− R˜H˜
2
2
∂Γ˜
∂ R˜
)
+
1
R˜
∂
∂θ˜
(
− H˜
2
2R˜
∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)
= 0,
∆˜2 = ±
∂Γ˜
∂η + α2Γ˜ − R˜ ∂Γ˜∂ R˜
2 − α1 − α2 +
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
−R˜H˜ Γ˜ ∂Γ˜
∂ R˜
)
+
1
R˜
∂
∂θ˜
(
− H˜ Γ˜
R˜
∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)
= 0. (2.17)
Because of scaling and rotational symmetries generated by ∂∂η and
∂
∂θ˜
, respectively,
these equations are autonomous with respect to θ˜ and η.
Self-similar solutions can be found by taking H˜ and Γ˜ as dependent variables which
depend only on the independent variable R˜, which reduces Eq. 2.16 to a set of
ordinary differential equations. Because of the remnant scaling symmetries from
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~v 6(α1,α2) for different values of α1 and α2, it is possible to further integrate the
resulting ordinary differential equations twice by changing coordinates yet again
so that one of the new dependent variables is the η0 of these remnant symmetries.
Since the equations then depend only on derivatives of this dependent variable,
an integration by quadrature is performed [28]. Details of this reduction can be
found in Section 4.1 below. The final result is a set of planar autonomous ordinary
differential equations in new dependent variables ζ2 and ζ1 with a new independent
variables τ,
∂ζ1
∂τ
= ζ1
(
ζ1(3ζ2 + 2α1 − α2 − 4) + 2ζ2(ζ2 − 1)) ,
∂ζ2
∂τ
= 3ζ32 + 6ζ
2
2 ζ1 + 2ζ2ζ1(ζ1 + α1 − α2) − 2bζ21, (2.18)
Each self-similar solution with exponents α1 and α2 corresponds to a trajectory in a
planar dynamical system which satisfies Eq. 2.18. A sample phase portrait for this
planar system is depicted in Fig. 2.2 below. In addition to the system in Eq. 2.18,
ζ
ζ
1
2
Figure 2.2: Planar system in Eq. 2.18 with α1 = 0 and α2 = −2. The (ζ2, ζ1) plane
has been compactified in this image so that the boundary of the disk corresponds
to infinity. Each black line is a solution, the various colored symbols are fixed
points, and the colored lines are the separatrices. The blue separatrix is the special
self-similar solution in Eq. 2.20.
there is a transformation back to the original variables
R˜ =
√|(2 − α1 − α2)H0Γ0ζ1 |e− 12 ∫ τ0 ((2α1−α2)ζ1+ζ2(2ζ2+3ζ1)) dτ,
H = H0(±t)
α1
2−α1−α2 e−
∫ τ
0 ((2α1−α2)ζ1+ζ2(ζ2+ζ1)) dτ,
Γ = Γ0(±t)
α2
2−α1−α2 e−
∫ τ
0 (ζ2(ζ2+2ζ1)) dτ . (2.19)
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The quantities H0 and Γ0 here are the integration constants from the quadratures.
Given a solution of Eq. 2.18, one must invert the first line of Eq. 2.19 to eliminate τ
in favor of R˜ to finally recover the solution in the original variables. It is interesting
to note how self-similar solutions fall into different categories depending on which
class of trajectories in the planar system they correspond to. This is one reflection of
the very complex geometric structure in the foliation ofS∆ by solutions to Eq. 2.16.
The special solution represented by the blue curve in Fig. 2.2 has a particularly
simple form. In the invariant variables, this solution is
H˜ = H˜0(R˜) ≡ 2R˜2, Γ˜ = Γ˜0(R˜) ≡ −18 log(R˜), (2.20)
valid for 0 < R˜ < 1. By taking the ansatz H˜ = H˜0(R˜) + δH˜ (R˜, η) cos(nθ˜) and
Γ˜ = Γ˜0(R˜) + δΓ˜(R˜, η) cos(nθ˜) and taking δH˜ and δΓ˜ small, a linear problem is
derived from Eq. 2.17,
0 = ±
∂δH˜
∂η + α1δH˜ − R˜ ∂δH˜∂ R˜
2 − α1 − α2 −
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
*,R˜ *,H˜0δH˜ ∂Γ˜0∂ R˜ +
H˜20
2
∂δΓ˜
∂ R˜
+-+- + n
2
2R˜2
H˜20 δΓ˜,
0 = ±
∂δΓ˜
∂η + α2δΓ˜ − R˜ ∂δΓ˜∂ R˜
2 − α1 − α2 −
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
R˜
(
δH˜ Γ˜0
∂Γ˜0
∂ R˜
+ H˜0δΓ˜
∂Γ˜0
∂ R˜
+ H˜0Γ˜0
∂δΓ˜
∂ R˜
))
+
n2
R˜2
H˜0Γ˜0δΓ˜. (2.21)
Since the equations are autonomous with respect to η (as guaranteed by the symme-
try), ∂δH˜∂η and
∂δΓ˜
∂η are equal to a linear operator which depends only on R˜, and the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this linear operator characterize the η-evolution of
all perturbations. Eigenvalues of a discretized approximation to this linear operator
are depicted in Fig. 2.3 below. Ensuring that the discretization of Eq. 2.21 is suffi-
ciently fine to resolve these eigenvalues would be necessary for a more quantitative
study. The eigenvalue with largest real part in Fig. 2.3, for example, is clearly
converging to the exact value, which is λ0 = 0 with n = 0. This mode results from
the remnant scaling symmetries and has simple eigenfunctions δH˜0(R˜, η) = 2R˜2
and δΓ˜0(R˜, η) = 18 log R˜. However, a subtle convergence issue was observed. As
the grid is refined, two eigenvalues from the complex branches may come together
on the real axis and then move apart on the real axis. Two of non-zero, real eigen-
values in Fig. 2.3, for example, had imaginary components for a coarser grid before
becoming real at a finer grid. This issue makes it difficult to determine how many
real eigenvalues there are and their signs in the continuum limit, but it appears that
no eigenvalues for Eq. 2.21 have a positive real part in this limit. The numerical
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Figure 2.3: Eigenvalues λ = λr + iλi corresponding to the η direction for the
special solution in Eq. 2.20. For this particular solution, all the eigenvalues have
non-positive real parts, and the solution corresponds to a stable fixed point.
eigenfunctions associated to the four real eigenvalues are depicted in Fig. 2.4 below.
A more complete analysis would strive to find both eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
for each trajectory in Fig. 2.2, and would further do so for all values of the exponents
α1 and α2. For “hyperbolic” self-similar solutions, the eigenfunctions could also be
used as initial conditions from which one could numerically trace out phase space
“separatrices.” These potential analyses are quite formidable, but could be carried
out given current computational methods.
One important simplification in the eigenvalue analysis that we made above was the
restriction of the domain to R˜ ≤ 1. This choice was made because the base state
surfactantmass vanished there Γ˜0 |R˜=1 = 0. This is a singular point (sometimes called
a degenerate point) of Eq. 2.17 since the highest order derivatives have vanishing
coefficients there. This singularity corresponds to the leading edge shock front in
a spreading droplet, and capillary forces need to be reintroduced to properly model
it. This is an example of the other general geometrical feature of singularites ofS∆
that should be understood in a qualitative study, as noted in Section 2.1.
Aside from this interesting structure for fixed values of α1 and α2, we can consider
how the planar system in Eq. 2.18 varies as the exponents α1 and α2 vary. This
corresponds to varying the direction in the extended phase space S∆ which we
choose to project along, which is possible because of the very large symmetry of
Eq. 2.16. As we vary α1 and α2, the various fixed points of Eq. 2.18 move. For
certain values of α1 and α2 these fixed points undergo bifurcations. The local
bifurcations that occur as the real part of one of the eigenvalues of the fixed points
pass through zero are depicted in Fig. 2.5(a) below. These local bifurcations do not
even exhaust all bifurcations that are present – global bifurcations are also known
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Figure 2.4: Eigenfunctions for the real eigenvalues in Fig. 2.3. Since all the
eigenvalues are negative for this solution, these eigenfunctions do not represent
separatrices in the extended phase space.
to exist, as depicted in Fig 2.5(b)-(c). This is yet another interesting geometric
structure that is present inS∆. Each bifurcation in Fig. 2.5 corresponds to a change
in the asymptotic behavior of some class of self-similar solutions.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Local bifurcations in the self-similar planar system as the exponents
α1 and α2 vary. There are also global bifurcations like that occurring at α1 = −1
and α2 = −2 depicted in (b) in (c) in which the purple limit cycle collides with blue
heteroclinic orbit and the separatrices rearrange themselves. The scaling exponents
were α1 = −0.8 and α2 = −1.6 in (b) and α1 = −1.5 and α2 = −3.0 in (c).
Finally, to close this section we will enumerate the other two variable reductions of
Eq. 2.16 in Table 2.4 below. These reductions have the same form as those for the
film with a single dependent variable, but since the equations are only second order
in space, they are somewhat simpler. The above description of the eigenvalues and
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eigenfunctions in Figs. 2.3-2.4 and the bifurcations in Fig. 2.5 were carried out only
for the rotationally invariant scale invariant solutions in reduction (ii-4) in Table
2.4. An analogous analysis is readilly made for the translationally invariant scale
invariant reductions in (ii-5), and interesting studies of the other four scale invariant
solutions may be possible. Indeed we have only begun to reveal the complex and
remarkably rich structure in the reductions of the apparently simple Eq. 2.16.
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(ii-1) Rotationally invariant steady solutions are invariant under~v 1 and~v 4 and with
invariants
H˜ = H,
Γ˜ = Γ,
R˜ =
√
X2 + Y 2.
Choosing R˜ as the independent variable and H˜ and Γ˜ as the dependent vari-
ables, the reduced equations are
0 =
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
− R˜H˜
2
2
∂Γ
∂ R˜
)
,
0 =
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
−R˜H˜ Γ˜ ∂Γ
∂ R˜
)
.
(ii-2) Translationally invariant travelling wave solutions are invariant under ~v 3 and
~v 1 + v~v 2 with invariants
H˜ = H,
Γ˜ = Γ,
X˜ = X − vt.
Choosing X˜ as the independent variable and H˜ and Γ˜ as the dependent vari-
ables, the reduced equations are
0 = −v ∂H˜
∂ X˜
+
∂
∂ X˜
(
− H˜
2
2
∂Γ
∂ X˜
)
,
0 = −v ∂Γ˜
∂ X˜
+
∂
∂ X˜
(
−H˜ Γ˜ ∂Γ
∂ X˜
)
.
(ii-3) Constant solutions are invariant under ~v 2 and ~v 3 and with invariants
H˜ = H,
Γ˜ = Γ,
t˜ = t.
Choosing t˜ as the independent variable and H˜ and Γ˜ as the dependent variables,
the reduced equation are
0 =
∂H˜
∂t˜
,
0 =
∂Γ˜
∂t˜
.
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(ii-4) Rotationally invariant scale invariant solutions are invariant under ~v 6(α1,α2) and
~v 4 with invariants
H˜ = (±t)−
α1
2−α1−α2 H,
Γ˜ = (±t)−
α2
2−α1−α2 Γ,
R˜ = (±t)− 12−α1−α2
√
X2 + Y 2.
Choosing R˜ as the independent variable and H˜ and Γ˜ as the dependent vari-
ables, the reduced equation are
0 = ±
α1H˜ − R˜ ∂H˜∂ R˜
2 − α1 − α2 +
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
− R˜H˜
2
2
∂Γ˜
∂ R˜
)
,
0 = ±
α2Γ˜ − R˜ ∂Γ˜∂ R˜
2 − α1 − α2 +
1
R˜
∂
∂ R˜
(
−R˜H˜ Γ˜ ∂Γ˜
∂ R˜
)
.
The choice of invariants above is only valid for 2 − α1 − α2 , 0. For brevity
this special case will be omitted.
(ii-5) Translationally invariant scale invariant solutions are invariant under ~v 6(α1,α2)
and ~v 3 with invariants
H˜ = (±t)−
α1
2−α1−α2 H,
Γ˜ = (±t)−
α2
2−α1−α2 H,
X˜ = (±t)− 12−α1−α2 X .
Choosing X˜ as the independent variable and H˜ and Γ˜ as the dependent vari-
ables, the reduced equations are
0 = ±
α1H˜ − X˜ ∂H˜∂ X˜
2 − α1 − α2 +
∂
∂ X˜
(
− H˜
2
2
∂Γ˜
∂ X˜
)
,
0 = ±
α2Γ˜ − X˜ ∂Γ˜∂ X˜
2 − α1 − α2 +
∂
∂ X˜
(
−H˜ Γ˜ ∂Γ˜
∂ X˜
)
.
The choice of invariants above is only valid for 2 − α1 − α2 , 0. For brevity
this special case will be omitted.
(ii-6) Scale invariant steady solutions are invariant under~v 1 and~v 6(α1,α2)+ω~v
4 with
invariants
H˜ = R−α1H,
Γ˜ = R−α2Γ,
θ˜ = θ − ω log
(
R−1
)
.
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Choosing θ˜ as the independent variable and H˜ and Γ˜ as the dependent vari-
ables, the reduced equations are
0 = H˜
(
2ω(α1 + α2)
∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
+ α2(2α1 + α2)Γ˜ +
(
ω2 + 1
) ∂2Γ˜
∂θ˜2
)
+ 2
∂H˜
∂θ˜
(
α2ωΓ˜ +
(
ω2 + 1
) ∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)
,
0 = H˜
(
Γ˜
(
ω(α1 + 4α2)
∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
+
(
ω2 + 1
) ∂2Γ˜
∂θ˜2
)
+ α2(α1 + 2α2)Γ˜2
)
+ Γ˜
∂H˜
∂θ˜
(
α2ωΓ˜ +
(
ω2 + 1
) ∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)
+
(
ω2 + 1
)
H˜
(
∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)2
.
(ii-7) For α2 = 2 − α1, scale invariant rotating wave solutions are invariant under
~v 1 + ω~v 4 and ~v 6(α1,2−α1) with invariants
H˜ = R−α1H,
Γ˜ = R−(2−α1)Γ,
θ˜ = θ − ωt.
Choosing θ˜ as the independent variable and H˜ and Γ˜ as the dependent vari-
ables, the reduced equations are
0 = H˜2
(
∂2Γ˜
∂θ˜2
−
(
α21 − 4
)
Γ˜
)
+ 2H˜
∂H˜
∂θ˜
∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
+ 2ω
∂H˜
∂θ˜
,
0 = H˜ *,
(
α21 − 6α1 + 8
)
Γ˜2 + Γ˜
∂2Γ˜
∂θ˜2
+
(
∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)2+- + ∂Γ˜∂θ˜
(
Γ˜
∂H˜
∂θ˜
+ ω
)
.
(ii-8) For α2 = 1 − α1, scale invariant travelling wave solutions are invariant under
~v 1 + v~v 2 and ~v 6(α1,1−α1) with invariants
H˜ = (X − vt)−α1 H,
Γ˜ = (X − vt)−(1−α1) Γ,
θ˜ = tan−1
(
Y
X − vt
)
.
Choosing θ˜ as the independent variable and H˜ and Γ˜ as the dependent vari-
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ables, the reduced equations are
0 = v
(
sin(θ˜) cos(θ˜)
∂H˜
∂θ˜
− α1H˜
)
− cos2(θ˜)H˜ ∂H˜
∂θ˜
(
(α1 − 1)Γ˜ tan(θ˜) + ∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)
+
1
2
H˜2
(
(α1 − 1)α1Γ˜ + cos(θ˜)
(
2 sin(θ˜)
∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
− cos(θ˜) ∂
2Γ˜
∂θ˜2
))
,
0 = v
(
(α1 − 1)Γ˜ + sin(θ˜) cos(θ˜) ∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)
− cos2(θ˜)Γ˜∂H˜
∂θ˜
(
(α1 − 1)Γ˜ tan(θ˜) + ∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)
− H˜ *,Γ˜
(
(3α1 − 4) sin(θ˜) cos(θ˜) ∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
+
∂2Γ˜
∂θ˜2
)
+ (α1 − 1)2Γ˜2 + cos2(θ˜) ∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
2+- .
(ii-9) Scale invariant scale invariant solutions are invariant under ~v 6(α3,2−α3) + ω~v
4
and ~v 6(α1,α2) with invariants
H˜ = (±t)
α3−α1
2−α1−α2 R−α3H,
Γ˜ = (±t)
2−α3−α2
2−α1−α2 R−2+α3Γ,
θ˜ = θ + ω log
(
(±t)− 12−α1−α2 R
)
.
Choosing θ˜ as the independent variable and H˜ and Γ˜ as the dependent vari-
ables, the reduced equations are
0 = ± *.,
(α3 − α1)H˜ + ω ∂H˜∂θ˜
α1 + α2 − 2
+/- + H˜
(
∂H˜
∂θ˜
(
(α1 − 2)ωΓ˜ −
(
ω2 + 1
) ∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
))
,
+
1
2
H˜
(
H˜
((
α23 − 4
)
Γ˜ −
(
ω2 + 1
) ∂2Γ˜
∂θ˜2
− 4ω∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
))
,
0 = ± *.,
ω ∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
− (α3 + α2 − 2)Γ˜
α1 + α2 − 2
+/- + Γ˜
∂H˜
∂θ˜
(
(α3 − 2)ωΓ˜ −
(
ω2 + 1
) ∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)
− H˜
(
Γ˜
(
(8 − 3α3)ω∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
+
(
ω2 + 1
) ∂2Γ˜
∂θ˜2
)
+ (α3 − 4)(α3 − 2)Γ˜2
)
−
(
ω2 + 1
)
H˜
(
∂Γ˜
∂θ˜
)2
.
The choice of invariants above is only valid for 2 − α1 − α2 , 0. For brevity
this special case will be omitted.
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Table 2.4: There are up to nine two-variable reductions of Eq. 2.16, including
(ii-1) the rotationally invariant steady solutions, (ii-2) the translationally invariant
travellingwave solutions, (ii-3) the constant solutions, (ii-4) the rotationally invariant
scale invariant solutions, (ii-5) the translationally invariant scale invariant solutions,
(ii-6) the steady scale invariant solutions, (ii-7) the rotating wave scale invariant
solutions, (ii-8) the travelling wave scale invariant solutions, and (ii-9) the scale
invariant scale invariant solutions.
2.3 Notes
The theory of symmetry analysis of partial differential equations developed with
the entirety of physics over the last 150 years. We will not attempt a survey
of the history, but acknowledge the foundational work of Sophus Lie in the late
19th century. Our primary reference is the excellent book by P. J. Olver [28],
where a detailed survey of the history of the field is presented. In Section 2.1, we
presented an argument for the central role of jet space geometry in a qualitative
study of partial differential equations. Our presentation is original but parallels
many modern ideas in the mathematics. In contrast to much of those works, we
attempted to present these ideas in a manner accessible to working physicists and
applied mathematicians. The analogy between fixed points of dynamical systems
and group invariant solutions was an original development for this purpose. Details
on technical aspects of jet bundles which we avoided discussing can be found in [58].
There the important concept of the contact structure should be noted, which played
an important historical role in the development of the method of characteristics
for first order quasilinear equations in one dependent variable [60]. The idea of
passing to the infinite prolongation in jet space to define our extended phase S∆
has also been considered in many technical works. Central in these studies are
homological methods such as the variational (bi)complex mentioned in Section
1.4. An alternative but similar approach is the theory of diffieties (a play on the
words “differential” and “variety”) and the secondary calculus of Vinogradov et al.
[61, 62]. The other important modern development noted in Section 2.1 was the
generalization of Noethers’ theorem to non-variational problems through adjoint
symmetries. Aspects of this connection were noted in [28], but Bluman and Anco
expounded the idea and gave explicit formulas for calculating conserved currents
[59, 63, 64].
The application of symmetrymethods to thin film equationswas presented in Section
2.2. The enumeration of symmetries for a variety of thin film equations in only
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one spatial dimension exists in the literature [65–67]. However, the full equation
in two spatial dimensions has not been considered in the literature as far as the
author is aware. This is not surprising, given the large number of terms in the
symmetry invariance condition noted in Section 2.2. The package zgnsymmetry.m,
included in the Appendix A, was created specifically to deal with this difficulty.
Other mathematical computer packages for deriving symmetries exist such as that
expounded in [68], but the author found it easier to create his own package tailored
to extracting simple equations from a large list of equations than to use existing
software. Since previous studies have focused only on one spatial dimension or
rotationally invariant solutions, the various rotating solutions reductions noted in
Tables 2.2-2.3 were previously, to the authors knowledge, unrecognized. Some
scale invariant solutions with the power law form in Eq. 2.14 find applications
in modeling the rupture of thin film with Van der Waals body forces [69, 70],
but the travelling wave, rotating wave, and steady scale-invariant solutions have
not been previously applied to spreading phenomena. The scale invariant scale
invariant solutions for the purely capillary film are also, to the authors knowledge,
new. In Section 4.2 below, we consider some numerical solutions to these novel
scale-invariant reductions for capillary driven films. The rotationally invariant scale
invariant solutions and the translationally invariant scale invariant solutions for the
surfactant spreading problem were studied by Jensen [71], and the presentation of
them as a planar dynamical system was derived there as well. The enumeration of
the local bifurcations of this planar system, detailed in Section 4.1 below, is new, as
are the additional four scale-invariant reductions of the surfactant spreading problem
listed in Table 2.4.
The zgnsymmetry.m package is capable of calculating adjoint symmetries as well.
Examples of calculations of symmetries and adjoint symmetries for the KdV equa-
tion, Burgers’ equation, the heat equation, thewave equation, and the Euler equations
for an inviscid incompressible fluid have been carried out by the author and have
reproduced the known conserved quantities. The adjoint symmetries of the thin
film equations did not turn out to produce any new conserved quantities aside from
the obvious volume and surfactant mass conservation. We have only considered
fourth order adjoint symmetries for the film with a single dependent variable and
first order adjoint symmetries for the surfactant problem, however. Higher order
considerations are possible but can become computationally expensive. The lack
of additional conserved quantities is perhaps not surprising since we do not expect
any of the thin film equations to be integrable. In this regard, the reductions of the
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thin film equation do not satisfy the Painlevé criteria [72], as the contact line is a
movable singularity which is not a simple pole. The contact line singularity will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 3 below. The Painlevé conjecture would then implies
that the thin film equations are not integrable by the inverse scattering method [72].
Generalizations to the procedure of finding group-invariant solutions should be
noted as well. The non-classical method of Bluman and Cole relies on conditional
symmetries which include Eq. 2.8 as well as ∆ = 0 in the constraints in its definition
in Eq. 2.7 [73]. Adding this condition causes the determining equations to become
nonlinear, reduces their number, and in some cases affords new reductions. In
addition to Eq. 2.8, the compatibility conditions with ∆ = 0 and prolongations of
all these equations can be included resulting in weak symmetries [73]. We have not
attempted to seek such conditional symmetries, but it would not take great effort to
incorporate this functionality into the zgnsymmetry.m package.
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C h a p t e r 3
STEADY STATES AND STABILITY
In this chapter, we will carry out analyses of one of the simplest and physically most
important classes of the reductions of the thin film equations that were discussed in
Section 2.2 above, namely the rotationally invariant steady solutions. Our focus here
is on stability which ultimately requires solving a linearized eigenvalue problem as
discussed in Section 2.2. However, because of the existence of the Lyapunov
functional discussed in Section 1.3, a simpler problem which is second order in
spatial derivatives rather than fourth order can be solved. An important subtlety
in these problems is the consideration of the contact line, where the film height
H becomes zero. This is an example of the other general geometrical feature of
nonlinear partial differential equations discussed in Section 2.1, singularities. We
will carefully consider how these singularities complicate some basic assumption. In
Section 3.1, we consider some general results but focus on the stability of droplets
in the thermocapillary problem. In Section 3.2, we will consider droplets under
gravitational and thermocapillary or gravitational and electrohydrodynamic forces.
Finally, Section 3.3 contains a discussion of the history and literature in the field,
with an attempt to place the new research contained in this chapter in a wider context.
3.1 Stability of rotationally invariant, thermocapillary driven droplets
[1] Z. G. Nicolaou. “Stability and instability of axisymmetric droplets in
thermocapillary-driven thin films”. In: Nonlinearity (under review 2016).
The evolution of a thin viscous fluid film has been of theoretical and technological
interest for decades. Often in such systems, a flat fluid film is prepared and some
driving force is then applied that causes the film to deform. Figure 3.1 depicts
two possible scenarios for the structures that might develop from such a film. One
promising application of such an instability is as an alternative to lithography in
the manufacture of micro- and nano- scale optical devices: frozen arrays of smooth
droplets in polymer films similar to those depicted in Fig. 3.1(a) have potential uses
as microlens arrays, for example. On the other hand, the possibility depicted in
Fig. 3.1(b) that a jet or spray of fluid forms because no droplet state exists that
can accommodate the fluid in a growing protrusion has not previously received as
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much attention. Such jets may offer the possibility of application in manufacture
of other structures with very sharp and smooth profiles. Linear stability analyses
give valuable information about the film deformations shortly after the driving force
is applied, but determining the longer time evolution requires a more sophisticated
study. Here we consider this possibility by studying the stability properties of
axisymmetric, steady droplet states in driven thin films. One particular system of
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: An initially flat, unstable film may (a) develop into a collection of
nearly steady, nearly isolated droplets or may (b) develop a secondary instability
resulting in jet formation if no droplet states exists to accommodate the fluid in the
protrusions.
current interest is a thin film destabilized by a surface-normal temperature gradient,
like that depicted in Fig. 3.2. Thermocapillary (or Marangoni) forces have been
recognized as driving this instability [11–13]. These are forces resulting from
variations in the surface tension across the film. The surface tension σ varies
with temperature, and colder portions tend to have higher surface tension and
consequently pull fluid closer towards the cold substrate. We shall see that this
system is one example in which both steady droplet formation and jet formation are
possible1.
The basic partial differential equation noted in Eq. 1.65 for driven thin fluid films is
1Note that since the cold substrate confines the fluid above in this system, such a jet will result
in the formation of a column of fluid between the hot and cold substrates.
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Figure 3.2: A liquid film of thickness h0 is supported on a hot substrate at tem-
perature TH , and a cold substrate at temperature TC is suspended a distance d0
above. The surface tension σ increases with decreasing temperature, resulting in
the spontaneous growth of long-wavelength protrusions.
repeated here for convenience:
0 =
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
Q1(H)∇L
(
C¯a−1∇2LH −W ′(H)
))
,
Q1(H) ≡ 13H
3 + βH2,
W ′′(H) ≡ ∂Φ
∂H
− ∂Π
∂H
− 3H
2 + 6βH
2H3 + 6βH2
(
∂τext
∂H
+ M¯a
∂Σ
∂H
)
, (3.1)
as are the fundamental conservation form for volume:
0 =
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·QL,
QL ≡
(
τext + M¯a∇LΣ
) (1
2
H2 + βH
)
−
(
1
3
H3 + βH2
)
∇LP,
V [H] ≡
∫
d2X H (XL, t). (3.2)
and the Cahn-Hilliard form:
0 =
∂H
∂t
− ∇L ·
(
Q1(H)∇L δF
δH
)
,
F [H] ≡
∫
d2X F (XL, t)
F (XL, t) ≡ C¯a
−1
2
|∇LH |2 +W (H). (3.3)
For the thermocapillary system described in Fig. 3.2, important dimensionless pa-
rameters are the ratio of the thermal conductivity of the gas to the fluid κ ≡ kgas/k
and the liquid-gapwidth aspect ratioD0 ≡ d0/h0 > 1. Although κ > 1 is possible for
light molecular weight gases or highly insulating fluids, it will be assumed through-
out this section that the thermal conductivity of the gas is strictly less than that of the
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liquid film, so that κ < 1, unless otherwise noted. For very thin films, gravitational
effects are negligible, and additionally we neglect fluid slip and other interactions
between the fluid and the substrates for the sake of simplicity. We noted in Section
1.1 Eq. 1.35 that the specification of C¯a = (4pi)2/3 and M¯a = (D0 + κ − 1)/D0
is equivalent to choosing appropriate scales for the lateral velocity scale and the
lateral legnth scale and reduces the dependence of the thin film equation to a single
parameter χ ≡ κ−1D0 ,
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L · *, H
3
(4pi)2
∇L∇2LH +
H2
2
(
1 + χ
1 + χH
)2
∇LH+- = 0. (3.4)
In this case, yet another rescaling simplifies the problem further. Using rescaled
variables H′ = −H/χ, t′ = −χ
(
1 + χ4
)
t and X′L =
√−χ (1 + χ) XL allows us to
eliminate all dependence on the parameter χ. When discussing this system, these
rescaled variables will be used for the remainder of the section, but the primes will
be dropped in order to achieve more concise notation. The author apologizes for
this abuse of notation, but the advantage of eliminating χ from the problem is great.
The rescaled film equation in this case is
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
H3
(4pi)2
∇L∇2LH +
H2
2
1
(1 − H)2∇LH
)
= 0. (3.5)
The Lyapunov energy can be rescaled in an analogous manner to eliminate the
dependence on χ and the relevant functions are
F (H,∇LH) ≡ 12 |∇LH |
2 +W (H)
W (H) ≡ − (4pi)
2
2
H log
H
1 − H ,
Q1(H) ≡ H
3
3
. (3.6)
The functions in Eq. 3.6 will be used as a specific example to illustrate some stability
results in what follows. Elaborations taking other effects into account are relatively
straightforward, and it is expected that other researchers can adapt the methods
presented here to their purposes.
Outline of results
Given all the previous results indicating film rupture and evolution towards droplet
states in such driven films, the focus of this study is on finite volumes of fluid
supported on compact domains. To aid understanding and readability, it will be
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everywhere assumed that functions are sufficiently regular to allow the operations
performed, and more technical aspects of the mathematics will be avoided. As a
consequence, we do not claim to prove any theorems with complete mathematical
rigor, but only to provide strong evidence for several propositions which could
be formalized. In general, states may be assumed to be infinitely differentiable
in the interior of their support (the wetted domain) Ω and only become singular
on the boundary of their support ∂Ω (the contact line). When considering possible
perturbation that may destabilize a state, volume should be independently conserved
in each connected component of such a domain Ω since fluid cannot physically
tranport across the dry regions. Technical complications, such as cases in which the
boundaries of disjoint, connected components of the wetted domain intersect, will
not be considered. Since each connected component then evolves independently,
it is convenient and sufficient to consider the support Ω to be a single, connected,
compact region throughout.
The Lyapunov energy functional F [H] from Eq. 3.3 derives its significance from
its time evolution. Assuming periodic boundary conditions or a stationary contact
line so that no boundary contributions appear, a functional version of the chain rule
implies that the Lyapunov energy strictly decreases in time,
dF [H]
dt
=
∫
d2X
δF
δH
∂H
∂t
= −
∫
d2X Q1(H)
∇L δFδH

2
≤ 0, (3.7)
as first noted by Oron and Rosenau and Deissler and Oron [18, 74]. In the subsection
Lyapunov function for states with finite support below this calculation is con-
sidered more carefully in the case that the film profile H is supported on a compact
domain Ω with a time-dependent boundary ∂Ω. There it is shown that boundary
terms cannot be generally neglected, a complication which, to the author’s knowl-
edge, has not been fully appreciated. An additional assumption will be required
throughout:
Assumption 1 Consider a stable, steady, weak solution H0(XL) of Eq. 3.3 with
compact support Ω. For any weak solution H (XL, t) = H0(XL) + δH (XL, t) of
Eq. 3.3 with δH sufficiently small and regular, the Lyapunov energy is a non-
increasing function of time, dF[H]dt ≤ 0.
Recall that weak solutions are those with moving contact lines which are found
through regularized equations, as described in [75–77]. The restriction to pertur-
bations of steady, weak solutions is all that is required here, though we expect the
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conclusions to hold for all weak solutions. The general validity of Assumption
1 is unknown, but arguments supporting it are given in the subsection Lyapunov
function for states with finite support.
The existence of a Lyapunov energy functional aids in the study of stability of
steady states. In particular, states that are not local minima (among states of
the same volume) of the Lyapunov energy are necessarily unstable as some small
perturbation then exists that decreases the energy. This perturbation cannot decay
with time since the energy can never increase to its previous value. States that are
local minima of the Lyapunov energy are termed energy-stable and enjoy a degree
of asymptotic stability [78, 79]. In the subsection Steady solutions, the following
proposition is easily established as a result.
Proposition 1 Any stable, steady state of Eq. 3.3 H (XL) has everywhere vanishing
volumetric flux QL = 0 and satisfies the partial differential equation
C1 = ∇2LH −W ′(H) (3.8)
for some constant C1 in the interior of its support.
Next, in the subsection A “thermodynamic” relation, two important results are
demonstrated as consequences of a thermodynamic-like relation derived in Lemma
1. First, it is shown that among the solutions to Eq. 3.8, only those that satisfy a
certain contact slope criterion can be stable. The tangent of the familiar contact
angle is the contact slope, which plays a more prominent role than the contact angle
in the thin film limit of interest here.
Proposition 2 Let H (XL) be a compactly supported solution of Eq. 3.8 and denote
the support of H by Ω. The boundary of Ω will be denoted ∂Ω and will be referred
to as the contact line. Define the contact slope
Cc(Xc) = lim
(XL∈Ω)→Xc
|∇LH (XL) | (3.9)
at a point Xc ∈ ∂Ω. If H is energy-stable, then Cc(Xc) = 2C¯aW (0) everywhere on
the contact line.
Note that the Lyapunov energy density in Eq. 3.3 can always be modified by the
addition of a global constant without altering the thin film equation, since only
derivatives of F appear in Eq. 3.3. However, according to Proposition 2, the addition
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of such a constant alters the potentially stable steady contact slope. The derivation
of Eq. 3.1 assumes that a thin fluid film exists that wets the surface, and the contact
line is precisely where this assumption breaks down. Consequently, the integration
region in the definition of F [H] in Eq. 3.3 has been restricted to the wetted domain,
where H > 0. Equivalently, F ≡ 0 has been defined wherever H is identically
zero, but F → W (0) as H → 0 from above, and W (0) represents the difference in
Lyapunov energy density between an infinitesimal film and a dry region. It is evident
that additional physical considerations and modelling are necessary to conclusively
determine W (0), and hence to determine the stable steady contact slope for any
specific system.
In any case, for a given W (H), analysis can proceed, and among those solutions
to Eq. 3.8 that satisfy the contact slope criterion in Proposition 2, a relationship
between the volume and the Lyapunov energy is established.
Proposition 3 Let Hε (XL) be a family of compactly supported solutions of Eq. 3.8
with supports Ω(ε) and Cc(Xc) = 2C¯aW (0) for all Xc ∈ ∂Ω(ε). Assume that Hε is
sufficiently smooth with respect to ε. Then
dF [Hε]
dε
+ C1
dV [Hε]
dε
= 0. (3.10)
It follows that if 0 < | F+C1V
V 2
| < ∞ for all ε, then the critical points of V [Hε]
and F [Hε] /V [Hε] coincide. Furthermore, the relation between volume and free
energy per unit volume is monotonic.
Proposition 3 has interesting implications regarding the long-time evolution of the
film. If the droplets’ Lyapunov energy per unit volume decreases with increasing
droplet volume, it implies that droplet coarsening (the combining of smaller droplets
to form larger droplets) is energetically favorable. These assumptions appear to
hold in the usual settings, as corroborated by the numerical droplet-coarsening
observations of Thiele et al. [24, 48, 49]. Cheung and Chou also noted this result
in the case of Eq. 3.100 by observing that “configurations of droplets” are “energy
unstable,” meaning that the Lyapunov energy can always be decreased by combining
droplets to form a single droplet of larger volume. However, we note that if true film
rupture does occur, fluid cannot transfer across dry regions, so that droplets may not
have the opportunity to combine and coarsening may cease.
Next, in the subsectionEnergy stability in the thermocapillary case of Eq. 3.6, the
stability of rotationally invariant droplets in the thermocapillary problem in Eq. 3.6
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is considered. This discussion proceeds first by finding numerical, rotationally-
invariant solutions of Eq. 3.8 in the subsection Rotationally invariant solutions
for steady state profiles, then by dividing the change in Lyapunov energy under
small perturbations into interior and boundary contributions in the subsection The
separation of the interior and boundary contributions. The interior contribution
reduces to an eigenvalue problem that is solved numerically in the subsection The
interior contribution to the energy stability analysis and the eigenvalue problem
while the boundary contribution reduces to a problem in asymptotic analysis in the
subsection The boundary contribution to the energy stability analysis and the
stable contact slope. The conclusions are summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 4 Fix F = 12 |∇LH |2 + W (H) and W (H) = − (4pi)
2
2 H log
H
1−H as in
Eq. 3.6, and let H0(R) be a rotationally invariant solution of Eq. 3.8 with compact
support and everywhere zero contact slope. It follows that H0 attains its maximum
at R = Rmax = 0; denote H0(0) = Hmax. Then H0(R) is energy stable if and
only if Hmax . 0.81113. Furthermore, for the one-parameter family of solutions
Hε with zero contact slope parameterized by ε = Hmax, the volume V [Hε] is
maximized and the free energy per unit volume F [Hε] /V [Hε] is minimized for
ε = Hmax ≈ 0.81113.
The simultaneous critical point ε ≈ 0.81113 of V [Hε] and F [Hε] /V [Hε] estab-
lished by Proposition 3 gains further significance in this case as also indicating a
change in droplet stability. Whether a more formal connection can be established
for general Q1(H) andW (H) is a promising direction for future research.
Results for general driving forces
Here we discuss results that can be establishedwithout specifying themobility factor
Q1(H) or the Lyapunov potentialW (H).
Lyapunov function for states with finite support and Assumption 1
The demonstration that the Lyapunov energy in Eq. 3.3 strictly decreases with time
(i.e., that it is a Lyapunov function) is complicated when the wetted domain is not
infinite and boundary contributions are nonnegligible. Consider a solution H (XL, t)
of Eq. 3.3with support on some finite, compact domainΩ(t) ⊂ R2 and the Lyapunov
energy in Eq. 3.3. The rate of change of F [H] can be found using the Reynolds’
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transport theorem for 2-forms in 2 dimensions [80],
dF [H]
dt
=
∫
Ω(t)
d2X
(
C¯a−1∇LH · ∇L ∂H
∂t
+W ′(H)
∂H
∂t
)
+
∫
∂Ω(t)
dX *,C¯a
−1
2
|∇LH |2 +W (H)+-Vc · nˆc, (3.11)
where ∂Ω is the boundary of Ω, Vc = dXcdt is the velocity of the boundary point
Xc ∈ ∂Ω, and nˆc is the outward-pointing, lateral unit normal vector on the contact
line. Substituting ∂H∂t from Eq. 3.3 and rearranging terms into a total divergence,
this can be reexpressed as
dF [H]
dt
= −
∫
Ω(t)
d2X Q1(H)
∇L δFδH

2
+
∫
Ω(t)
d2X ∇L ·
(
C¯a−1
∂H
∂t
∇LH + δF
δH
Q1(H)∇L δF
δH
)
+
∫
∂Ω(t)
dX *,C¯a
−1
2
|∇LH |2 +W (H)+-Vc · nˆc
= −
∫
Ω(t)
d2X Q1(H)
∇L δFδH

2
+
∫
∂Ω(t)
dX
(
C¯a−1
∂H
∂t
∇LH + δF
δH
Q1(H)∇L δF
δH
)
· nˆc
+
∫
∂Ω(t)
dX *,C¯a
−1
2
|∇LH |2 +W (H)+-Vc · nˆc, (3.12)
where the divergence theorem was used to arrive at the second equality.
Next, consider the conservation of the volume in Eq. 3.2, again using Reynolds’
transport theorem and the divergence theorem,
dV [H]
dt
=
∫
Ω(t)
d2X
∂H
∂t
+
∫
∂Ω(t)
dX HVc · nˆc
=
∫
Ω(t)
d2X ∇L ·
(
Q1(H)∇L δF
δH
)
+
∫
∂Ω(t)
dX HVc · nˆc
=
∫
∂Ω(t)
dX
(
Q1(H)∇L δF
δH
+ HVc
)
· nˆc. (3.13)
The integrand here is the volumetric flux of fluid across the moving contact line.
Since the contact line is generally not expected to be a source or sink of fluid mass,
this flux must vanish everywhere on ∂Ω,(
Q1(H)∇L δF
δH
+ HVc
)
· nˆc ∂Ω(t) = 0, (3.14)
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which of course implies that dV [H]dt = 0. Also, note that ifXc ∈ ∂Ω(t) is a boundary
point, then H (Xc(t), t) = 0. This relation can be differentiated with respect to t to
find (
∇LH · Vc + ∂H
∂t
) ∂Ω(t) = 0. (3.15)
Lastly, the outward-pointing unit normal vector on the contact line ∂Ω(t), where
H = 0, is
nˆc = − ∇LH|∇LH | , (3.16)
since the contact line is the zero level set of the film height function H (XL, t).
Combining Eqns. 3.12-3.16, the rate change of the Lyapunov energy can be written
dF [H]
dt
= −
∫
Ω(t)
d2X Q1(H)
∇L δFδH

2
−
∫
∂Ω(t)
dX
(
C¯a−1
(
1
2
|∇LH |2 − H∇2LH
)
+ HW ′(H) −W (H)
)
Vc · nˆc.
(3.17)
The boundary contribution here was neglected in the derivation in Section 1.3,
and furthermore, it is apparently not negative definite. Thus it does not yet follow
that F [H] is actually a Lyapunov function. Of course, on ∂Ω(t), the film height
vanishes H → 0, so provided the Lyapunov potential W (H) and ∇2LH are not too
singular on the contact line, the terms H∇2LH and HF′(H) will vanish. However,
the other terms C¯a
−1
2 |∇LH |2 − W (0) involving the contact slope Cc = |∇LH | and
the Lyapunov potential W (0) will not generally vanish, and the sign of Vc · nˆc is
apparently unconstrained.
The exact conditions on H , Q1(H) and W (H) necessary to ensure dF[H]dt ≤ 0 will
not be derived here, and instead Assumption 1 will be taken for the remainder of the
section. It seems likely that the correct notion of weak solutions will automatically
entail this assumption, although this would require both a precise mathematical
definition and a physical justification to be satisfactory. There is a promising,
albeit somewhat technical, approach that we will briefly outline now. First, regulate
Eq. 3.3 so as to remove the H → 0 degeneracy, for example, by using Qε1(H) =
Q1(H) + ε > 0 in place of Q1(H). This allows regularity results from the standard
theory of parabolic partial differential equations to be used, and is in fact used in
the construction of weak solutions [75, 76]. Next, consider a disk D ∈ R2 with
Ω(t) ⊂ D. Let Hε (x) be a sequence of solutions of the regulated problem with
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support on D and with Hε → H (XL) as ε → 0 for all XL ∈ D, and choose Hε such
that Vc = 0 at time t on ∂D, so that the boundary contributions in Eq. 3.17 vanish
and dF[Hε]dt ≤ 0 follows. It is not yet guaranteed that 0 ≥ dF[Hε]dt → dF[H]dt as ε → 0,
but this is expected to follow from the Ascoli-Arzelà theorem given the regularity of
the regulated solution (equicontinuity in time) and the uniform boundedness above
zero of the functions dF[Hε]dt . The restriction in Assumption 1 to small perturbation
of steady states is weaker than dF[H]dt ≤ 0 for all weak solutions, but it is the only
necessary requirement for the remainder of the section.
Steady solutions and Proposition 1
Here Proposition 1 will be demonstrated. As noted in Section 1.3, assuming the
Lyapunov energy in Eq. 3.3 strictly decreases with time, any stable, steady state must
locally minimize it. It was also mentioned there that the total volume is dynamically
conserved, so a Lagrange multiplier should be included in the Lyapunov energy
when extremizing it to search for stable, steady states. If H is a local minimum, it
must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations with Lagrange multiplierC1 constraining
the volume
0 =
δF
δH
+ C1
δV
δH
= C1 −
(
∇2LH −W ′(H)
)
, (3.18)
which is indeed equivalent to Eq. 3.8.
A more direct approach to study the steady state solutions of Eq. 3.3 is to set ∂H∂t = 0
so that the equation reduces to ∇L · QL = 0, where QL is the volumetric flux in
Eq. 3.2. This equation can be integrated with a stream function using a form of the
Poincaré Lemma of differential geometry: ∇L ·QL = 0 if and only ifQL = (?∇L)ψ
for some function ψ, where?∇L ≡ Xˆ ∂∂Y − Yˆ ∂∂X is the Hodge dual gradient operator.
Note that H may be a steady state even if the flux does not vanish everywhere, as
is often the case in hydrodynamical problems. However, for states with vanishing
flux, it follows that
QL = Q1(H)∇L
(
∇2LH −W ′(H)
)
= 0. (3.19)
This is equivalent to Eq. 3.8 after a trivial integration, so that the solutions of Eq. 3.8
do indeed have everywhere vanishing volumetric flux. Those steady states with
non-vanishing flux therefore cannot be stable.
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The fundamental relation of thermodynamics and Propositions 2 and 3
Here, Propositions 2 and 3will be demonstrated using a thermodynamic-like relation
for systems that extremize a functional under some constraint. While analogues date
back to the birth of thermodynamics, as far as the author is aware, this relationship has
not been recognized in the context of free boundary problems, like the determination
of a droplet profile and its contact line explored here. A general statement is derived
first for general functionals in D dimensions, and later specialized to the Lyapunov
energy functional in Eq. 3.3 in D = 2 dimensions. Consider an energy functional
F [u] =
∫
Ω
dDX F (u (X) ,∇u (X)), where u(X) is an field variable and Ω is a
bounded, D-dimensional domain in RD on which u(X) has support. Assume that
u(X) ≥ 0 for X ∈ Ω and u(Xc) = 0 for Xc ∈ ∂Ω, where ∂Ω is the boundary of
Ω. Also assume that another functional V [u] =
∫
Ω
dDX V (u (X) ,∇u (X)) exists
that is constrained to take some specified value. The free boundary problem is
to extremize F [u] under the constraint on V [u] to determine simultaneously the
profile u(X) and the domain of support Ω. For concreteness, we have assumed that
F and V both depend on X only implicitly through u(X) and ∇u(X). It follows
that any solution u(X) must satisfy the constrained Euler-Lagrange equations
∂F
∂u
− ∇ · ∂F
∂∇u + C
(
∂V
∂u
− ∇ · ∂V
∂∇u
)
= 0 for X ∈ Ω,
u(X) ≥ 0 for X ∈ Ω,
u(Xc) = 0 for Xc ∈ ∂Ω, (3.20)
where C is the Lagrange multiplier that is used to fix V [u].
Lemma 1 Let uε (X) be a family of solutions of Eq. 3.20 with compact supports
Ω(ε). Assume that uε (X) is differentiable with respect to ε for every X ∈ Ω(ε).
Then
dF
dε
+ C
dV
dε
=
∫
∂Ω(ε)
dD−1X
(
F + CV − ∇uε ·
(
∂F
∂∇uε + C
∂V
∂∇uε
) )
∂Xc
∂ε
· nˆc,
(3.21)
where Xc ∈ ∂Ω denotes the boundary integration variable and nˆc is the outward-
pointing normal vector to the boundary.
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Lemma 1 is shown using the Reynolds’ transport theorem for D-forms in D dimen-
sions [80]:
dF
dε
+ C
dV
dε
=
∫
Ω(ε)
dDX
[ (
∂F
∂uε
+ C
∂V
∂uε
)
∂uε
∂ε
+
(
∂F
∂∇uε + C
∂V
∂∇uε
)
· ∇∂uε
∂ε
]
+
∫
∂Ω(ε)
dD−1X (F + CV ) ∂Xc
∂ε
· nˆc. (3.22)
Rearranging slightly,
dF
dε
+ C
dV
dε
=
∫
Ω(ε)
dDX
[ (
∂F
∂uε
+ C
∂V
∂uε
− ∇ · ∂F
∂∇uε − C∇ ·
∂V
∂∇uε
)
∂uε
∂ε
+ ∇ ·
((
∂F
∂∇uε + C
∂V
∂∇uε
)
∂uε
∂ε
) ]
+
∫
∂Ω(ε)
dD−1X (F + CV ) ∂Xc
∂ε
· nˆc. (3.23)
Applying Eq. 3.20 and the divergence theorem results in
dF
dε
+ C
dV
dε
=
∫
∂Ω(ε)
dD−1X
[
(F + CV ) ∂Xc
∂ε
+
(
∂F
∂∇uε + C
∂V
∂∇uε
)
∂uε
∂ε
]
· nˆc.
(3.24)
It is remarkable that the particular combination of derivatives on the left-hand side
depends only on the boundary integral on the right-hand side and not on any volume
integrals. Next, the condition defining being on the boundary, uε (Xc(ε)) = 0 when
Xc ∈ ∂Ω(ε), can be differentiated with respect to ε to find
∇uε · ∂Xc
∂ε
+
∂uε
∂ε
∂Ω(ε) = 0, (3.25)
and the outward-pointing unit normal vector to the boundary ∂Ω(t) defined by the
zero level set u = 0 is
nˆc = − ∇uε|∇uε | . (3.26)
Equations 3.25 and 3.26 are used to eliminate ∂uε∂ε to find
dF
dε
+ C
dV
dε
=
∫
∂Ω(ε)
dD−1X
(
F + CV − ∇uε ·
(
∂F
∂∇uε + C
∂V
∂∇uε
))
∂Xc
∂ε
· nˆc,
(3.27)
which completes the derivation.
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Equation 3.21 should be regarded as an analogue of the fundamental relation of
thermodynamics. Expressed in terms of the Helmholtz free energy A, this is a
relation among differentials
dA = −SdT − pdV, (3.28)
where S is the entropy, T is the temperature, p is the pressure, and V is the volume
of some thermodynamic system in equilibrium. Since the parameter ε in Eq. 3.21
was entirely arbitrary, the “denominators” of the derivatives with respect to ε can
be “multiplied through” and thus this relation can be regarded as a relation among
differentials as well. Furthermore, recall from statistical mechanics that the pressure
p, for example, is the generalized force conjugate to the volume V which arises as a
Lagrange multiplier, just asC is the Lagrange multiplier fixing V [u] in Eq. 3.21. In
Eq. 3.21, the generalized force conjugate to the boundary position Xc is apparently
F + CV − ∇uε ·
(
∂F
∂∇uε + C
∂V
∂∇uε
)
. Lastly, it is well known that the Helmholtz
free energy strictly decreases during irreversible processes and is minimized at
equilibrium, which is entirely analogous to the Lyapunov energy’s time evolution.
It should be stressed, however, that Eq. 3.21 is not a thermodynamic relationship,
as thermodynamics only applies to systems at thermodynamic equilibrium. There
is a heat flux across this system due to the fixed temperature difference between
the hot and cold substrates and hence a generation of entropy; the thin film, even
under stationary conditions, is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. The origin of
these relations is in the existence of irreversible dynamics (i.e., the existence of a
Lyapunov function) and a conserved quantity, and in the mathematics of constrained
optimization rather than in the physics of thermodynamics.
Specializing to the thin film equations with u = H , C = C1, and D = 2, the volume
takes the form in Eq. 3.2 withV = H and the free energy takes the form in Eq. 3.3
with F = C¯a−12 |∇LH |2 +W (H). Then Eq. 3.21 becomes
dF [Hε]
dε
+ C1
dV [Hε]
dε
=
∫
∂Ω(ε)
dX *,−C¯a
−1
2
Cc(Xc)2 +W (0)+- ∂Xc∂ε · nˆc. (3.29)
Propositions 2 and 3 can now be easily demonstrated. First, consider a family
of steady droplet profiles with varying contact lines but constant volume. Then
Eq. 3.29 becomes
dF [Hε]
dε
=
∫
∂Ω(ε)
dX *,−C¯a
−1
2
Cc(Xc)2 +W (0)+- ∂Xc∂ε · nˆc. (3.30)
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If − C¯a−12 Cc(Xc)2 +W (0) is nonzero near any Xc ∈ ∂Ω, the family can be chosen
such that ∂Xc∂ε · nˆc is nonzero only near Xc. Then it follows that dF[Hε]dε , 0, so that
any droplet withC2c , 2C¯aW (0) cannot be a local minimum of the Lyapunov energy
among states of the same volume, as claimed in Proposition 2. Next, consider a
family of steady states Hε for which C2c = 2C¯aW (0) for all ε. Note that the right-
hand side of Eq. 3.29 then vanishes, and Eq. 3.10 is established. The final claim in
Proposition 3 follows by noting that Eq. 3.10 implies that
d(F/V )
dε
=
1
V
dF
dε
− F
V 2
dV
dε
= −
(
F + C1V
V 2
)
dV
dε
. (3.31)
Between each pair of critical points of V , the implicit function theorem guarantees
that the relation between V and ε can be inverted, and then on each branch
d(F/V )
dV
=
d(F/V )
dε
(
dV
dε
)−1
= −
(
F + C1V
V 2
)
. (3.32)
By the assumption in Proposition 3 that 0 < | F+C1V
V 2
| < ∞, it follows that the right-
hand side never changes sign, and thus the monotonic relation between F/V and V
is established.
Energy stability in the thermocapillary-driven case and Proposition 4
In this section, the stability of steady axisymmetric droplet states in the thermocapil-
lary driven film described by Eq. 3.6 will be considered, as described in Proposition
4.
Rotationally invariant solutions for steady state profiles
Consider the steady state condition Eq. 3.8 with the specifiedW (H) in Eq. 3.6, and
seek solutions H0(R) that depend only on the radial coordinate R =
√
X2 + Y 2. The
resulting one-dimensional ordinary differential equation is
C1 =
1
R
∂
∂R
(
R
∂H0
∂R
)
+
(4pi)2
2
(
log
H0
1 − H0 +
1
1 − H0
)
. (3.33)
Note that H = 1 is a singular point of Eq. 3.33 since the logarithm term diverges
there. In fact, H < 1 is required since the argument of the logarithm must be
positive. There is another, more physical constraint as well since the fluid interface
cannot penetrate the solid cold substrate in Fig. 3.2. Given the scalings described
above, this requires
H < 1 − κ. (3.34)
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Since κ > 0, this physical constraint is more stringent than H < 1, and solutions
with 1 − κ < H < 1 must be regarded as unphysical.
The classes of physically relevant, rotationally invariant solutions will now be de-
scribed. Since solutions are bounded above by Eq. 3.34, they will either achieve
a maximum somewhere or approach a maximum as R → ∞. In the former case,
since there are no singular points of Eq. 3.33 in the interval 0 < H < 1, the solution
must be differentiable at this maximum. The maximum for such solutions will be
denoted Hmax and the position of the maximum R = Rmax, so that
H0 |R=Rmax = Hmax,
∂H0
∂R
R=Rmax = 0, (3.35)
which are the two boundary conditions necessary to integrate Eq. 3.33. One more
parameter is required to eliminate C1 in Eq. 3.33, and the curvature (in the thin-film
limit) at R = Rmax is appropriate
k ≡ 1
R
∂
∂R
(
R
∂H0
∂R
) R=Rmax, (3.36)
where k < 0 since Hmax is a local maximum. Evaluating Eq. 3.33 at R = Rmax, C1
can be eliminated in favor of Hmax and k,
C1 = k +
(4pi)2
2
(
log
Hmax
1 − Hmax +
1
1 − Hmax
)
. (3.37)
Finally, Eq. 3.33 is integrated numerically starting at any R = Rmax for any given
0 < Hmax < 1 and k < 0.
A few subtleties should be noted here. First, as we integrates between either
0 < R < Rmax or Rmax < R < ∞, the profile may or may not achieve H0 = 0. Since
the logarithm in Eq. 3.33 becomes singular at H0 = 0, this is a singular point of the
differential equation. Furthermore, a negative film height would penetrate the solid
hot substrate, which is clearly unphysical, so there is expected to be some singular
behavior as H0 → 0. The lines in space R = Rc at which H0 first attains zero are
termed the contact lines, and there is technically a loss of uniqueness in solutions
beyond the contact lines. There may be multiple wetted domains, where H0 > 0,
separated by dry regions, where H0 is identically zero. However, each connected
component of the wetted domain can be considered independently in the stability
analysis. A single wetted domain may terminate with zero, one, or two contact lines
(which are always circles centered at the origin for rotationally invariant solutions),
or even a single contact point if H0 should achieve zero at R = 0. Second, while
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an arbitrary choice of the parameters will guarantee that Hmax is a local maximum,
it will not generally be the global maximum. If this is not the case, however, the
solution will be identical to a solution with another set of the parameters Hmax,
Rmax, and k for which Hmax is the global maximum. Lastly, the possibility that the
solution only attains its global maximum as R → ∞ apparently only occurs for the
flat film solution, and hence is not of additional interest. Depending on the number
and position of the contact lines, there are four possible classes of solutions, and
example of such solutions are depicted in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Examples solutions of Eq. 3.33 with Hmax = 0.5. (a) A droplet solution
with Rmax = 0, and k = −250, (b) two ring-shaped droplet solutionswith Rmax = 0.2,
and k = −250 (solid line) and Rmax = 0.04, and k = −250 (dashed line), (c) two
smooth solutions with Rmax = 0, and k = −150 (solid line) and Rmax ≈ 0.16, and
k ≈ −41 (dashed line), and (d) two hole solutions with Rmax = 0.1 and k = −150
(solid line), and Rmax = 0.1 and k = −50 (dashed line). The smooth solutions
and hole solutions in (c) and (d) have non-compact support that extends to R → ∞
beyond the depicted region.
The droplet solutions in Fig. 3.3(a) attain their maximum at R = Rmax = 0 and have
a single wetted domain which is a disc centered about the origin that is terminated
by a contact line R = Rc. The ring-shaped droplet solutions in Fig. 3.3(b) attain
their maximum at R = Rmax > 0, have a dry region around the origin, either a single
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point (as in the dashed line) or a disc centered at the origin (as in the solid line),
and also possess a second contact line at larger R and a second dry region that is
the complement of a disc centered at the origin. The smooth solutions in Fig. 3.3(c)
are everywhere differentiable and approach a flat film solution as R → ∞. They
may achieve their global maxima either at R = Rmax = 0 (as in the solid line) or at
R = Rmax > 0 (as in the dashed line), and in the latter case, the origin must be a
local minimum of the solution. The hole solutions in Fig. 3.3(d) have a dry region
around the origin and approach a flat film solution as R→ ∞. This dry region may
be a single point (as in the dashed line) or it may be a disc centered at the origin (as
in the solid line).
Although there is a rich variety of rotationally invariant steady state profiles, only
the droplet solutions of Fig. 3.3(a) will be discussed in detail for the remainder of the
section. The ring-shaped droplet solutions in Fig. 3.3(b) have two contact lines, and
the contact slope at the larger contact line is always observed to be smaller than that
of the smaller contact line. The criterion of zero contact slope in Proposition 2 for
stable solutions then precludes their stability. Intuition suggests that the solutions
with non-compact support in Fig. 3.3(c)-(d) cannot be stable either, given first the
analogous results in one-dimensional models [78] and the development of rupture
in three-dimensional numerical models [47]. This establishes the first claim in
Proposition 4, that the stable droplets achieve their maxima at R = 0. In the case
of a fluid film contained in a finite apparatus like a circular petri dish, it may be
possible to restrict the non-compactly supported solutions in Fig. 3.3(c)-(d) to some
compact domain 0 < R < Rc by specifying some additional boundary condition at
the lateral boundary Rc. Such considerations are left open for future research.
Next, consider the family Hε of droplet solutions with zero contact slope and varying
height ε = Hmax. Such solutions are found using a numerical shooting scheme,
iteratively increasing k for fixed Hmax until Cc = 0 is acheived. This was performed
for several values of Hmax between 0 and 1, and the volume V and the Lyapunov
energy per unit volume F/V was computed for each solution. These results are
shown with interpolations in Fig. 3.4. Numerically computing the extrema of the
interpolation reveals a simultaneous maximum of V and minimum of F/V near
Hmax ≈ 0.81113, as claimed in Proposition 4.
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Figure 3.4: Droplet volume and Lyapunov energy per unit volume as a function of
height Hmax withCc = 0. The largest volume droplet occurs around Hmax ≈ 0.81113
and it minimizes the Lyapunov energy per unit volume among all droplet solutions.
The separation of the interior and boundary contributions
To study the stability of a droplet base state H = H0(R) where H0 satisfies Eq. 3.33,
consider “infinitesimal perturbations” of that state. More precisely, consider a
family of states Hε (R, θ) such that Hε=0 = H0 and consider the limit ε → 0. Some
continuity or smoothness in the ε variable is clearly implied to restrict this family
of states. Since dynamical excitations that may destabilize the droplet do not add
or remove fluid from the system, it is required that the volume given by Eq. 3.2 for
each state in the family does not vary with ε,∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ ∞
0
RdR Hε (R, θ) = 2pi
∫ Rc
0
RdR H0(R). (3.38)
Now, define δHε (R, θ) ≡ Hε (R, θ) − H0(R). As ε → 0, it is assumed to be the case
that δHε → 0. In many problems, it is possible to assume that ε is sufficiently small
so that H0  δHε everywhere, and such perturbations are deemed infinitesimal.
However, in the study of droplets, the existence of a contact line R = Rc, where
H0(Rc) = 0, makes such an assumption unjustifiable. Whenever the contact lines
of H0 and Hε differ, it is clear that δHε  H0 will not hold sufficiently close to
R = Rc. In order to overcome the difficulty with the boundary, separate an interior
region 0 < R < R−ε , where
δHεR≤R−ε = (Hε − H0) R≤R−ε  H0R≤R−ε , (3.39)
and a boundary region R−ε < R < R+ε (in which this approximation may fail), where
R+ε is the perturbed contact line, HεR=R+ε = 0. Since the ε → 0 limit is being
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considered, assume that R−ε , R+ε → Rc as ε → 0. This separation of the domain into
a boundary region and an interior region is depicted in Fig. 3.5.
R=R
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R=R
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H Hε
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+
−
δ
Figure 3.5: Separation of domain into boundary region (grey) and interior region
(white). The unperturbed contact line R = Rc is shown as a solid circle, the perturbed
contact line R = R+ε is shown as a dashed ellipse, and the separation between the
interior and boundary regions R = R−ε is shown as a dotted line. The perturbative
condition in Eq. 3.39 holds only in the interior region, while the boundary region
becomes increasingly small as ε → 0.
Consider the difference in the Lyapunov energy in Eq. 3.3 between the states Hε and
H0, and specifically consider the asymptotic form of this expression as ε → 0,
δFε ≡ F [Hε] − F [H0] =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ R+ε
0
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LHε |2 + (4pi)
2
2
Hε log
Hε
1 − Hε
)
−
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ Rc
0
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LH0 |2 + (4pi)
2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0
)
. (3.40)
Next, divide each contribution into an interior contribution where R ranges from 0
to R−ε and a boundary contribution, where R ranges from R−ε to R+ε ,
δFε =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ R−ε
0
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LHε |2 + (4pi)
2
2
Hε log
Hε
1 − Hε
)
−
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ R−ε
0
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LH0 |2 + (4pi)
2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0
)
+
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ R+ε
R−ε
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LHε |2 + (4pi)
2
2
Hε log
Hε
1 − Hε
)
−
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ Rc
R−ε
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LH0 |2 + (4pi)
2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0
)
. (3.41)
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In the interior region, since Hε = H0 + δHε and δHε  H0, it is possible to expand
the first integrand in a power series with respect to δHε up to second order,
δFε =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ R−ε
0
RdR
(
∇LH0 · ∇LδHε − (4pi)
2
2
(
log
H0
1 − H0 +
1
1 − H0
)
δHε
)
+
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ R−ε
0
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LδHε |2 − (4pi)
2
4
δH2ε
H0(1 − H0)2
)
+ · · ·
+
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ R+ε
R−ε
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LHε |2 + (4pi)
2
2
Hε log
Hε
1 − Hε
)
−
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ Rc
R−ε
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LH0 |2 + (4pi)
2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0
)
. (3.42)
In the first integral, the first term is integrated by parts and Eq. 3.33 is applied to
simplify it to ∫ 2pi
0
dθ
(
∂H0
∂R
δHε
) R−εR=0 − ∫ 2pi0 dθ C1
∫ R−ε
0
RdR δHε . (3.43)
Furthermore, the volume conservation constraint in Eq. 3.38 and the fact that
∂H0
∂R
R=0 = 0 can be used to reexpress this as another boundary contribution∫ 2pi
0
dθ
(
∂H0
∂R
(H0 − Hε)
) R=R−ε −
∫ 2pi
0
dθ C1 *,
∫ Rc
R−ε
RdR H0 −
∫ R+ε
R−ε
RdR Hε+- .
(3.44)
So, collecting all terms, the leading order change in the Lyapunov energy consists
of an interior contribution δFiε and a boundary contribution δFbε ,
δFε = δFiε + δF
b
ε ,
δFiε =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ R−ε
0
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LδHε |2 − (4pi)
2
4
δH2ε
H0(1 − H0)2
)
+ · · · ,
δFbε =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
(
R
∂H0
∂R
(Hε − H0)
) R=R−ε
−
∫ 2pi
0
dθ C1 *,
∫ Rc
R−ε
RdR H0 −
∫ R+ε
R−ε
RdR Hε+-
+
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ R+ε
R−ε
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LHε |2 − (4pi)
2
2
Hε log
Hε
1 − Hε
)
−
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ Rc
R−ε
RdR
(
1
2
|∇LH0 |2 − (4pi)
2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0
)
. (3.45)
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The interior contribution to the energy stability analysis and the eigenvalue
problem
First consider the leading order ε interior contribution in Eq. 3.45 for the rotationally
invariant droplets with Cc = 0, and ignore any possible movement of the contact
line, which will be considered later in the subsection The boundary contribution
to the energy stability analysis and the stable contact slope. Define ε to be the
leading order scale of the perturbation in the interior region, so that δHε (R, θ) ≡
εδH (R, θ) + · · · . Because δH must be 2pi periodic in θ, it can be decomposed in a
Fourier series
δH (R, θ) =
1√
2
δH0(R) +
∞∑
n=1
δHn(R) cos(nθ) + δ˜Hn(R) sin(nθ). (3.46)
For simplicity of notation, define δ˜H0 ≡ 0. The leading order contribution to the
perturbed energy is
E [δH] ≡ lim
ε→0
δFiε
ε2
= pi
∞∑
n=0
∫ Rc
0
RdR *,12
(
∂δHn
∂R
)2
+
n2δH2n
2R2
− (4pi)
2δH2n
4H0(1 − H0)2
+-
+
∫ Rc
0
RdR *.,
1
2
*,∂δ˜Hn∂R +-
2
+
n2δ˜H
2
n
2R2
− (4pi)
2δ˜H
2
n
4H0(1 − H0)2
+/-
= pi
∞∑
n=0
∫ Rc
0
RdR δHn
(
− 1
2R
∂
∂R
(
R
∂δHn
∂R
)
+
n2δHn
2R2
− (4pi)
2δHn
4H0(1 − H0)2
)
+
∫ Rc
0
RdR δ˜Hn *,− 12R ∂∂R *,R∂δ˜Hn∂R +- + n
2δ˜Hn
2R2
− (4pi)
2δ˜Hn
4H0(1 − H0)2
+-
= pi
∞∑
n=0
∫ Rc
0
RdR δHnEn[δHn] +
∫ Rc
0
δ˜HnEn[δ˜Hn], (3.47)
where an integration by parts was performed to arrive at the third equality, and
En[δHn] ≡ − 12R
∂
∂R
(
R
∂δHn
∂R
)
+
n2
2R2
δHn − (4pi)
2
4H0(1 − H0)2 δHn (3.48)
is a linear operator. The volume conservation constraint from Eq. 3.38 implies a
constraint only on δH0,∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ R+ε
0
RdR δH (R, θ) =
√
2pi
∫ Rc
0
RdR δH0(R) = 0. (3.49)
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If E [δH] < 0 for any δH satisfying Eq. 3.49, then H0 will not be a local minimum of
the Lyapunov energy, and the droplet will be deemed unstable. Otherwise, H0 will
be considered stable. To determine which is the case, the problem of determining
the infimum of E [δH] over normalized δH satisfying Eq. 3.49 is considered. By
the standard argument, this is equivalent to considering the infimum over n of the
infima of
∫
RdR δHnEn[δHn] where each δHn is normalized and δH0 satisfies
Eq. 3.49. Thus, without loss of generality, it will be henceforth assumed that either
δH (R, θ) = 1√
2
δH0(R) or δH (R, θ) = cos(nθ)δHn(R).
An exact analytic solution of this problem seems intractable, so this analysis will
be carried out numerically. First, the linear operator En is approximated on a finite
space. Space is discretized into M + 1 grid points {Ri}Mi=0 with R0 = 0, RM = Rc,
and Ri < R j for i < j, and a vector {vi = δHn(Ri)}Mi=0 is associated with the
perturbation. Boundary conditions are applied by defining the values of v0 and
vM . Since movement of the contact line will be considered in the subsection The
boundary contribution to the energy stability analysis and the stable contact
slope below, take the simple Diriclet boundary condition vM ≡ 0 at the contact
line. The second boundary condition is more subtle. For n , 0, there will be a
discontinuity in δHn at the origin unless v0 ≡ 0, but for the n = 0 case, a Neumann
boundary condition ∂δH0∂R |R=0 = 0 is possible, which can be approximated with
v0 ≡ v1. In fact, since the Lyapunov energy increases with curvature, any gradients
around R = 0 will tend to increase E [δH]. It is then more natural to take this
Neumann boundary condition at R = 0 for the n = 0 modes. That this Neumann
boundary condition at R = 0 is appropriate (i.e., that it leads to smaller eigenvalues
below than other possible boundary conditions) has also been numerically verified.
Now, introduce the approximation
En(δHn)R=Ri ≈∑
j
Ai, jv j, (3.50)
where A is the appropriate matrix using a symmetric finite difference approximation
for the derivatives with respect to R,
Ai, j ≡ −12
*.,
δi+1, j−δi, j
Ri+1−Ri −
δi, j−δi−1, j
Ri−Ri−1
Ri+1−Ri−1
2
+/- −
1
2Ri
δi+1, j − δi−1, j
Ri+1 − Ri−1 +
n2δi, j
2R2i
− (4pi)
2δi, j
4H0(Ri) (1 − H0(Ri))2
. (3.51)
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Integrals are approximated with Riemann sums of the form∫
g(R) RdR ≈
∑
i
g(Ri)
Ri
2
(Ri+1 − Ri−1), (3.52)
for any function g. The perturbation energy in Eq. 3.47 is then approximated
E [δH] ≈ pi
∑
i, j
viAi, jv j
Ri
2
(Ri+1 − Ri−1). (3.53)
There exists an elegant way to absorb the metric factors into A and v that simultane-
ously converts the non-symmetric matrix A to a symmetric A˜. This is accomplished
with
v˜i = vi
√
Ri
2
(Ri+1 − Ri−1),
A˜i, j = Ai, j
√
Ri (Ri+1 − Ri−1)
R j (R j+1 − R j−1) . (3.54)
It follows that
E˜[v˜] ≡
∑
i j
v˜i A˜i, j v˜ j
=
∑
i, j
vi
√
Ri
2
(Ri+1 − Ri−1)Ai, j
√
Ri (Ri+1 − Ri−1)
R j (R j+1 − R j−1) v j
√
R j
2
(R j+1 − R j−1)
=
∑
i, j
viAi, jv j
Ri
2
(Ri+1 − Ri−1)
≈ E [δH]
pi
. (3.55)
To verify that A˜ is indeed symmetric, it is only necessary to consider the off-diagonal
part, which after a little simplification,
A˜i, j,i =
*.,−
1
2
*.,
δi+1, j
Ri+1−Ri −
−δi−1, j
Ri−Ri−1
Ri+1−Ri−1
2
+/- −
1
2Ri
δi+1, j − δi−1, j
Ri+1 − Ri−1
+/-
√
Ri (Ri+1 − Ri−1)
R j (R j+1 − R j−1)
=
− RiRi+1−Ri δi+1, j −
Ri
Ri−Ri−1 δi−1, j − 12 (δi+1, j − δi−1, j )√
RiR j (Ri+1 − Ri−1)(R j+1 − R j−1)
= −1
2
Ri+1+Ri
Ri+1−Ri δi+1, j +
Ri+Ri−1
Ri−Ri−1 δi−1, j√
RiR j (Ri+1 − Ri−1)(R j+1 − R j−1)
= −1
2
Ri+1+Ri
Ri+1−Ri δi+1, j +
Rj+1+Rj
Rj+1−Rj δi, j+1√
RiR j (Ri+1 − Ri−1)(R j+1 − R j−1)
, (3.56)
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is clearly symmetric. Later the eigenvalues of A˜ or a related matrix will be needed,
and besides guaranteeing an orthonormal eigenbasis, symmetric matrices are better
suited for numerical eigenvalue methods than non-symmetric ones.
Before seeking to minimize the energy, the volume conservation constraint Eq. 3.49
must be considered. For n , 0, the θ integral in Eq. 3.49 evaluates to zero, and this
constraint is satisfied without imposing any on δH . For n = 0, on the other hand,
there is a real constraint. When the integral approximation Eq. 3.52 is applied, this
constraint is approximated as
0 ≈
∑
i
Ri
2
(Ri+1 − Ri−1)vi, (3.57)
which can be re-expressed in terms on v˜i from Eq. 3.54 as
0 ≈
∑
i
v˜iai where ai ≡
√
Ri
2
(Ri+1 − Ri−1). (3.58)
The problem is now to find the vectors v˜ that extremize the quadratic form inEq. 3.55,
subject to the linear constraint in Eq. 3.58 when n = 0. As usual, this extremization
is considered only over normalized vectors, since the quadratic form scales with the
normalization squared. The problem is then to extremize the function
φ[v˜] ≡

∑
i, j v˜i A˜i, j v˜ j − λ
(∑
i v˜
2
i − 1
)
if n , 0,∑
i, j v˜i A˜i, j v˜ j − λ
(∑
i v˜
2
i − 1
)
− µ∑i v˜iai if n = 0, (3.59)
where λ is a Lagrangemultiplier that imposes normalization on v˜ and µ is a Lagrange
multiplier that imposes the volume conservation constraint Eq. 3.58. The stationary
values of φ are found by equating the derivatives with respect to v˜i, λ, and µ (in the
n = 0 case) to zero. For the n , 0 case, the resulting problem is∑
j
A˜ j,i v˜ j +
∑
j
A˜i, j v˜ j = 2
∑
j
A˜i, j v˜ j = 2λv˜i,∑
i
v˜2i = 1, (3.60)
where the fact that A˜ is symmetric was used. Equation 3.60 is simply the problem
of finding the normalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A˜, which is easily accom-
plished numerically. The energy associated to an eigenvector v˜ with eigenvalue λ
is simply
E˜[v˜] =
∑
i, j
v˜i A˜i, j v˜ j = λ
∑
i
v˜i v˜i = λ. (3.61)
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It follows that the base state H0 is unstable to an n > 0 mode if the smallest
eigenvalue of the corresponding A˜ is negative.
For the n = 0 case, the problem is∑
j
A˜ j,i v˜ j +
∑
j
A˜i, j v˜ j + µai = 2
∑
j
A˜i, j v˜ j + µai = 2λv˜i,∑
i
v˜2i = 1,∑
i
ai v˜i = 0. (3.62)
To simplify Eq. 3.62, we follow the method of Golub [81]. The first equation in
Eq. 3.62 is multiplied by ai and the result is summed over all i
2
∑
i, j
ai A˜i, j v˜i + µ
∑
i
a2i = 2λ
∑
i
ai v˜i = 0, (3.63)
where the last equation in Eq. 3.62 was used to arrive at the final equality. Using
Eq. 3.63, the Lagrange multiplier µ is eliminated and substituted back into the first
equation in Eq. 3.62, ∑
j
A˜i, j v˜ j −
∑
j,k ak A˜k, j v˜ j∑
l a2l
ai = λv˜i .∑
i
v˜2i = 1.∑
i
ai v˜i = 0. (3.64)
Next, define a new Hermitian matrixP
Pi,k ≡ δi,k − aiak∑
l a2l
, (3.65)
and re-express the first equation in Eq. 3.64 in terms ofP ,∑
j,k
Pi,k A˜k, j v˜ j = λv˜i . (3.66)
Note that the matrixP is actually a projection operator∑
k
Pi,kPk, j =
∑
k
*,δi,k − aiak∑l a2l +- *,δk, j −
aka j∑
l a2l
+- = δi, j −
aia j∑
l a2l
=Pi, j . (3.67)
It follows from the last line in Eq. 3.64 that∑
l
Pi,k v˜k =
∑
l
Pk,i v˜k = v˜i − ai∑
l a2l
∑
k
ak v˜k = v˜i . (3.68)
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Equation 3.68 is substituted back into the left-hand side of Eq. 3.66 to arrive at the
final problem to be solved ∑
j,k,l
Pi,k A˜k, jP j,l v˜l = λv˜i,∑
i
v˜2i = 1. (3.69)
Equation 3.69 is simply the problem of finding the eigenvalues and normalized
eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix K˜ ≡ P A˜P . Note that final condition in
Eq. 3.64 has been omitted in Eq. 3.69. This is permissible because ai is an eigen-
vector of K˜ since
∑
jP j,iai = 0. This eigenvector does not satisfy the constraint∑
i ai v˜i = 0 and should thus be discarded, but all other eigenvectors of K˜ will be
orthogonal to a since K˜ is symmetric, and they will therefore satisfy this condition.
The energy associated to an eigenvector v˜ with eigenvalue λ is (using Eq. 3.68 twice)
E˜[v˜] =
∑
i, j
v˜i A˜i, j v˜ j =
∑
i, j,k,l
v˜kPk,i A˜i, jP j,l v˜l = λ
∑
i
v˜2i = λ. (3.70)
It follows that the base stateH0 is unstable to an n = 0mode if the smallest eigenvalue
of K˜ is negative.
Finally, the two smallest eigenvalues λMn,0, and λ
M
n,1 for the n = 0, n = 1 and
n = 2 cases were computed numerically for increasing grid size from M = 5000
to M = 10000 in increments of 100. These estimates have been calculated for
three drops: a short drop with Hmax = 0.7 < 0.81113, the maximum volume
drop with Hmax = 0.81113, and a tall drop with Hmax = 0.9 > 0.81113. The
approximate eigenfunctions for the smallest eigenvalues for three droplets are shown
in Fig. 3.6. The convergence of the numerical procedure with increasing grid size
M has been verified as follows. Suppose that there is a power-law convergence of
the eigenvalues, λMn,m ∼ λn,m + cM−p as M → ∞. It then follows that in the plot
of log dλdM ≡ log
(
λ
Mi+1
n,m −λMin,m
Mi+1−Mi
)
versus log Mi, where Mi = 5000 + 100i, the values
should lie on a straight line with slope −p+ 1. This was verified for multiple spatial
grids, and the grid that attained the fastest rate of convergence p was
Ri = Rc
√
i
M
. (3.71)
Noting that Ri ≈ Ri+1+Ri−12 for small grid spacings, the area elements are approxi-
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Figure 3.6: Eigenfunction interpolation δH with M = 5000 corresponding to
the smallest eigenvalue for (a) n = 0, (b) n = 1, and (c) n = 2 modes. Solid
lines correspond to Hmax = 0.7, dotted lines correspond to Hmax = 0.81113, and
dashed lines correspond to Hmax = 0.9. The perturbations were normalized by∫
RdR (δH)2 = 1.
mately constant for this grid,
RdR ≈ Ri
2
(Ri+1 − Ri−1) ≈ (Ri+1 + Ri−1)(Ri+1 − Ri−1)4 =
R2i+1 − R2i−1
4
=
R2c
2M
.
(3.72)
The convergence of the eigenvalue estimates is depicted in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Convergence of direct numerical estimate of the smallest eigenvalues
λMn,0 for (a) n = 0, (b) n = 1, and (c) n = 2 modes. Circles correspond to Hmax = 0.7,
squares corresponds to Hmax = 0.81113, and triangles corresponds to Hmax = 0.9.
The rate of convergence p is estimated from the slope of the lines fitting the data.
Using the estimated power-law exponent p, it is possible to estimate the continuum
eigenvalue as well by fitting the power-law curve to the data. This results in a direct
estimate for the continuum eigenvalues, λdirn,0 for the smallest eigenvalue and λ
dir
n,1 for
the second smallest eigenvalue. Alternatively, the eigenvectors can be used to create
an interpolation to approximate the perturbation δH (R), which can then be used in
Eq. 3.47 to estimate the eigenvalues. Again estimating the rate of convergence and
computing a numerical fit, an interpolation estimate for the continuum eigenvalues
is λintn,0 for the smallest eigenvalue and λ
int
n,1 for the second smallest eigenvalue.
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The results of this procedure are listed in Table 3.1. It is clear from Table 3.1
n = 0 n = 1 n = 2
Hmax = 0.7
λdir0,0 = 201.87
λint0,0 = 201.87
λdir0,1 = 1396.14
λint0,1 = 1396.13
λdir1,0 = −0.00
λint1,0 = 0.00
λdir1,1 = 793.19
λint1,1 = 793.19
λdir2,0 = 265.00
λint2,0 = 265.00
λdir2,1 = 1369.46
λint2,1 = 1369.44
Hmax = 0.81113
λdir0,0 = 0.01
λint0,0 = 0.00
λdir0,1 = 1338.68
λint0,1 = 1338.61
λdir1,0 = −0.00
λint1,0 = 0.00
λdir1,1 = 772.40
λint1,1 = 772.41
λdir2,0 = 293.39
λint2,0 = 293.39
λdir2,1 = 1402.82
λint2,1 = 1402.79
Hmax = 0.9
λdir0,0 = −658.21
λint0,0 = −658.23
λdir0,1 = 1218.84
λint0,1 = 1218.80
λdir1,0 = −0.00
λint1,0 = 0.01
λdir1,1 = 765.75
λint1,1 = 765.80
λdir2,0 = 341.59
λint2,0 = 341.59
λdir2,1 = 1515.46
λint2,1 = 1515.44
Table 3.1: Numerical estimates for the two smallest eigenvalues of the first three
angular modes for a short droplet, the maximum volume droplet, and a tall droplet.
The direct and interpolations estimates agree up to the tens digit, where numerical
errors become non-negligible.
that the direct and interpolation estimates are in good agreement whenever their
magnitudes are larger than O(10−1), where numerical errors apparently become
relevant. Furthermore, the smallest eigenvalue for the rotationally invariant n = 0 is
positive for Hmax = 0.7, approximately zero for Hmax = 0.81113, and negative for
Hmax = 0.9, indicating that tall droplets are unstable and short ones may be stable,
as claimed in Proposition 4. It is also clear that the smallest n = 1 eigenvalue λ1,0
is approximately zero for all drops. In fact, this mode corresponds to a translation
of the entire droplet without a change in shape. This can be demonstrated by taking
the perturbed state to be the base state translated in the X direction by an amount ε
as ε → 0,
Hε (R, θ) = H0
(√
(X − ε)2 + Y 2
)
≈ H0(R) − ε cos θ ∂H0
∂R
(R). (3.73)
A comparison of the interpolation estimate for δH and cos θ ∂H0∂R confirms that these
n = 1 modes correspond to this translation. Indeed, since a translation of the
droplet does not alter its energy, the continuum eigenvalue is exactly zero. This
can also be easily analytically demonstrated by substituting the n = 1 perturbation
δH (R, θ) = − cos(θ) ∂H0∂R into Eq. 3.47 and applying the derivative of Eq. 3.33 with
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respect to R. Lastly, besides λ0,0 and λ1,0, all other eigenvalues are strictly positive,
and so they do not indicate any other instability or neutral modes. In fact, it is clear
that for all n ≥ 2, the eigenvalues will be strictly positive, since the energy E [δH]
in Eq. 3.47 for n > 2 is altered by a strictly positive perturbation
∫
RdR n2−12R2 (δH)
2
from the n = 1 case.
The boundary contribution to the energy stability analysis and the stable
contact slope
It was shown in the subsection The interior contribution to the energy stability
analysis and the eigenvalue problem that zero contact slope droplets are unstable to
a rotationally invariant perturbation if Hmax & 0.81113, as claimed in Proposition
4. However, to demonstrate the stability of droplets with Hmax . 0.81113, the
boundary contributionmust also be considered. Here the leading order contributions
to the boundary perturbation δFbε in Eq. 3.45 is considered for droplets withCc = 0.
Since the boundary region (R−ε , R+ε ) becomes increasingly small as ε → 0, it
is assumed that an asymptotic approximation of the perturbed state will suffice
there. In particular, the perturbed state in the boundary region will be taken as a
θ-dependent shift of the base state H0(R − δRc(θ, ε)) plus a small linear change
δCc(θ, ε)(Rc + δRc(θ, ε) − R),
Hε (R) = H0(R − δRc) + δCc(Rc + δRc − R) + · · · , (3.74)
where, for brevity, the θ and ε dependence of δRc and δCc has been omitted. It
follows that the perturbed contact line is R+ε (θ, ε) = Rc + δRc(θ, ε) + · · · . The form
in Eq. 3.74 is motivated by the assumption that as ε → 0, the perturbed contact line
tends to Rc, hence the small change δRc. Since the boundary region is presumed
to be small for small ε, it is also assumed that the change in the shape of Hε from
H0 can be well approximated by the small linear change δCc(Rc + δRc − R). While
Eq. 3.74 can represent a very wide variety of boundary perturbations, it should be
noted that some perturbations, such as those that change the nature of the singularity
at the contact line, are excluded for simplicity here.
The division between the interior and boundary regions R−ε = Rc − δR−ε must also
be specified such that δR−ε > 0 and Eq. 3.39 is satisfied. On using Eq. 3.74, Eq. 3.39
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requires
(Hε − H0) R=Rc−δR−ε ≈ (−δRc ∂H0∂R + δCc(δRc + δR−ε )
) R=Rc−δR−ε
 H0R=Rc−δR−ε , (3.75)
where the facts that δRc is small and H0 is differentiable at Rc − δR−ε were used to
approximate the difference H0(Rc−δR−ε −δRc)−H0(Rc−δR−ε ) as a derivative using
Taylor’s theorem. This condition depends on the asymptotic form of H0 near the
unperturbed contact line, which is found by balancing the highest spatial derivative
∂2H0
∂R2 with the singular term
(4pi)2
2 log(H0) in Eq. 3.33 as R→ Rc and H0 → 0,
H0(R) = − (4pi)
2
2
(Rc − R)2 log (Rc − R) + · · · . (3.76)
Then Eq. 3.75 becomes
δRcδR−ε log δR−ε + δCc(δRc + δR−ε )  −
(4pi)2
2
(δR−ε )2 log(δR−ε ), (3.77)
so that
δRc  δR−ε and δCc  −δR−ε log(δR−ε ) (3.78)
is required. Then δR−ε must be chosen sufficiently large that Eq. 3.78 is satisfied for
all θ.
Next, two results that will be used several times in the evaluation of δFbε will be
noted. First, multiply Eq. 3.33 by ∂H0∂R and simplify,
∂
∂R
*,12
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
+
(4pi)2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 − C1H0
+- = − 1R
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
. (3.79)
The quantity in parentheses on the left-hand side of this equality will appear in
several places below. It could be estimated by using the asymptotic form of H0 in
Eq. 3.76. However, this estimate turns out to be much larger than the actual value
because of certain cancellations that occur when higher order terms are included in
H0. A better estimate can be derived by integrating Eq. 3.79,
1
2
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
+
(4pi)2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 − C1H0 =
∫ Rc
R
1
R′
(
∂H0
∂R′
)2
dR′, (3.80)
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and then applying the base state approximation in Eq. 3.76 to the right-hand side.
The second result used extensively below concerns differences of the form
I[g] ≡
∫ Rc+δRc
Rc−δR−ε
Rg(R − δRc) dR −
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
Rg(R) dR
=
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
(R + δRc)g dR −
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
Rg dR, (3.81)
where g is some arbitrary function and the integration variable in the first integral
was shifted by δRc and the functional dependence of g(R) was omitted for brevity
to arrive at the second equality. This will be expanded in a series around δRc up
to second order. The first integral is divided into two parts to cancel the second
integral
I[g] = δRc
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
g dR +
∫ Rc−δR−ε
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
Rg dR. (3.82)
Next, the Taylor series is formed up to second order:
I[g] = δRc
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
g dR +
(
δRcRg +
δR2c
2
(
g − R ∂g
∂R
)) R=Rc−δR−ε + · · · (3.83)
The boundary contribution of Eq. 3.45 is now divided into five components:
δFbε = δF1 + δF2 + δF3 + δFθ + δF4,
δF1 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
[
R
∂H0
∂R
(Hε − H0)
] R=Rc−δR−ε ,
δF2 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ C1
[ ∫ Rc+δRc
Rc−δR−ε
Hε RdR −
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
H0 RdR
]
,
δF3 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
1
2
[ ∫ Rc+δRc
Rc−δR−ε
(
∂Hε
∂R
)2
RdR −
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
RdR
]
,
δFθ =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
1
2
[ ∫ Rc+δRc
Rc−δR−ε
RdR
1
R2
(
∂Hε
∂θ
)2 ]
,
δF4 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ − (4pi)
2
2
[ ∫ Rc+δRc
Rc−δR−ε
Hε log
Hε
1 − Hε RdR
−
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 RdR
]
. (3.84)
Next, Hε from Eq. 3.74 is substituted in Eq. 3.84 and δF1, δF2, δF3, and δF4 (δFθ
is positive definite, and need not be considered until later) are expanded in a Taylor
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series to second order in δCc,
δF1 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
[
R
∂H0
∂R
(H0(R − δRc) − H0(R) + δCc(Rc + δRc − R))
] R=Rc−δR−ε ,
δF2 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ C1
[ ∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
H0 (R + δRc)dR −
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
H0 RdR
+
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
C1δCc(Rc − R) (R + δRc)dR
]
,
δF3 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
1
2
[ ∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
(R + δRc)dR −
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
RdR
+
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
(
−2δCc ∂H0
∂R
+ δC2c
)
(R + δRc)dR
]
,
δF4 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ − (4pi)
2
2
[ ∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 (R + δRc)dR
−
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 RdR
+
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
δCc(Rc − R)
(
log
H0
1 − H0 +
1
1 − H0
)
(R + δRc)dR
+
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
δC2c (Rc − R)2
H0 (1 − H0)2
(R + δRc)dR + · · ·
]
. (3.85)
Before going any further, the δCc and δC2c parts will be simplified by finding their
leading order parts in the small δRc and δR−ε quantities. Collecting the δCc terms
in the sum δF1 + δF2 + δF3 + δF4 and denoting the contribution by δF (1)C ,
δF (1)C =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ δCc
[
R(Rc + δRc − R) ∂H0
∂R
R=Rc−δR−ε
−
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
∂H0
∂R
(R + δRc)dR +
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
(Rc − R)
×
(
C1 − (4pi)
2
2
(
log
H0
1 − H0 +
1
1 − H0
) )
(R + δRc)dR
]
. (3.86)
Applying Eq. 3.33 to the third integral, this is
δF (1)C =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ δCc
[
R(Rc + δRc − R) ∂H0
∂R
R=Rc−δR−ε
−
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
∂H0
∂R
(R + δRc)dR
+
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
(Rc − R)
(
∂2H0
∂R2
+
1
R
∂H0
∂R
)
(R + δRc)dR
]
. (3.87)
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The second derivative in the third integral is then integrated by parts
δF (1)C =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ δCc
[
R(Rc + δRc − R) ∂H0
∂R
R=Rc−δR−ε
−
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
∂H0
∂R
(R + δRc)dR − (Rc − R)(R + δRc) ∂H0
∂R
R=Rc−δR−ε−δRc
+
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
(
−∂H0
∂R
(Rc − δRc − 2R) + (Rc − R)R
∂H0
∂R
(R + δRc)
)
dR
]
.
(3.88)
The first term in the first line is canceled by the O((δRc)0) part of the term in the
third line, leaving a leading order δRc part, while the integrals combine to give
δF (1)C =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ δCcδRc
[
Rc(δR−ε + δRc)
∂2H0
∂R2
R=Rc−δR−ε
+
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
Rc − R
R
∂H0
∂R
dR + · · ·
]
. (3.89)
Using the the asymptotic form in Eq. 3.76, and recalling from Eq. 3.78 that δR−ε 
δRc, the leading order result is
δF (1)C =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
[
− (4pi)2RcδCcδRcδR−ε log δR−ε + · · ·
]
. (3.90)
The second order δCc contribution to the sum δF1+ δF2+ δF3+ δF4, denoted δF (2)C ,
is simpler,
δF (2)C =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ δC2c
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε−δRc
(
R + δRc
2
− (4pi)
2(Rc − R)2(R + δRc)
2H0(1 − H0)2
)
dR
=
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
[ 1
2
RcδC2c δR
−
ε + · · ·
]
, (3.91)
to leading order.
Returning now to the O(δC0c ) in δFbε , the quantities δF1, δF2, δF3, and δF4 in
Eq. 3.84 are expanded to second order in δRc by using the result in Eq. 3.83 for δF2
with g = H0, δF3 with g =
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
, and δF4 with g = −H0 log H01−H0 , respectively.
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The results are (excluding the δCc and δC2c terms already described above),
δF1 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
[
R
∂H0
∂R
(
− δRc ∂H0
∂R
+
1
2
(δRc)2
∂2H0
∂R2
)
)
+ · · ·
]
R=Rc−δR−ε
,
δF2 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ C1
[
δRc
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
H0 dR +
(
δRcRH0
+
δR2c
2
(
H0 − R∂H0
∂R
) ) R=Rc−δR−ε + · · ·
]
,
δF3 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
1
2
[
δRc
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
dR +
(
δRcR
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
+
δR2c
2
*,
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
− 2R∂H0
∂R
∂2H0
∂R2
+-
) R=Rc−δR−ε + · · ·
]
,
δF4 =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ − (4pi)
2
2
[
δRc
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 dR +
(
δRcRH0 log
H0
1 − H0
+
δR2c
2
(
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 − R
(
log
H0
1 − H0 +
1
1 − H0
)
∂H0
∂R
) R=Rc−δR−ε + · · ·
]
.
(3.92)
Collecting the δRc terms in the sum δF1 + δF2 + δF3 + δF4 and denoting them δF (1)R
results in
δF (1)R =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ δRc
[ ∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
*,12
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
− (4pi)
2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 + C1H0
+- dR
− R *,12
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
+
(4pi)2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 − C1H0
+-
R=Rc−δR−ε
]
. (3.93)
The second collection of terms in the big parentheses in the previous equation can
be simplified using Eq. 3.80 and included in the integral
δF (1)R =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
[
δRc
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
(
− Rc − δR
−
ε
R
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
+
1
2
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
− (4pi)
2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 + C1H0
)
dR
]
=
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
[
δRc
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
(R + δR−ε − Rc
R
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
− 1
2
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
− (4pi)
2
2
H0 log
H0
1 − H0 + C1H0
)
dR
]
. (3.94)
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The last three terms can again be simplified using Eq. 3.80
δF (1)R =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
[
δRc
∫ Rc
Rc−δR−ε
(R + δR−ε − Rc
R
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
−
∫ Rc
R
1
R′
(
∂H0
∂R
)2
dR′
)
dR
]
. (3.95)
Using the asymptotic form in Eq. 3.76 this becomes
δF (1)R = O
(
(4pi)4δRc(δR−ε )4(log δR−ε )2
Rc
)
, (3.96)
which is nonleading. The second order δRc contribution to the sum δF1 + δF2 +
δF3 + δF4, denoted δF (2)R , is again simpler. Using Eq. 3.33 and the asymptotic form
in Eq. 3.76, the leading order is
δF (2)R =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
1
2
[
δR2cRc
∂H0
∂R
( (4pi)2
2
(
log
H0
1 − H0 +
1
1 − H0
)
− C1
) R=Rc−δR−ε
+ · · ·
]
=
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
1
2
[
δR2cRc
∂H0
∂R
(
−∂
2H0
∂R2
− 1
R
∂H0
∂R
) R=Rc−δR−ε + · · ·
]
=
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
[ (4pi)4
2
RcδR2cδR
−
ε (log δR−ε )2 + · · ·
]
. (3.97)
The completes the leading order derivation of δFbε . Combining Eq. 3.84, Eq. 3.90,
Eq. 3.91, and Eq. 3.97, after a little simplification, results in
δFbε =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
1
2
[
RcδR−ε
(
δCc − (4pi)2δRc log δR−ε
)2
+
∫ Rc+δRc
Rc−δR−ε
RdR
1
R2
(
∂Hε
∂θ
)2
+ · · ·
]
. (3.98)
The term from δF (1)R from Eq. 3.96 has been neglected here because it is possible to
choose δR−ε sufficiently small in accordance with Eq. 3.78 such that it is negligible
compared to the terms retained. Finally, note that Eq. 3.98 is always non-negative,
since δR−ε > 0. It follows that no boundary perturbation can lower the energy of
the base state by dominating the interior contribution. Since ultimately δFε is to be
minimized among all possible perturbations to search for instabilities, it follows that
δRc and δCc should be chosen sufficiently small that the leading order contribution
will come from the interior region δFiε, as assumed in the subsection The interior
contribution to the the energy stability analysis and the eigenvalue problem.
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This implies that the zero contact slope droplets with Hmax . 0.81113 are indeed
energy stable. This completes our demonstration of Proposition 4.
A few technical aspects concerning this demonstration will be noted now before
closing this section. First, although we specialized to Cc = 0 earlier in view of
Proposition 2, it is worth noting that when considering droplets with Cc > 0, the
instability appears in the boundary contribution here as a lower order term that
vanishes for Cc = 0 rather than as a negative eigenvalue in the interior contribution.
Also, note that there is one technical complication if δCc = (4pi)2δRc log δR−ε in
Eq. 3.98. Since the leading order term then vanishes, the next leading order term
should really be investigated before concluding that it is positive definite. Such
an analysis seems excessive and has not been carried out. Lastly, the reader may
wonder whether any of the higher order terms in δCc or δRc could dominate the
terms that we have retained in Eq. 3.98. It was shown, for example, that the δF (2)C
and δF (2)R terms can be comparable or dominate the δF
(1)
C and δF
(1)
R terms despite
being higher order in δCc and δRc, respectively. However, note that there were
terms of formally larger order in δF (1)C and δF
(1)
R that happened to cancel each other
exactly after application of Eq. 3.33 or Eq. 3.80. This was in fact the only reason
that it was possible for δF (2)C and δF
(2)
R to be comparable to these lower order terms.
No such cancellation took place in the δF (2)C and δF
(2)
R terms, and so the higher
order terms in δCc and δRc can never be comparable to them.
Discussion
Several propositions regarding the stability of compactly supported states have
been described and supported in this section. The differential equation governing
potentially stable, steady states described in Proposition 1 and the assessment of
the stability of these solutions in Propositions 2-4 have relied essentially on the
variational form of the governing equation in Eq. 3.3 and the fact that the Lyapunov
energy strictly decreases in time, as described in Assumption 1. It is expected
that physicists working in the field of thin films will be mostly satisfied with the
assumptions made and the evidence provided herein. However, the exact conditions
under which these propositions will hold and mathematically rigorous proofs of
their validity have not been attempted, and future efforts to do so would certainly be
valuable.
Themost interesting and novel physical conclusion discussed was the destabilization
of thermocapillary-driven droplets as their volume and height increases in the case
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of Eq. 3.6. This result was likely not noted in previous numerical work because
most studies have employed a convective model with the Lyapunov potential like
W (H) = H log
(
H
1 + H
)
, (3.99)
rather than the conductive one in Eq. 3.6, and there is no corresponding instability
in the convective model. This Eq. 3.99 is also relevant in the unusual conductive
case when κ > 1. Moreover, this instability result differs qualitatively from the
one-dimensional power-law forcing considered in detail by mathematicians
∂H
∂t
+
∂
∂X
(
Hn
∂3H
∂X3
+ BHm
∂H
∂X
)
= 0, (3.100)
withQ1(H) = Hn andW ′(H) = 0 (unforced, B = 0) orW ′′(H) = −BHm−n (power-
law forcing, B > 0). In this case, stability depends on the strength of the power law
but not on the droplet size, as discussed in Section 3.3 below. Unlike the cases in
Eq. 3.99 and Eq. 3.100, the driving force in Eq. 3.6 becomes increasingly dominant
with increasing droplet height, since the thickness of the layer of insulating gas
separating the hot and cold substrates in Fig. 3.2 decreases with increasing H and
thus more heat is transported across taller films. This results in larger Marangoni
stresses that consequently destabilize sufficiently large droplets. The correspondence
in the case of Eq. 3.6 between droplet destabilization and the critical points of V and
F/V described in Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 was an intriguing mathematical
conclusion, which raises the question: Do the critical points of V and F/V always
indicate a change in droplet stability for films governed by Eq. 3.3 with more general
Q1(H) andW (H)?
Although stability of sufficiently short droplets governed by Eq. 3.6 has been es-
tablished here, it has not been shown that a perturbed flat film will actually evolve
towards a configuration consisting of such stable droplets in the large time limit. In
fact, it can be easily demonstrated that the Lyapunov energy is unbounded below
for any finite volume2. The stable droplet solutions are only local minima of the
Lyapunov energy, and the flat film may or may not lie in the basin of attraction
of droplet configurations. In fact, in past experimental studies, nanopillar growth
has continued until contact with the cold substrate in Fig. 3.2 was achieved, but
the development of an array of steady droplets is still likely possible given appro-
priate experimental parameters. Considering the physical constraint in Eq. 3.34
2Taking the κ → 0 limit so that Eq. 3.34 can be satisfied, the profile H∞(R) = 1 − exp (−bR−a)
where a > 2 can easily be demonstrated to contain a finite volume 0 < V [H∞] = b2/aΓ
(
a−2
a
)
/2 <
∞ but a divergent Lyapunov energy F [H∞] = −∞, where Γ is the Gamma function.
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and the conclusions in Proposition 4, it only follows for κ . 0.18887 that all
stable droplets described here actually fit in the apparatus. Given the polymer
melts and air used in a current experiment [13] with kair ≈ 0.036 Wm−1K−1 and
kPS ≈ 0.130 Wm−1K−1 at T = 443 K, it follows that κ ≈ 0.28, so that in fact the
unstable tall droplets with height Hmax & 0.81113 do not fit in this apparatus and
are unphysical. However, κ can easily be lowered by using a heavier atomic mass
gas instead of air above the fluid. For example, argon has a thermal conductivity
0.0224 Wm−1K−1 < kAr < 0.0265 Wm−1K−1 for 400 K < T < 500 K, which
could lead to sufficiently small value of κ when the fluid is the same polystyrene
melt [82] . Such an experimental setup would be necessary to observe droplet
instability. On the other hand, increasing κ will tend to stabilize more droplets
and thus promote steady state formation. If helium, with thermal conductivity
0.1896 Wm−1K−1 < kHe < 0.2214 Wm−1K−1 for 400 K < T < 500 K, were used, it
would follow that κ > 1 with the same polystyrene melt [82]. In this case, Eq. 3.99
rather than Eq. 3.6 would be relevant, and all zero contact slope droplets would be
stable.
Even if some of the supposedly stable droplets formed actually contact the cold
substrate, the only requirement for forming a steady state droplets is that the droplets
that do form are shorter than Hmax = 1− κ. Given the total volume of fluid in initial
flat film state, the most naive model assumes that a hexagonal lattice forms with
the same volume of fluid and with lattice spacing equal to the wavelength of the
most unstable mode of growth for the flat film. Carrying out the linear stability
analysis of the flat film state, it can be shown that each droplet should contain a
volume V =
√
3χ2(1 + χ)2/2, where χ = (κ − 1)/D0. On the other hand, the
volume of the largest stable droplet in Fig. 3.4(a) is Vmax ≈ 0.0139. It follows that
for −0.851 . χ . −0.149, the largest stable droplet does not have enough volume
to accommodate the volume in the initial state, so that χ & −0.149 is another
requirement on steady state droplet formation (χ . −0.851 also satisfies this criteria,
but this situation corresponds to very small κ and D0 and is not of experimental
interest). Restated in terms of the gap width, the largest volume droplet contains
enough volume to accommodate the hexagonal lattice when D0 & (1 − κ)/0.149,
but as noted above, this droplet only fits in the apparatus if κ . 0.18887. These
bounds on steady droplet formations are not strict since the assumption that a perfect
hexagonal lattice forms is obviously an idealization, but they may be of value in
designing future experiments.
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3.2 Long time evolution for driven films with gravitational forces
A detailed stability analysis for radially symmetric droplets was carried out in the
previous section for a specific driving thermocapillary force, but the implications
can be extended to a variety of other problems. Furthermore, many of the technical
details considered in the previous sections can often be bypassed. To illustrate,
we consider in this section the long time evolution and expected morphological
development of an initially flat film under the influence of either thermocapillary
and gravitational forces or electrohydrodynamic and gravitational forces.
We described in Eqns. 1.70-1.71 the appropriate Lyapunov potential in the thermo-
capillary and gravitation driven (TC) case
WTC(H) +WG(H) = −3M¯a2 (1 + χ)H log
(
H
1 + χH
)
+
G¯
2
H2.
We also described in Eqns. 1.71-1.72 the appropriate Lyapunov potential in the
electrohydrodynamic and gravitation driven (EHD) case,
WEHD(H) +WG(H) = − E¯2
χEHDH
1 + χEHDH
+
G¯
2
H2.
The resulting thin film equations in Eq. 3.3 in the TC case is
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L · *,C¯a
−1H3
3
∇L∇2LH +
M¯a(1 + χ)H2
2
(
1 + χH
)2 ∇LH − G¯H33 ∇LH+- = 0, (3.101)
while in the EHD case, it is
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L · *,C¯a
−1H3
3
∇L∇2LH +
E¯χ2EHDH
3
3
(
1 + χEHDH
)3∇LH − G¯H33 ∇LH+- = 0.
(3.102)
As in Section 3.1, a rescaling of H , t and XL can help collapse the dependencies
on non-dimensional variables in Eqns. 3.101-3.102. For the TC case, we use the
rescalings
H′ =
(−χ) H,
t′ =
(
3
(4pi)2
(1 + χ)2
−χ M¯a
2C¯a
)
t,
X′L =
(
3
(4pi)2
(−χ (1 + χ)) M¯aC¯a)1/2 XL,
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which, after dropping the primes, results in the rescaled equation
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
H3
(4pi)2
∇L∇2LH +
H2
2 (1 − H)2∇LH −
gTCH3
3
∇LH
)
= 0, (3.103)
where
gTC ≡ G¯M¯a (−χ) (1 + χ) = ρgd
2
0
σT (TH − TC) κ (1 − κ)
is the non-dimensional number quantifying the relative strength of gravitational and
thermocapillary forces. Similarly for the EHD case, we use the rescalings
H′ =
(−χEHD) H,
t′ =
(
3
(4pi)2
(−χEHD)E¯2C¯a
)
t,
X′L =
(
3
(4pi)2
(−χEHD)2 E¯C¯a)1/2 XL,
which, after dropping the primes, results in the rescaled equation
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
H3
(4pi)2
∇L∇2LH +
H3
3 (1 − H)3∇LH −
gEHDH3
3
∇LH
)
= 0, (3.104)
where
gEHD ≡ G¯
E¯
(−χEHD)2 =
ρgd30
ε0ε∆V 2εEHD (1 − εEHD)2
is the non-dimensional number quantifying the relative strength of gravitational
and electrohydrodynamic forces. Note that both gTC and gEHD depend on various
experimental parameters but not on the initial film thickness h0.
To apply the conclusions from Section 3.1, we first consider the various radially
symmetric steady droplet solutions to Eq. 3.103-3.104. As in the Proposition 1 of
Section 3.1, because stable solution must minimize the relevant Lyapunov energies,
the potentially stable radially symmetric droplets satisfy a second order spatial
ordinary differential equation. For the TC problem, the droplets satisfy
C1 =
1
R
∂
∂R
(
R
∂H
∂R
)
+
(4pi)2
2
(
log
(
H
1 − H
)
+
1
1 − H
)
− (4pi)
2gTC
3
H, (3.105)
while for the EHD problem, the droplets satisfy
C1 =
1
R
∂
∂R
(
R
∂H
∂R
)
+
(4pi)2
6
1
(1 − H)2 −
(4pi)2gEHD
3
H, (3.106)
whereC1 is the Lagrange multiplier enforcing conservation of volume in both cases.
Furthermore, since the relevant Lyapunov potentials vanish as H → 0, Proposition 2
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of Section 3.1 ensures that only those droplets with zero contact slopeCc = ∂H∂R
R=Rc
can be stable, where Rc is the radius of the contact line where H |R=Rc = 0. Thus
we can parameterize all the potentially stable droplet solutions with just the droplet
height Hmax = H |R=0. For each Hmax, we numerically solve Eqns. 3.105-3.106
while iteratively decreasing the droplet curvature in order to achieve the Cc = 0
condition, as was done in Section 3.1. Having carried out this procedure for several
values of Hmax, the volume of each zero contact droplet solution was calculated for
a number values of gTC and gEHD and plots of interpolations of V vs. Hmax are
depicted in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Volume of zero contact slope droplets for (a) thermocapillary driven
films with gTC = 0 (solid line), gTC = 5 (dashed line), gTC = 10 (dotted line), and
gTC = 12.1 (dash-dotted line) and (b) electrohydrodynamic films with gEHD = 0
(solid line), gEHD = 0.5 (dashed line), gEHD = 0.9 (dotted line), and gEHD = 1
(dash-dotted line). As the gravity numbers increase, the scaled height of the largest
volume droplets decreases and the scaled volume of the largest volume droplets
increases.
The relationship between stability and the plots of V vs. Hmax for zero contact
droplets was the subject of Proposition 3 and Proposition 4 in Section 3.1 in the
thermocapillary case with gTC = 0. It was shown there the stable droplets were
those with Hmax between zero and the height of the droplet with maximum volume,
which we denote here HLSD (the subscript LSD denotes largest stable droplet). We
conjecture here that this is true for all values of gTC and also true for all values of
gEHD for the electrohydrodynamic droplets in Fig. 3.8(b). This claim is not proven
but will be tested numerically later in this section for one case of EHD films. As gTC
increases, the volume of the largest stable droplet VLSD increases while the height
HLSD decreases. This is possible only because the radius of the largest stable droplets
RLSD also increases with increasing gTC. In fact, as gTC approaches a critical number
which is apparently a little larger than 12, the radius RLSD and volume VLSD appear
to diverge while HLSD approaches a constant that is a little larger than 0.5. This
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is indicative of a bifurcation in which the droplet solutions merge into the flat film
solutions. A similar bifurcation is apparent in the electrohydrodynamic droplets,
but the critical number in that case is gEHD = 1. A qualitative difference in the
EHD case is that the limiting maximum height HLSD approaches zero as gEHD → 1,
while the volume VLSD approaches a non-zero constant as the radius RLSD diverges.
This qualitative difference leads to some interesting physical differences between
the thermocapillary and electrohydrodynamic films which we will discuss shortly.
The knowledge of the volume of the largest stable droplets VLSD allows us to make
important predictions about the long time evolution of an initially flat film. The first
step in these predictions is the linear stability of an initially flat film. The film height
was initially scaled by the initial film thickness h0. After the rescaling described
above, the initial TC film non-dimensionalizes to H0 = −χ while the initial EHD
film non-dimensionalizes to H0 = −χEHD. The linear stability of Eqns. 3.103-3.104
is derived by linearizing with the ansatz H = H0+ δHebt+ip·XL with δH  H0. The
resulting dispersion relation in the TC case is
b = −|p|2
(
(−χ)3
(4pi)2
|p|2 − (−χ)
2
2(1 + χ)2
+
gTC(−χ)3
3
)
,
while in the EHD case, the dispersion relation is
b = −|p|2
(
(−χEHD)3
(4pi)2
|p|2 − (−χEHD)
3
3(1 + χEHD)3
+
gEHD(−χEHD)3
3
)
.
The growth rate b is strictly negative for
gTC >
3
2
1
(−χ)(1 + χ)2 or gEHD >
1
(1 + χEHD)3
, (3.107)
so that the flat films are stable in these cases. A type II instability results for smaller
gTC and gEHD where a band of unstable wavenumbers with positive growth rates
emergences starting at |p| = 0. During the initial stages of the instability, the most
important quantities are the growth rate bmax and the wavelength λmax of the fastest
growing mode. For the TC film, these are
bmax =
4pi2(−χ)3
9
(
3
2(−χ)(1 + χ)2 − gTC
)2
,
λmax =
√
3
2
(
3
2(−χ)(1 + χ)2 − gTC
)−1/2
. (3.108)
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while for the EHD film they are
bmax =
4pi2(−χEHD)3
9
(
1
(1 + χEHD)3
− gEHD
)2
,
λmax =
√
3
2
(
1
(1 + χEHD)3
− gEHD
)−1/2
. (3.109)
These quantities determine the size and growth rate of the initial protrusions that
form in the flat film.
Long after the initial growth of an unstable film, one may expect that the protrusions
will approach steady droplet states, and the film may rupture as the fluid is drawn
out of the troughs between the protrusions. This will only be possible, however, if
steady droplets solutions exists which can accomodate the volume in the initial film.
In particular, if the growing pattern is a perfect hexagonal lattice with lattice constant
of λmax, each protrusion must contain a volume of fluid Vprotrusion =
√
3
2 (λmax)
2 H0
where H0 = −χ in the TC case and H0 = −χEHD in the EHD case. This estimate for
the volume in each protrusion is an underestimate, as a perfect hexagonal lattice will
not generally occur. Nearby initial protrusions may combine during their growth,
and a more realistic estimate for the volume the largest droplets must accomodate is
2Vprotrusion. Whether such droplets exists depends on the volume of the largest stable
droplet VLSD. Taking the numerical values of VLSD from the numerics described in
Fig. 3.8, one can find the values of D01−κ = − 1χ and D01−εEHD = − 1χEHD which satisfy
VLSD = 2Vprotrusion and identify the boundary for which thicker initial films (and
hence smaller gap ratio D0) contain more volume per protrusion than the largest
stable droplets. For films that are thicker than these, the protrusions are expected
to grow until they make contact with the top substrate and form a column. If the
gap width is very large, the growing protrusion may grow very thin and even break
apart before making contact with the top substrate, thus producing a jet or spray or
fluid instead. The thin film approximation is expected to fail prior to this outcome,
and a singularity may be encountered in numerics. These predictions are plotted in
Fig. 3.9 below.
One interesting feature of Fig. 3.9 is the difference between “triple point” where
the droplet, flat film, and columns or jets domains all come together. For the
thermocapillary films, this point lies around gTC ≈ 12.1 and D01−κ ≈ 5, while for the
electrohydrodynamic films, it lies at gEHD = 1 and D01−εEHD = ∞. The triple point
is the bifurcation in which the radius Rc of largest stable droplet diverges and the
largest stable droplets merge with the flat film solutions. The difference between
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Figure 3.9: Expected long time morphology for (a) thermocapillary driven and
(b) electrohydrodynamic driven films. The solid lines are the boundaries between
stable and unstable flat films in Eq. 3.107, while the dotted lines are the boundaries
determined by VLSD = 2Vprotrusion.
the character of the triple point in the TC and EHD case is the fact that the largest
stable droplets have finite Hmax as gTC → 12.1 in the TC case but have vanishing
Hmax as gEHD → 1 in the EHD case. The origin of this difference is apparently due
to the fact that the thermocapillary force is a tangential interfacial force which has a
H2 coefficient in the film equation while the gravitational and electrohydrodynamic
forces are body and surface normal forces which both have a H3 coefficient in the
film equation. Experimental implications about these predictions are discussed in
Section 3.3 below.
Finally, to test our prediction about themorphological development, we implemented
dynamical simulations to observe the morphological development of an initially flat
film. We usedMathematica’s method of lines discretization (with 100 points in each
spatial direction) and a BDF integration method (specifically SUNDIALS IDA [83])
to numerically integrate the EHD driven film in Eq. 3.104 starting with an initially
flat film with a small random initial perturbation one tenth the size of the initial
film thickness. We used periodic boundary conditions and a domain that would
accomodate a hexagonal lattice of 24 droplets with λmax spacing. One simulation
was carried out in the droplets domain in Fig. 3.9 with gEHD = 0.5 and initial film
thickness 1/H0 = D01−εEHD = 100, while a second was carried out in the columns
or jets domain with gEHD = 0.5 and initial film thickness 1/H0 = D01−εEHD = 50.
The boundary between the droplet and columns or jets domain was predicted to be
D0
1−εEHD ≈ 73 for gEHD = 0.5. The first simulationwas run for a time 5/bmax, five times
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longer than the time scale determined by the the fastest growing mode. There we
did observe the protrusions grow towards the steady droplet solutions. The second
simulation reach a singularity shortly before a time 5/bmax, as a growing protrusion
blew up into a jet formation. The results at the final time step are shown in Fig. 3.10
below. It should also be noted that for longer simulation in the droplet domain of
parameters in Fig. 3.9, a different kind of numerical singularity was observed in
which the film height became smaller than the precision of the integration in some
of the interstitial regions between the droplets. This rupturing singularity has been
noted by many other authors and can be mitigated with additional inclusion of Van
der Waals forces, for example. In any case, these simulation confirm our prediction
that for sufficiently thick initial films, there does not exist stable droplet states that
can accomodate enough volume to support the development of droplets, and jets
form instead.
(a) (b)
D 0
1 - ε EHD
=  100g         = 0.5,EHD
D 0
1 - ε EHD
=  50g         = 0.5,EHD
Figure 3.10: Final state of the simulations of electrohydrodynamic driven films in
(a) the droplet forming domain and (b) the jet forming domain of Fig. 3.9. The
formation of the prominent jet in (b) is expected to occur only for sufficiently thick
initial films.
Over a longer course of development of a film in the droplet domain of Fig. 3.9, one
may expect (with appropriate modeling of the contact lines or mitigation of rupture
withVan derWaals forces) that the initial droplets that formwill combine and coarsen
slowly, as in spinodal decomposition. As this process continues, some droplets may
attain volume in excess of VLSD and would then be expected to develop into a jet or
column. This very long time coarsening behavior is yet another interesting research
direction for the future.
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3.3 Notes
As noted in Section 3.1, the mathematical community has carried out several rigor-
ous studies of equations of the form in Eq. 3.3 in the special case where H depends
on only one of the two Cartesian coordinates (X,Y ) and time t, as in Eq. 3.100.
The degeneracy Q1(H) → 0 as H → 0 is known to lead to singular behavior re-
lated to rupture, and Bernis and Friedman and later Bertozzi, Brenner, Dupont, and
Kadanoff introduced weak, non-negative solutions to model the spreading of post-
ruptured states and the moving contact line [75–77]. Important results regarding the
t → ∞ behavior of such solutions have also been established. First, in the unforced
case, long-time strict positivity and convergence towards the uniform film have been
establish by Beretta, Bertsch, Dal Passo, and Bertozzi [56, 57]. In the power-law
forcing case, Bertozzi and Pugh showed that solutions remain bounded above for
all t for m < n + 2, but can blow up in finite time otherwise [84, 85]. Laugesen
and Pugh performed linear stability analyses of strictly positive periodic steady
states and found instabilities when m < n or m > n + 1 (or more generally, when
W (4) (H) < 0), and states were observed to numerically evolve towards ruptured
arrays of droplets [78, 86, 87]. Recently, Cheung and Chou performed a stability
analysis of droplet states for Eq. 3.100 and found stability of isolated droplets with
zero contact slope for n − 2 < m < n + 2 but instability for m > n + 3 [79].
These mathematical results are significant and give an interesting perspective to
complement the physics literature on the subject, but the specific form in Eq. 3.100
has limited physical application. First, although Eq. 3.100 is a valid reduction of
Eq. 3.3 in which H does not depend on Y , the stability results described above
neglect possible instabilities resulting from perturbations that vary with Y . On the
other hand, the rotationally invariant solutions for which H depends only on R
are expected to have greater physical significance, but the resulting reduction of
Eq. 3.3 is not of the form in Eq. 3.100. Furthermore, perturbations that vary with
the angular coordinate θ should be accounted for in the stability analysis. Another
peculiarity in Eq. 3.100 resulting from the strict power-law forcing is the invariance
under the scaling H → λH , X → λ (n−m)/2X , t → λn−2mt. This symmetry allows
droplets of differing volumes to be mapped to each other and implies that if a
stable droplet exist for one volume, then a stable droplet exists for all volumes.
For more general W (H) and Q1(H), such a scaling will not be a symmetry of
Eq. 3.3. Our results in Section 3.1 account for these complications. Proposition 1
characterized the potentially stable steady states as extrema of the Lyapunov energy,
while Proposition 2 demonstrated that only those droplets with Cc = 2C¯aW (0) can
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be stable. Analogous results appear in the one-dimensional study of Cheung and
Chou [79]. However, several novel results were described as well. The coincidence
of the extrema of V and F/V described in Proposition 3 relied on the analogue to
the fundamental relation of thermodynamics in Lemma 1. This analog in Lemma 1
is rather general, applying to any family of functions which minimize a functional,
and we expect it could find use in other problems involving free boundaries. The
derivation of Lemma 1 relied on a form of the Reynolds’ transport theorem which
was generalized beyond the usual one. This generalized Reynolds’ transport theorem
is discussed and proven in Appendix B below. Finally, in Proposition 4, we studied
one particular thermocapillary form forW and characterized stable droplets as those
with Hmax < 0.81113. This particular droplet height was also a simultaneous critical
point of V and F/V as discussed in Proposition 3, which allowed us to conjecture
about stability of droplets with other Lyapunov potentials.
In the physics literature, several numerical studies have been carried out to predict
the long time evolution of initially flat films. Deissler and Oron first described thin
film droplet solutions in a thermocapillary film [74]. Oron and Rosenau and Boos
and Thess have noted that in the absence of other stabilizing forces, the protrusions
in the convectively cooled film tend to grow until film rupture occurs and the long
time steady state is expected to consist of droplets of fluid separated by dry regions
[18, 19, 47, 88]. More recently, Bestehorn, Pototsky, Thiele, and Knobloch studied
the development and stability of droplet states in convectively cooled films, avoiding
the difficulty of singularities during rupture by including a repulsive Van der Waals
interaction with the hot substrate which prevented rupture from developing [48, 49].
They observed long time coarsening behavior, where small droplets combined or
were depleted by larger droplets over time to eventually form a single, large, stable
droplet state. Merkt, Pototsky, Bestehorn, and Thiele have also developed a thin
film equation for two layer confined films which treated both the fluid and gas layer
hydrodynamically and studied the development of droplet states numerically in a
system with two layers of oil, again noting long time coarsening behavior [24].
In Section 3.2, we considered the long time evolution of an initially flat film in the
presence of thermocapillary and gravitational forces and electrohydrodynamic and
gravitational forces. There we utilized the new results of Section 3.1 by focusing
on the simultaneous critical points of V and F/V for zero contact angle droplets,
which significantly simplified the analysis. We found that the height of the largest
stable droplets decreases while the volume increases with increasing gravitational
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forces in both cases. Noting the size of the growing protrusions using linear stability,
we characterized when stable droplets could accomodate the initial growth or, on
the other hand, when columns or jets are expected to form instead, as summarized
in Figure 3.9 which should be a useful guide to experiments in the future. Whether
it is desirable to form steady droplets, or columns or jets depends on context,
and a specification of the physical parameters necessary to achieve those states is
significant. As far as the author is aware, the possibility of forming jets in the
thermocapillary driven case has not been previously recognized. The portion of the
parameter space in Figure 3.9 where jets might form is rather small, and since the
gap widths are not especially large in this region, the more likely outcome seems to
be the formation of columns when the growing protusion makes contact with the top
substrate. It may be possible to design experiments to avoid this outcome, however,
by leaving a gap in the top substrate for example.
The opposite is true in the electrohydrodynamic case – previous experiments seem
to favor the formation of columns [40, 41]. Our results indicate that much larger gap
widths are necessary to favor droplet formation than have been usually employed
in experiments, but such droplet formation may be desirable. Finally, a particularly
interesting domain of parameters in the electrohydrodynamic case is those films
with large gap width and with gEHD . 1. Even for a very large ratio of gap
width to initial film thickness, such films are expected to form jets rather than
droplets. Furthermore, adjustment of gEHD can be achieved by simply changing
the applied voltage. However, since films with gEHD & 1 are stable, the timescale
of the linear instability for these films may be rather long, and tuning of various
material and geometry parameters may be necessary to achieve such jet formation
in an experimental setting. For reference, after undoing all the scalings described
in Section 3.2, the dimensionful growth rate and wavelength of the most unstable
modes are
b¯max =
ρ2g2h30
12µσ0g2EHD
*, 1(1 + χEHD)3 − gEHD+-
2
,
λ¯max =
√
8pi2σ0gEHD
ρg
*, 1(1 + χEHD)3 − gEHD+-
−1/2
.
A fluid with low viscosity and surface tension like ethanol, with ρ ∼ 790 kg/m,
σ0 ∼ 22 mN/m, µ ∼ 1 mPa · s, and relative permittivity ε ∼ 25, with an initial
film height of h0 = 20 µm, a gap width of d0 = 2 mm and with an applied voltage
∆V ∼ 3.9 kV would achieve gEHD ≈ 0.5 with D01−εEHD ≈ 100 as in Fig. 3.10(a), and
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drop formation would be expected. Decreasing the gap width to d0 ∼ 1 mm and
the applied voltage to ∆V ∼ 1.4kV would achieve gEHD ≈ 0.5 with D01−εEHD ≈ 50
as in Fig. 3.10(b), and jet formation would be expected instead. The scales are
reasonable in this case with a growth rate of b¯max ∼ 0.002 s−1 and a wavelength of
λ¯max ∼ 15 mm. These are rather large voltages to apply to such a small gaps but
are well below the breakdown voltage for air at standard temperature and pressure.
This scenario was chosen such that the film is not so thin that Van der Waals
forces dominate gravitational ones, the voltages are not unrealistically large, and the
growth rate is not unreasonably small. To conclude, it seems likely that experiments
to produce jets or droplets with the electrohydrodynamic instability are possible,
though we note that leaky dielectric model may be more appropriate than the pure
dielectric model we employed. An analogous analysis including Van der Waals
forces for a leaky dielectric while neglecting gravitational forces for nanometer
scale polymer melt thin films would be an interesting future direction for research.
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C h a p t e r 4
SCALE INVARIANT SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTIONS
We found in Chapter 2 that the thin film equations possess scaling symmetries in a
number of special circumstances. In this chapter, we consider solutions which are
invariant under these scaling symmetries. First, in Section 4.1, we will consider
the problem of an insoluble surfactant spreading on a thin viscous film. When
Marangoni forces dominate capillary and diffusive forces, as is the case in exper-
iments shortly after deposition of a surfactant on a thin fluid film, the relevant
evolution equations possess three independent scaling symmetries which lead to
an extraordinary variety of scale-invariant solutions. Some of these scale-invariant
solutions are well known, but we also demonstrate new scale-invariant solutions
which describe the previously uncharacterized inner droplet portion of the spread-
ing process. Next, in Section 4.2, we describe some scale-invariant solutions for
a purely capillary spreading film which, to the authors knowledge, have not been
previously studied. These include steady scale invariant solutions, traveling and
rotating wave scale invariant solutions, and solutions which are invariant under two
different scaling symmetries, with a rotating component as well. Finally, Section
4.3 contains a discussion of the history and literature in the field, with an attempt to
place the new research contained in this chapter in a wider context.
4.1 Scale invariant spreading of an insoluble surfactant on a thin film
[1] Z. G. Nicolaou and S. M. Troian. “Scale Invariant Draining of the Inner
Droplet in the Spreading of an Insoluble Surfactant on a Thin Viscous
Film”. In: Phys. Rev. E (preparing for submission 2016).
Consider an initially flat thin fluid film onto which a surfactant is deposited, as
depicted in Fig. 4.1(a). Surface tension decreases with increasing surfactant con-
centration, so gradients in surfactant concentration result in surface tension gradients
which are called Marangoni forces. Shortly after the initial deposition of the sur-
factant, a structure like that depicted in Fig. 4.1(b) has been observed to develop
in both numerical and experimental work. The fluid and the surfactant with it are
drawn out from the area of the initial deposition because of the Marangoni forces,
and the fluid accumulates to forms a sharp ridge at the front of the spreading shock,
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where the surfactant concentration vanishes. Closer to the initial deposition, an
inner droplet of fluid with high surfactant concentration is trapped behind a drained
region, where the film is very thin. The spreading ridge continues to expand while
the inner droplet slowly drains with increasing time. Experiments with very thin
films have also exhibited fingering instabilities which occur along the drained front.
In these experiments, a finger of fluid protrudes and branches into finer fingers,
resulting in a beautiful pattern. This pattern formation has not been theoretically
understood, and it is hoped that the work characterizing the draining of the inner
droplet contained in this section will help future researchers better understand this
process.
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Figure 4.1: (a) An insoluble surfactant of concentration γm is deposited with a length
scale L onto a flat visous fluid film of thickness h0. Surface tension σ increases
with decreasing surfactant concentration, and the resulting Marangoni forces (red
arrows) pull fluid out from the region where the surfactant was deposited. After a
short time, the structure shown in (b) develops and continues to spread.
The mathematical description of the spreading of an insoluble surfactant on a thin
viscous fluid film was described in Section 1.3. The non-dimensionalized partial
differential equations governing the evolution of the film height and surfactant
concentration in Eq. 1.73 are repeated here for convenience,
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
1
3
C¯a−1H3∇L∇2LH −
1
2
M¯aH2∇LΓ
)
= 0,
∂Γ
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
1
2
C¯a−1H2Γ∇L∇2LH − M¯aHΓ∇LΓ − P¯e−1∇LΓ
)
= 0, (4.1)
where H ≡ h/h0 is the non-dimensionalized film thickness with h the dimensionful
film thickness and h0 the initial film thickness, Γ ≡ γ/γm is the non-dimensionalized
surfactant concentration with γ the dimensionful surfactant concentration and γm
the concentration in the initial deposition, t ≡ t¯uc/L is the non-dimensionalized time
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with t¯ the dimensionful time, uc the lateral velocity scale, and L the length scale of
the initial surfactant deposition, ∇L =
(
∂
∂X ,
∂
∂Y
)
, where XL = (X,Y ) ≡ (x/L, y/L)
are the non-dimensionalized Cartesian spatial coordinates in the directions lateral to
the film with (x, y) the dimensionful Cartesian lateral coordinates, C¯a ≡ µuc/ε3σ0
is the thin-film capillary number with ε ≡ h0/L  1 is the thin film aspect ratio,
µ is the fluid viscosity, and σ0 the surface tension of the fluid in the absense
of surfactant, M¯a ≡ εσγγm/µuc is the thin-film Marangoni number with σγ the
coefficient describing the assumed linear relation σ = σ0−σγγ between the surface
tension and the surfactant concentration, and P¯e ≡ εLuc/D is the thin-film Peclet
number with D the surface diffusion coefficient of the surfactant. For systems
of interest, the Marangoni driving terms are much larger than the capillary and
diffusive terms over for the portion of the domain closer to the initial surfactant
deposition than the shock front. We therefore choose a Marangoni lateral velocity
scale uc ≡ εσγγm/µ which fixes M¯a = 1 and we assume C¯a−1  1 and P¯e−1  1.
A valid approximation to Eq. 4.1 is then afforded by
0 =
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
−1
2
H2∇LΓ
)
,
0 =
∂Γ
∂t
+ ∇L · (−HΓ∇LΓ) . (4.2)
An extraordinary feature of Eq. 4.2 is the large degree of symmetry that it possess.
Being spatially isotropic and homogeneous, the equations are invariant under the
expected rotation in the (X,Y ) plane and spatial translations in each direction,
and being autonomous, the equations are invariant under translations in time. In
addition, Eq. 4.2 possesses invariance under the scaling transformations
H → λHH, Γ → λΓΓ, XL → λXLXL, t →
λ2XL
λHλΓ
t, (4.3)
parameterized by the independent scaling factors λXL , λH , and λΓ. Two scaling
exponents α1 and α2 will specify a scale transformation in Eq. 4.3 with λH =(
λXL
)α1 and λΓ = (λXL )α2 . In addition, a dimensionality variable n will be use
that is n = 0 for translationally invariant solutions which depend on only one of
the Cartesian variable X or Y and is n = 1 for rotationally invariant solutions
which depend only on R ≡ √X2 + Y 2. The similarity variable that is invariant
under these scaling transformations and that used as an independent variable below
is ξ ≡ X/(±t) 12−α1−α2 for n = 0 and ξ ≡ R/(±t) 12−α1−α2 for n = 1. The scaled
dependent variables are H˜ ≡ H/(±t)
α1
2−α1−α2 and Γ˜ ≡ Γ/(±t)
α2
2−α1−α2 , and a scale-
invariant solution is one for which H˜ and Γ˜ depend on ξ alone. Generally we focus
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only the +t case, unless otherwise noted. The infinitestimal form of such a scaling
symmetry with λH = λα1XL and λΓ = λ
α2
XL is the vector ~v
6
(α1,α2)
= X ∂∂X + Y
∂
∂Y +
(2 − α1 − α2) ∂∂t + α1H ∂∂H + α2Γ ∂∂Γ discussed in Section 2.2.
Derivation of the planar system
One means to study Eq. 4.2 is to look for special solutions, and as discussed in
Chapter 2, invariance of a solution under symmetries of a differential equations
provides a general approach to finding such solutions. In the case of Eq. 4.2, Jensen
[71] described solutions which are invariant either under spatial translations or
spatial rotations and under the arbitrary scaling transformation of Eq. 4.3. Jensen
showed that the scale invariant coupled equations can be recast as a planar system
described by an autonomous pair of ordinary differential equations. Jensen’s results
can be summarized with the following differential system in the new dependent
variablesU ≡ H˜ Γ˜/ξ2 which is a scaled product of the film thickness and surfactant
concentration and V ≡ −H˜ ∂Γ˜∂ξ /ξ which is the scaled surface velocity. Jensen used
the independent variable φ ≡ log(ξ), and derived the planar system,
∂U
∂φ
= −U (2V + 1 − 6δ − 3α (1 − 2δ)) + V (2V − 3δ)
V − 2δ ,
∂V
∂φ
= −U ((n + 1)V + (2δ − 1)(1 − α)) + V (δ − V )
U
, (4.4)
where δ ≡ 1/(2 − α1 − α2) and α ≡ α1/(α1 + α2) are an arbitrary real scaling
exponents related to which scaling symmetry the solution is invariant under. Each
solution to Eq. 4.4 corresponds to a solution
H = C0(±t)(2δ−1)αUe2αφ+
∫
V+2(1−α)U )
U dφ, (4.5)
Γ =
1
C0
(±t)(2δ−1)(1−α)e2(1−α)φ−
∫
V+2(1−α)U
U dφ,
where C0 is an integration constant. The transformation in Eq. 4.5 follows di-
rectly from equations (2), (4) and (8) of Jensen [71] after noting ψ = − lnC0 −∫ V+2(1−α)U
U dφ for some constant C0 and substituting his spatial variable x for
x = (±t)δ ξ = (±t)δ eφ.
For completeness, our own derivation of an analogous planar system will be carried
out here using the symmetry methods discussed in Section 2.1. The rotationally
invariant scale invariant reductions (ii-4) and the translationally invariant scale
invariant reductions (ii-5) of Section 2.2 are the starting points. The reduced
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equations can be expressed
±
α1H˜ − ξ ∂H˜∂ξ
2 − α1 − α2 +
1
ξn
∂
∂ξ
(
−ξ
nH˜2
2
∂Γ˜
∂ξ
)
= 0,
±
α2Γ˜ − ξ ∂Γ˜∂ξ
2 − α1 − α2 +
1
ξn
∂
∂ξ
(
−ξnH˜ Γ˜∂Γ˜
∂ξ
)
= 0, (4.6)
where n = 0 and ξ = (±t)− 12−α1−α2 X for translationally invariant solutions and
n = 1 and ξ = (±t)− 12−α1−α2 R for rotationally invariant solutions. The invariants
which are the dependent variables in Eq. 4.6 are H˜ = (±t)−
α1
2−α1−α2 H and Γ˜ =
(±t)−
α2
2−α1−α2 Γ. Because only one of the scaling symmetries in Eq. 4.3 was used to
derive Eq. 4.6, there are a further two remnant scaling symmetries of the reduced
equations which permit a partial integration of the resulting ODE’s into a plane-
autonomous differential system. First, consider the remnant scaling ~v = −H˜ ∂
∂H˜
+
Γ˜ ∂
∂Γ˜
. The invariants for this symmetry which satisfy Eq. 2.3 include φ = log ξ
and Hˆ = log H˜ + log Γ˜, while an η0 variable of Eq. 2.4 is Γˆ = log Γ˜. The inverse
transformation is H˜ = eHˆ−Γˆ, Γ˜ = eΓˆ, and ξ = eφ. Changing independent variables
to φ and using Hˆ and Γˆ as dependent variables, the change of variables formulae
give
∂H˜
∂ξ
=
∂H˜
∂Hˆ
∂Hˆ
∂φ
∂φ
∂ξ
+
∂H˜
∂Γˆ
∂Γˆ
∂φ
∂φ
∂ξ
=
(
∂Hˆ
∂φ
− ∂Γˆ
∂φ
)
eHˆ−Γˆ−φ,
∂Γ˜
∂ξ
=
∂Γ˜
∂Γˆ
∂Γˆ
∂φ
∂φ
∂ξ
=
∂Γˆ
∂φ
eΓˆ−φ,
∂2Γ˜
∂ξ2
=
∂2Γ˜
∂Γˆ
2
(
∂Γˆ
∂φ
)2 (
∂φ
∂ξ
)2
+
∂Γ˜
∂Γˆ
∂2Γˆ
∂φ2
(
∂φ
∂ξ
)2
+
∂Γ˜
∂Γˆ
∂Γˆ
∂φ
∂2φ
∂ξ2
=
(
∂2Γˆ
∂φ2
+
∂Γˆ
∂φ
(
∂Γˆ
∂φ
− 1
))
eΓˆ−2φ.
Then Eq. 4.6 is transformed to
±
α1 − ∂Hˆ∂φ + ηˆ
2 − α1 − α2 −
1
2
eHˆ−2φ
(
∂ηˆ
∂φ
+
(
n − 1 + 2∂Hˆ
∂φ
− ηˆ
)
ηˆ
)
= 0,
± α2 − ηˆ
2 − α1 − α2 − e
Hˆ−2φ
(
∂ηˆ
∂φ
+
(
n − 1 + ∂Hˆ
∂φ
+ ηˆ
)
ηˆ
)
= 0, (4.7)
where ηˆ ≡ ∂Γˆ∂φ . By using the invariants as coordinates, the remnant symmetry of
Eq. 4.7 has been straightened out to ~v = ∂
∂Γˆ
, so that Eq. 4.7 does not depend on the
independent variable Γˆ but only on its derivatives. An integration by quadrature is
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performed by regarding Eq. 4.7 as a differential equation of one less order in the
independent variables Hˆ and ηˆ. The transformations back to the original variables
are easy to write down and will be expressed later in Eq. 4.12. A second remnant
scaling symmetry of Eq. 4.7 is ~v = 12
∂
∂φ +
∂
∂Hˆ
. Invariants for this symmetry include
ζ1 ≡ ± 12−α1−α2 e2φ−Hˆ and ζ2 ≡ ηˆ, while a η0 of variable of Eq. 2.4 is η¯ ≡ Hˆ . The
inverse transformation is Hˆ = η¯, ηˆ = ζ2, and φ = 12
(
Hˆ + log
(
± ζ12−α1−α2
))
. Using
η¯ as the independent variable and ζ1 and ζ2 as dependent variables, the change of
variables formulae give
∂Hˆ
∂φ
=
∂η¯
∂φ
=
2ζ1
ζ1 +
∂ζ1
∂η¯
,
∂ηˆ
∂φ
=
∂ηˆ
∂ζ2
∂ζ2
∂η¯
∂η¯
∂φ
=
2ζ1 ∂ζ2∂η¯
ζ1 +
∂ζ1
∂η¯
.
Then Eq. 4.7 is transformed to
α1 + ζ2 − ζ2
(
n − 1 − ζ2)
2ζ1
−
2ζ1 + 2ζ2 + ∂ζ2∂η¯
ζ1 +
∂ζ1
∂η¯
= 0,
α2 − ζ2
(
n − 1 + ζ1 + ζ2)
2ζ1
−
2ζ2 + 2 ∂ζ2∂η¯
ζ1 +
∂ζ1
∂η¯
= 0. (4.8)
Because of the remnant scaling symmetry, Eq. 4.8 is autonomous in the dependent
variable η¯. We can put Eq. 4.8 is a more standard form by solving for the derivatives
∂ζ1
∂η¯
= − ζ1
(
ζ1(3ζ2 + 2α1 − α2 − 4) + 2ζ2(ζ2 − 1))
2ζ22 + (3ζ2 + 2α1 − α2)ζ1
,
∂ζ2
∂η¯
= −3ζ
3
2 + ζ
2
2 (6ζ1 + n − 1) + 2ζ2ζ1(ζ1 + α1 − α2 + n − 1) − 2α2ζ21
2ζ22 + (3ζ2 + 2α1 − α2)ζ1
. (4.9)
The planar systems in Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.9 are related by a simple change of variables
and an identification of scaling exponents α1 = α(2δ − 1)/δ and α2 = (1− α)(2δ −
1)/δ, as we describe below. First, some algebraic features of system in Eq. 4.4 can
be emphasized after a small change in variables. Define scaled versions of the planar
system Uˆ ≡ U/δ and Vˆ ≡ V/δ and change independent variables to τˆ through the
relation ∂φ/∂τˆ = (V−2δ)U/δ2. The trajectories of the planar system never cross the
V = 2δ orU = 0 lines (which are algebraic invariant curves which will be discussed
later), so that the relation between the independent variables τˆ and φ defined here is
monotonic. Applying the chain rule and noting that φ = lnC1 +
∫
(Vˆ − 2)Uˆdτˆ for
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some integration constant C1, the cubic planar system results in
∂Uˆ
∂τˆ
= −Uˆ
(
Uˆ (2Vˆ + 2α1 − α2 − 4) + Vˆ (2Vˆ − 3)
)
,
∂Vˆ
∂τˆ
= −(Vˆ − 2)
(
Uˆ
(
(n + 1)Vˆ + α2
)
+ Vˆ (1 − Vˆ )
)
, (4.10)
with the following transformation back to physical variables
ξ = C1e
∫ τˆ
0 Uˆ (Vˆ−2) dτˆ,
H =
C
2α1
α2+α1
1 C0
2 − α1 − α2 (±t)
α1
2−α1−α2 Uˆe
∫ τˆ
0 (Vˆ+2Uˆ)(Vˆ−2) dτˆ,
Γ =
C
2α2
α1+α2
1
C0
(±t)
α2
2−α1−α2 e−
∫ τˆ
0 Vˆ (Vˆ−2) dτˆ,
where the first equation should be inverted to eliminate τˆ in favor of ξ in the second
two equations. The appeal of the (Uˆ, Vˆ ) system over the (U,V ) one is its polynomial
form, as a number of tools are available in the study of such systems, including
Poincaré compactification techniques and the Darboux theory of integrability [89].
The Poincaré compactification scheme will be described first. As Jensen noted, in
addition to finite fixed points which act as endpoints of trajectories in the (U,V )
plane, there are several infinite fixed points as trajectories grow indefinitely as
φ → ±∞. The Poincaré compactification is a stereoscopic-like projection which
maps these infinite fixed points to the equator of a sphere or the boundary of a disk
so that they can be studied more concretely. The complete topology of the planar
system can then be easily visualized, and a numerical program P4 is available to
automate this process for polynomial systems like Eq. 4.10 [89]. Example plots
from P4 are shown in Fig. 4.2 below. One important difference between Fig. 4.2(a)
for the n = 0 case and Fig. 4.2(b) for the n = 1 case is the absence of the saddle
infinite fixed point in the n = 1 case. This turns out to be the case for all values
of the scaling exponents, and signals a significant difference between the Cartesian
solutions and the radially symmetric ones near the origin. This difference is to be
expected given that X = 0 corresponds to a Cartesian coordinate axis (a line) in the
n = 0 case while R = 0 corresponds to the origin (a point) in the n = 1 case.
Finally, to relate Jensen’s planar system to ours, consider the change of variables
(related to one of the charts in the Poincaré compactification [89]) to ζ2 ≡ −Vˆ/Uˆ
and ζ1 ≡ 1/Uˆ, along with the change of independent variables from τˆ to τ defined
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Figure 4.2: Poincaré compactification of the polynomial planar system Eq. 4.10 for
(a) n = 0, α1 = 0, and α2 = −1 and (b) n = 1, α1 = 0, and α2 = −2. The special
separatrix corresponding to the conserved surfactant mass solutions of Jensen and
Grotberg [25] are shown at thick blue lines, all other separatrices are shown as thick
red lines, and a selection of trajectories in each region between separatrices are
shown as thin black lines. Green squares are saddle fixed points, blue squares are
stable node fixed points, red squares are unstable node fixed points, blue diamonds
are stable focus fixed points, pink triangles are saddle-node fixed points, and the
black × is an infinite, non-elementary fixed point.
by ∂τˆ/∂τ = 1/Uˆ2. Applying the chain rule, the resulting cubic planar system is
∂ζ1
∂τ
= ζ1
(
ζ1(3ζ2 + 2α1 − α2 − 4) + 2ζ2(ζ2 − 1)) ,
∂ζ2
∂τ
= 3ζ32 + ζ
2
2 (6ζ1 + n − 1) + 2ζ2ζ1(ζ1 + α1 − α2 + n − 1) − 2α2ζ21 . (4.11)
This is equivalent to the planar system in Eq. 4.9 when the independent variable
is changed from η¯ to τ such that ∂η¯∂τ = −
(
2ζ22 + (3ζ2 + 2α1 − α2)ζ1
)
. Noting also
from Eq. 4.10 that
Uˆ
Uˆ0
= eln
Uˆ
Uˆ0 = e
∫ τˆ
0
1
Uˆ
∂Uˆ
∂τˆ dτˆ = e−
∫ τˆ
0 (Uˆ (2Vˆ+2α1−α2−4)+Vˆ (2Vˆ−3)) dτˆ,
where Uˆ0 is the initial value of Uˆ when τˆ = 0 and similarly from Eq. 4.11 that
Uˆ0ζ1 = eln Uˆ0ζ1 = e
∫ τ
0
1
ζ1
∂ζ1
∂τ dτ = e−
∫ τ
0 (ζ1(3ζ2+2α1−α2−4)+2ζ2(ζ2−1)) dτ,
it can be easily shown that the transformation back to the physical variables is
ξ =
√|(2 − α1 − α2)H0Γ0ζ1 |e− 12 ∫ τ0 ((2α1−α2)ζ1+ζ2(2ζ2+3ζ1)) dτ,
H = H0(±t)
α1
2−α1−α2 e−
∫ τ
0 ((2α1−α2)ζ1+ζ2(ζ2+ζ1)) dτ,
Γ = Γ0(±t)
α2
2−α1−α2 e−
∫ τ
0 (ζ2(ζ2+2ζ1)) dτ, (4.12)
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where Γ0 ≡ C
2α2
α1+α1
1 /C0 and H0 ≡ C
2α1
α1+α2
1 C0U0/(2 − α1 − α2). The absolute value
under the square root in the expression for ξ in Eq. 4.12 is related to the ± in the
definition of ξ above. In the (ζ1, ζ2) variables, the ζ1 > 0 upper half plane always
corresponds to solutions which spread in time, while the ζ1 < 0 lower half plane
corresponds to solutions which collapse as time increases. For (2 − α1 − α2) > 0
the spreading solutions come from the plus sign in ± and the collapsing solutions
correspond to the minus sign, while the opposite is true for (2−α1−α2) < 0. We are
primarily interested in the case where ζ1 > 0 and (2 − α1 − α2) > 0 corresponding
to spreading solutions which are and valid for all t > 0. The infinite non-elementary
fixed point of Jensen is mapped to the origin (ζ1, ζ2) = (0, 0) in these coordinates,
and the other infinite critical point is mapped to (ζ1, ζ2) = (0, 1−n3 ). This second
fixed point coincides with the origin when n = 1, which explains the difference in
the infinite fixed points in Fig. 4.2(a) and (b).
Near origin behavior of the inner droplet
Next the behavior of the planar system in Eq. 4.11 near the (ζ1, ζ2) = (0, 0) fixed
point will be studied in detail. Near the origin, the cubic terms can be neglected and
the system is well approximated by the quadratic system
∂ζ1
∂τ
≈ q(ζ1, ζ2) ≡ ζ1((2α1 − α2 − 4)ζ1 − 2ζ2),
∂ζ2
∂τ
≈ p(ζ1, ζ2) ≡ (n − 1)ζ22 + 2(α1 − α2 + n − 1)ζ2ζ1 − 2α2ζ21 . (4.13)
The Darboux theory of integrability is concerned with the algebraic invariant curves
of polynomial dynamical systems like that of Eq. 4.13 [89]. The zero level set of a
polynomial f (ζ1, ζ2) = 0 is an called an algebraic invariant curve if ∂ f∂ζ2 p(ζ1, ζ2) +
∂ f
∂ζ1
q(ζ1, ζ2) = k (ζ1, ζ2) f (ζ1, ζ2) for some “cofactor” polynomial k of degree one or
less. The algebraic invariant curves are special trajectories of Eq. 4.13 which play
a role similar to the eigenvectors of the elementary fixed points. There are three
algebraic invariant curves for the approximate system in Eq. 4.13, namely
f1(ζ1, ζ2) = ζ1, k1(ζ1, ζ2) = −2ζ2 + (2α1 − α2 − 4)ζ1,
f2(ζ1, ζ2) = ζ2 + 2ζ1, k2(ζ1, ζ2) = (n − 1)ζ2 − 2(2 − α1 + α2)ζ1,
f3(ζ1, ζ2) = ζ2 − α2n + 1 ζ1, k3(ζ1, ζ2) = (n − 1)ζ2 + (2α1 − α2 + 2(n − 1))ζ1.
The algebraic invariant curves fi (ζ1, ζ2) = 0 are approximations to the separatrices
of the planar system along which trajectories may approach the origin. Since
the cofactors satisfy the relation
∑
i λiki = 0, where λ1 ≡ (n − 1)(α2 + 2n + 2),
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λ2 ≡ (2α1 − α2)(n + 1), and λ3 ≡ −2(n + 1)(α1 − 2) + α2(n + 3), it follows by the
theorem of Darboux that the quantity
W (ζ1, ζ2) ≡
ζ (n−1)(α2+2(n+1))1
(
ζ2 + 2ζ1
) (2α1−α2)(n+1)(
ζ2 − α2n+1 ζ1
)2(n+1)(α1−2)−α2(n+3)
is a first integral of the system and hence approximately constant along trajectories
near the origin.
The first two invariant algebraic curves f1 and f2 result in singular transformations
when inserted into Eq. 4.12 and are of less interest, but the third curve f3 is of
significant interest. By solving f3(ζ1, ζ2) = 0 for ζ2 and changing integration
variables in Eq. 4.12 from τ to ζ1 using Eq. 4.11, an approximation to solutions that
correspond to this trajectory can be made. The result is
ξ ≈ √|(2 − α1 − α2)H0Γ0ζ0 | ( ζ1(C2 − C3ζ0)
ζ0(C2 − C3ζ1)
) α2+2(n+1)
(4−2α1+α2)(n+1)+2α2
,
H˜ ≈ H0
(
ζ1
ζ0
) (2α1−α2)(n+1)
(4−2α1+α2)(n+1)+2α2
(
C2 − C3ζ0
C2 − C3ζ1
) (α2+2(n+1))((2α1−α2)(n+1)+2(α2+n+1))
(2α2+3(n+1))((4−2α1+α2)(n+1)+2α2)
,
Γ˜ ≈ Γ0
(
C2 − C3ζ0
C2 − C3ζ1
) α2+2(n+1)
2α2+3(n+1)
, (4.14)
where C2 ≡ (n + 1) ((4 − 2α1 + α2) (n + 1) + 2α2) and C3 ≡ α2 (2α2 + 3 (n + 1))
and ζ0 is the initial value of ζ1. As ζ1 → 0, it can be seen easily that the asymptotic
behavior of h will either be zero or infinite unless 2α1 − α2 = 0. Furthermore in
this case, the exponent in ξ in Eq. 4.14 simplifies to α2+2(n+1)(4−2α1+α2)(n+1)+2α2 = 1/2 and
thus ξ → 0 as ζ1 → 0 for such solutions. This is the main result of this study –
solutions with exponents α2 = 2α1 (or equivalently α = α1α1+α2 = 1/3 in the notation
of Jensen [71]) describe well-behaved, self-similar spreading near ξ = 0.
Two special cases have simple exact solutions when α2 = 2α1. First, when α1 = 0
and α2 = 0, an exact solution is simply the spatially constant solution H = H0 and
Γ = Γ0. This solution is somewhat degenerate since the solution does not depend
on ξ, but it gives an indication of how less degenerate solutions with nearby scaling
exponents behave. On the other hand, when α1 = −(n+ 1)/2 and α2 = −(n+ 1), an
exact solution is H = t−(n+1)/(7+3n)H0 and Γ = t−2(n+1)/(7+3n)
(
Γ0 − ξ2/(7 + 3n)H0
)
for ξ ≤ √(7 + 3n)H0Γ0. Both these exact solutions correspond to flat film profiles.
If surfactant is deposited onto a flat film, we might expect that the inner droplet will
evolve with scaling exponents near α1 ≈ 0 and α2 ≈ 0 or α1 ≈ −(n + 1)/2 and
α2 ≈ −(n + 1). Indeed, our finite element simulations below support this assertion.
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The asymptotic form in Eq. 4.14 was used to find well-behaved solutions of Eq. 4.6
numerically in Fig. 4.3 below starting with a small value for ζ0 which is the initial
point of numerical integration. At ζ0, the initial values of ξ, H˜ ≡ H/(±t)
α1
2−α1−α2 ,
and Γ˜ ≡ Γ/(±t)
α2
2−α1−α2 are found using Eq. 4.14, and the initial value of ∂Γ˜∂ξ is found
with ∂Γ˜∂ζ1 /
∂ξ
∂ζ1
ζ1=ζ0 with the Γ˜ and ξ from Eq. 4.14. For α1 < −2, both the film height
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Figure 4.3: Well-behaved n = 1 self-similar solutions with α2 = α1. The film
thickness (a) and surfactant concentration (b) are finite and non-zero at the origin.
The value of α1 is shown next to each curve.
H˜ and the surfactant concentration Γ˜ are concave at the origin and reach zero at a
finite distance from the origin, and the solution is drop-like. For −2 < α1 < −1,
the film height H˜ is convex while the surfactant concentration Γ˜ is concave at the
origin. For −1 < α < 0, both the film height H˜ and the surfactant concentration
Γ˜ are concave at the origin. For 0 < α < 2/3, both the film height H˜ and the
surfactant concentration Γ˜ are convex at the origin. For α1 > 2/3 (not pictured),
one must either choose minus in the ±t to attain a spreading solution which then
blows up as t → 0 or the solutions correspond to collapsing behavior. It is clear that
the solutions with α2 = 2α1 describe a variety of surfactant spreading behaviors.
Fixed points and bifurcations
An interesting feature of the exponents with well behaved solutions near the origin
α2 = 2α1 and the scaling exponents of Jensen and Grotberg’s solution α1 = 0 and
α2 = −2 for n = 1 is apparent in the (ζ1, ζ2) plane – different fixed points of the
planar system coincide at these values. There is a second fixed point located at
(ζ21, ζ
2
2 ) ≡
(
−1
2
(2α1 − α2) , 2α1 − α2
)
,
which coincides with the origin when α2 = 2α1. This transcritical bifurcation is one
example of a complicated structure of bifurcations that exist as the scaling exponents
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α1 and α2 vary. A bifurcation occurs when the real part of one of the eigenvalues
of the Jacobian matrix
*,2ζ2(ζ2 − 1) + 2ζ1(3ζ2 + 2α1 − α2 − 4) ζ1(3ζ1 + 4ζ2 − 2)4ζ1(ζ2 − α2) + 2ζ2(3ζ2 + α1 − α2) 9ζ22 + 12ζ1ζ2 + 2ζ1(ζ1 + α1 − α2)+-
passes through zero. It is straightforward to show that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
at (ζ21, ζ
2
2 ) are (2 + α1)(2α1 − α2) and 12 (2α1 − α2)2, so that local transcritical
bifurcations occur along the two lines α1 = −2 and α2 = 2α1.
In addition to (ζ21, ζ
2
2 ), there are two other finite fixed points
(ζ±1 , ζ
±
2 ) ≡
(
(4 + 2α1 + α2 ± α3)(12 − 2α1 − α2 ∓ α3)
8(2 − α1 − α2) ,
1
2
(−4 − 2α1 − α2 ± α3)
)
,
where α3 ≡
√
24(2 + α2) + (2α1 + α2)2. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian at the
fixed points (ζ±1 , ζ
±
2 ) are somewhat complicated, and it is easier to identify bifur-
cations with the determinant and trace. For the real planar system, either both
eigenvalues are real or the eigenvalues come in a complex conjugate pair. If a real
eigenvalue passes through zero, the determinant of the Jacobian vanishes. If the real
part of a complex pair of eigenvalues passes through zero, the trace of the Jacobian
matrix vanishes. We can therefore find all the local bifurcations by identifying
where the determinant or the trace of the Jacobian at a fixed point vanishes. The
determinant of the Jacobian at (ζ±1 , ζ
±
2 ) has two factors,
−4 + 2α1 + α2 ± α3
2 − α1 − α2
and
((α1 + 2) α2 + 2 (α1 − 4) (α1 − 2))
(
(2α1 + α2)2 + 24 (α2 + 2)
)
± α3
(
4
(
α21 + α1 − 14
)
α2 + (α1 + 2)α22 + 4(α1 − 2)((α1 − 4)α1 + 12)
)
,
while the trace of the Jacobian at (ζ±1 , ζ
±
2 ) has two factors
−4 + 2α1 + α2 ± α3
2 − α1 − α2
and
2(α1 + 22)α22 + 4(3(α1 − 2)α1 + 16)α2 + 8(α1 − 3)(α1 − 2)2 − α32
± α3
(
4(α1 − 4)α2 + 4(α1 − 2)2 − α22
)
.
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Setting the determinant to zero and solving for α3 results in
±α3 = − (4 + 2α1 + α2) ,
±α3 = −
((α1 + 2)α2 + 2(α1 − 4)(α1 − 2))
(
(2α1 + α2)2 + 24(α2 + 2)
)
4
(
α21 + α1 − 14
)
α2 + (α1 + 2)α22 + 4(α1 − 2)((α1 − 4)α1 + 12)
,
while setting the trace to zero and solving for α3 results in an additional
±α3 = − (4 + 2α1 + α2) ,
±α3 = −
2(α1 + 22)α22 + 4(3(α1 − 2)α1 + 16)α2 + 8(α1 − 3)(α1 − 2)2 − α32
4(α1 − 4)α2 + 4(α1 − 2)2 − α22
.
Substituting into 0 = α23 − 24(2 + α2) + (2α1 + α2)2, which also vanishes by the
definition of α3 above, the determinant and the trace vanish when
16(2 − α1 + α2)
vanishes, the determinant vanishes when
−
192(α1 + 2)(2 − α1 + α2)(2 − α1 − α2)2
(
(2α1 + α2)2 + 24(α2 + 2)
)
(
4
(
α21 + α1 − 14
)
α2 + (α1 + 2)α22 + 4(α1 − 2)((α1 − 4)α1 + 12)
)2
vanishes, and the trace vanishes when
48(2 − α1 − α2)2
(
−2(7α1 + 2)α22 − 4(α1 + 2)2α2 + 4(α1 − 2)2(2α1 + 1) + 3α32
)
(
−4(α1 − 4)α2 − 4(α1 − 2)2 + α22
)2
vanishes. Finally we can enumerate the local bifurcations. Whenever the deter-
minant vanishes, one of the eigenvalues is zero and there is a bifurcation. When
α1 = −2, there is a finite transcritical bifurcation. When 2−α1+α2 = 0 or α2 = 2α1,
there are transcritical bifurcations where a fixed point passes through zero. When
2−α1−α2 = 0, there is an infinite transcritical bifurcation in which one of the fixed
points passes through an infinite fixed point. When (2α1 + α2)2 + 24(α2 + 2) = 0,
there is a saddle-node bifurcation. The vanishing of the trace does not guarantee
a bifurcation, since the trace will also vanish when there are two real and opposite
eigenvalues. However, some of the branches of the solution to the cubic equa-
tion −2(7α1 + 2)α22 − 4(α1 + 2)2α2 + 4(α1 − 2)2(2α1 + 1) + 3α32 = 0 give rise to
Andronov-Hopf bifurcations. These branches come to an end at four points where
the determinant simultanously vanishes, which are α1 = 2, α2 = 0 and three points
which lie on the parabola (2α1 + α2)2 + 24(α2 + 2) = 0. These local bifurcations
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Figure 4.4: Bifurcations in the (ζ1, ζ2) phase portrait. (a) Local bifurcations as
the scaling exponents α1 and α2 vary and phase portraits for (b) α1 = −0.8 and
α2 = −1.6 and (c) for α1 = −1.5 and α2 = −3.0. The purple limit cycle in (b)
collides with the red and blue heteroclinic orbits and the separatrices rearrange
themselves to the structure in (c) during a heteroclinic bifurcation.
are depicted in Fig. 4.4 below. In addition to these local bifurcation, there is a rich
structure of global heteroclinic and homoclinic bifurcations, when separatrices of
fixed points rearrange themselves and the topological structure of the phase portrait
changes. One such heteroclinic bifurcation occurs at α1 = −1 and α2 = −2 and is
depicted in Fig. 4.4. These local and global bifurcations signal scaling exponents for
which the asymptotic behavior of some of the self-similar solutions changes. It is
interesting to note that several solutions which appear to have physical significance
occurs exactly at such bifurcations. Lastly, while we have focused here on the n = 1
rotationally invariant case, we note that the n = 0 translationally invariant case is
qualitatively identical.
Finite element simulations
To verify the α2 = 2α1 predicted scaling behavior of the inner droplet, axisymmetric
finite element simulations have been implemented. Simulations were carried out in
the rescaled variables of the α1 = 0 and α2 = −2 solution of Jensen and Grotberg,
with dependent variables ξ ≡ R/t1/4 and ν ≡ log t and dependent variables H˜ = H
and Γ˜ = t1/2Γ. Diffusive terms were neglected, but a small capillary term was
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included to regularize the solution, with P¯e−1 = 0 and C¯a−1 = 10−6. Assuming an
axisymmetric solution, Eq. 4.1 is transformed to
0 =
∂H˜
∂ν
− ξ
4
∂H˜
∂ξ
+
1
ξ
∂
∂ξ
(
ξ
(
− H˜
2
2
∂Γ˜
∂ξ
+
10−6
3
H˜3
∂
∂ξ
(
1
ξ
∂
∂ξ
(
ξ
∂H˜
∂ξ
))))
,
0 =
∂Γ˜
∂ν
− Γ˜
2
− ξ
4
∂Γ˜
∂ξ
+
1
ξ
∂
∂ξ
(
ξ
(
−H˜ Γ˜∂Γ˜
∂ξ
+
10−6
2
H˜2Γ˜
∂
∂ξ
(
1
ξ
∂
∂ξ
(
ξ
∂H˜
∂ξ
))))
.
(4.15)
An integration domain 0 < ξ < 2 was used which is twice as large as the expected
shock front structure. Boundary conditions were H˜ |ξ=2 = 1 and Γ˜|ξ=2 = 0 to be
consistant with an unperturbed downstream film. Initial conditions were a flat film
profile H˜ |ν=0 = 1 and a quadratic surfactant distribution localized to ξ < 1 with
Γ˜|ν=0 = 10−4 + 1/8(1 − ξ2) for ξ ≤ 1 and Γ˜|ν=0 = 10−4 for 1 < ξ < 2 with a
small nonzero downstream surfactant concentration included to help regularize the
numerics. Equation 4.15 was integrated numerically with the commercial finial
element software Comsol. Results of this integration are depicted in Fig. 4.5
below. The solution was found to converge to the self-similar solution of Jensen
and Grotberg in the spreading ridge portion of the domain with scaling exponents
α1 = 0 and α2 = −2. Around the inner droplet, different local scaling exponents
αloc1 ≈ −1.0 and αloc2 ≈ −2.0 were observed that varied only slowly with time. It was
also verified that the capillary contribution to the flux was significantly smaller than
the Marangoni contribution in the inner droplet portion of the domain throughout
the simulation so that Eq. 4.2 provides a good approximation for the evolution of
inner droplet. The condition that α2 = 2α1 at the origin was very well satisfied
throughout the simulation in the inner droplet domain.
To study the evolution of the inner droplet, note that if H˜ and Γ˜ scale as in Eq. 4.12
for arbitrary α1 and α2 other than 0 and −2, then it follows that
H˜ = t
α1
2−α1−α2 ˜˜H
(
t
1
4− 12−α1−α2 ξ
)
,
Γ˜ = t
1
2+
α2
2−α1−α2 ˜˜Γ
(
t
1
4− 12−α1−α2 ξ
)
for some function ˜˜H and ˜˜Γ. It then follows that
t
∂H˜
∂t
=
α1
2 − α1 − α2 H˜ +
(
1
4
− 1
2 − α1 − α2
)
ξ
∂H˜
∂ξ
,
t
∂Γ˜
∂t
=
(
1
2
+
α2
2 − α1 − α2
)
Γ˜ +
(
1
4
− 1
2 − α1 − α2
)
ξ
∂Γ˜
∂ξ
.
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Figure 4.5: Finite element simulations. The film height (a) and surfactant concen-
tration (b) evolution is indicated by red arrows, and the solutions collapse towards
the self-similar solutions of Jensen and Grotberg (dashed lines) in the spreading
ridge portion of the domain. (c) The logarithm of the film height H0 ≡ H |ξ=0 and
the surfactant concentration Γ0 ≡ Γ|ξ=0 at the origin vs the logarithm of time shows
a near linear relationship, indicating a scale invariant evolution. (d) By monitoring
the local slope of this log-log plot, local estimates of the scaling exponents α1 and α2
were made. The condition α2 = 2α1 at the origin is very well satisfied throughout
the simulation.
This equation is simply the statement that the characteristic vanishes for group
invariant solutions noted in Eq. 2.8. We can invert these equations and solve for α1
and α2 to define local numerical values for the scaling exponents,
αloc1 ≡
4
(
2Γ˜t ∂H˜∂t + t
∂Γ˜
∂t ξ
∂H˜
∂ξ − ξ ∂Γ˜∂ξ t ∂H˜∂t
)
2Γ˜H˜ + 4Γ˜t ∂H˜∂t − Γ˜ξ ∂H˜∂ξ + 4t ∂Γ˜∂t H˜ − ξ ∂Γ˜∂ξ H˜
,
αloc2 ≡ −
2
(
2Γ˜H˜ − Γ˜ξ ∂H˜∂ξ − 4t ∂Γ˜∂t H˜ + 2t ∂Γ˜∂t ξ ∂H˜∂ξ − ξ ∂Γ˜∂ξ H˜ − 2ξ ∂Γ˜∂ξ t ∂H˜∂t
)
2Γ˜H˜ + 4Γ˜t ∂H˜∂t − Γ˜ξ ∂H˜∂ξ + 4t ∂Γ˜∂t H˜ − ξ ∂Γ˜∂ξ H˜
. (4.16)
These local scaling exponents are equivalent to the values obtained from the instan-
taneous slope in a log-log plot of the film thickness and surfactant concentrations at
fixed ξ vs time provided they remain relatively constant in space and time.
In addition to observing the scaling behavior at the origin, fully two-dimensional
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finite element simulations have also been implemented. A droplet shaped filmprofile
with an anisotropic initial surfactant concentration confined to a circular domain was
studied. The initial conditions were that of a droplet of height seven times larger than
the unperturbed film, with H˜ |t=1 = 7− 48631 ξ2 + 30031 ξ4, and the anisotropic surfactant
distributions was Γ˜ |t=1 =
(
1/8 + ξ2 cos(3θ) cos(10θ)/20
) (
1 − ξ2
)
, which has the
same total surfactant mass as the solution of Jensen and Grotberg but is otherwise
arbitrary. A slightly different domain was employed in these simulations with the
domain boundary being ξ = 1 at the shock front rather than ξ = 2. For the surfactant
concentration the boundary conditions were Γ˜ |ξ=1 = 0 since it is assumed that no
surfactant is present beyond the spreading front. For the film thickness, the boundary
condition was H˜ |ξ=1 = 2−1/t to be compatible with the initial condition at t = 1 but
also to match the expected boundary conditions of the α1 = 0, α2 = −2 solution of
Jensen and Grotberg at large times. By seeding the inner droplet with an anisotropic
surfactant distribution, finger of fluid were observed to grow with time at drained
front boundary between the inner droplet and the spreading ridge portions of the
domain, as depicted in Fig. 4.6(a). These fingers split as they grew, much like the
observed digitated fingering experiments depicted in Fig. 4.6(b).
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Figure 4.6: Anisotropic finite element simulations exhibit finger splitting. (a)
Contour plot of the film thickness at log(t) = 15 and (b) digitated fingering process
observed in the experiments of Troian [90].
Special solutions
There are several special solutions to planar polynomial systems, namely the fixed
points and the invariant algebraic curves. The algebraic invariant curves of order
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less than eight and the special values of α1, α2, and n with additional algebraic
invariant curves in phase planes have been uncovered with the aid of Mathematica.
Many of these solutions have been found elsewhere in the literature, but they are
included in Table 4.1 below for completeness.
(1) The two fixed points
ζ±1 =
(2α1 − α3 + α2 − 3n − 9)(2α1 − α3 + α2 + 3n + 1)
8(α1 + α2 − 2) ,
ζ±2 =
1
2
(−2α1 + α3 − α2 − 3n − 1),
give rise to power-law solutions
ξ =

X/ (±t) 12−α2−α2 for n = 0,
R/ (±t) 12−α2−α2 for n = 1,
H = (±t)
α1
2−α2−α2
8H0(α1 + α2 − 2)
(√
Γ0(−H0)(α1+α2−2)
ξ
) 1
2 (−2α1−α3−α2−3n−5)
(2α1 + α3 + α2 − 3n − 9)(2α1 + α3 + α2 + 3n + 1) ,
Γ = ± (±t)
α2
2−α2−α2 Γ0
(√
Γ0(−H0)(α1 + α2 − 2)
ξ
) 1
2 (2α1+α3+α2+3n+1)
,
where
α3 ≡ ±
√
(2α1 + α2)2 − 4α1 + 14α2 + 9n2 + 2n(2α1 + 5α2 + 11) + 17.
The ± associated with α3 here must have the same sign as the fixed point
(ζ±1 , ζ
±
2 ), while the ± associated with t must have the same sign as that
associated with Γ.
(2) When α2 = −(n + 1), the algebraic invariant curve ζ2 + ζ1 = 0 gives rise to
surfactant mass conserving solutions
ξ =

X/ (±t) 13+n−α1 for n = 0,
R/ (±t) 13+n−α1 for n = 1,
H = (±t)
α1
3+n−α1 H0ξ2α1+n+1,
Γ = (±t) −n−13+n−α1
(
Γ0 ± ξ
1−n−2α1
H0(3 + n − α1)(n − 1 + 2α1)
)
.
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If α1 = 1−n2 , the solution changes form slightly to
ξ =

X/ (±t)2/5 for n = 0,
R/ (±t)1/4 for n = 1,
H = (±t) 1−n5+3n H0ξ2,
Γ = (±t) −2(1+n)5+3n
(
Γ0 ∓ 25H0 log ξ
)
,
which includes the solution of Jensen and Grotberg.
(3) When α2 = 0, the algebraic invariant curve ζ2 = 0 gives rise to steady
solutions
H =

H0Xα1 for n = 0,
H0Rα1 for n = 1,
Γ = Γ0.
(4) When n = 0, α1 = 1/3 and α2 = 1/3, the algebraic invariant curve −1+3ζ2 =
0 gives rise to steady solutions
H = H0X1/3,
Γ = Γ0X1/3.
(5) When n = 0, α1 = −1/2, and α2 = −5/3 the algebraic invariant curve
−1 + 3ζ1 + 3ζ2 = 0 gives rise to solutions
ξ = X/ (±t)6/25 ,
H = (±t)−3/25 H0ξ1/3,
Γ = (±t)−2/5 Γ0ξ1/3
(
1 ∓ 9
50H0Γ0
ξ4/3
)
.
(6) When n = 0, α1 = 0, and α2 = 1, the algebraic invariant curve ζ22 −ζ1+ζ1ζ2 =
0 gives rise to travelling wave solutions
H = tH0,
Γ = Γ0
(
t ± 1√
H0Γ0
X
)
.
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(7) As α1, α2 → ∞, the original variables (U,V ) of Jensen are more appropriate
than our rescaled versions, along with his scaling exponents δ ≡ 12−α1−α2
and α ≡ α1α1+α2 . When n = 0 and δ = 0, the algebraic invariant curve
4V 2 + (3 − 5α)U = 0 gives rise to quasistatic solutions
H = (±t)−α H0 (X − X0)(7α−1)/(α+1) ,
Γ = ± (±t)α−1 (1 + α)
2
4(5α − 3) (X − X0)
(3−5α)/(α+1) .
In this case, there are families of special values of α with additional algebraic
curves which actually have a first integral W (U,V ) which is constant along
any solution. These seem to occur for values α = 3i−15i−1 and α =
3i+1/4
5i−1/4 where
i = 1, 2, 3, . . .. By solving W (U,V ) = W0 for U or V , with W0 a constant,
Eq. 4.5 can be used to find a large family of exact quasistatic solutions.
α W (U,V )
1
2
U(U8 +V 2)
3
(U+3V )4
5
9
U(U18+V 2)
7
(2U2+63UV 2+189V 3)4
4
7
U(U28+V 2)
11
(2U3+154U2V 2+3773UV 4+11319V 5)4
11
19
U(U38+V 2)
15
(16U4+2280U3V 2+119130U2V 4+2640715UV 6+7922145V 7)4
13
19
UV 10
(19UV−6U+57V 2)4
25
39
UV 18
(U2(28−78V )+273U (13V−4)V 2+10647V 4)4
37
59
UV 26
(84U3(59V−22)−7788U2(59V−21)V 2+268037U (59V−18)V 4+47442549V 6)4
(8) The algebraic invariant curves Uˆ = 0 and ζ1 = 0 and the fixed points that lie
on them are somewhat singular since they result in H = 0 or ξ = 0. Similarly,
the the algebraic invariant curves ζ2 + 2ζ1 = 0 and Vˆ = 2 and the fixed points
they lie on them result in ξ = const which cannot be inverted. While these
curves and fixed points do not generally give rise to exact solutions, they
can indicate the asymptotic behavior of solutions which approach them. One
particular class of such solutions which may be of interest for future research
are those that approach the ζ1 = 0 curve from the ζ2 < 0 half-plane, which
may give qualitatively different behavior in the n = 0 and n = 1 cases because
of the differing character of the fixed point at (ζ1, ζ2) = (0, 0) fixed point for
n = 0 and n = 1.
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Table 4.1: Special solutions of Eq. 4.1. These solutions correspond to fixed points
and algebraic invariant curves of the planar systems of order less than eight.
4.2 Scale invariant solutions in capillary spreading
For the surfactant spreading problem, a driven film with the special power-law forc-
ing in Eq. 2.14, or for purely capillary films, we noted in Table 2.3 several less
familiar scale invariant solutions. These solutions involved angular coordinates θ˜
and included the (ii-6) scale invariant steady solutions, the (ii-4) scale invariant
rotating wave solutions, the (ii-8) travelling wave scale invariant solutions, and the
(ii-9) scale invariant scale invariant solutions. In this section, we will illustrate
some numerical solutions of these less familiar scale invariant solutions for purely
capillary films. These solutions are meant only to demonstrate that such solutions
can be found, and the author hopes that visualization of these solutions will aid
researchers in identifying when such behavior may be observed. One complication
for these solutions is the need for periodicity in the angular coordinates. It may be
possible to find solutions which are everywhere non-zero and satisfy these period-
icity requirements, but for simplicity we will focus on solutions with a contact line
which vanish for some interval of θ˜. This allows the periodicity requirements to be
trivially satisfied. After a simple rescaling of t by C¯a, the purely capillary thin flim
equation in Eq. 1.68 takes the form
∂H
∂t
+ ∇L ·
(
H3
3
∇L∇2LH
)
= 0. (4.17)
Sample solutions are depicted below. The specific parameters chosen are arbitrary,
but we hope the qualitative nature of these solutions can be understood.
Steady scale invariant solutions
Recall the invariants of the steady scale invariant solutions,
H˜ = R
2
α−2 H,
θ˜ = θ + ω log
(
R
1
α−2
)
.
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We insert the ansatz H = R− 2α−2 H˜ (θ˜) into Eq. 4.17 to derive the reduced equations
0 =
16
3
(
α2 + α − 2
)
H˜4 + H˜2
(
(α − 2)2 + ω2
)2 ∂H˜
∂θ˜
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
− 2(α + 1)ωH˜2
(
(α − 2)2 + ω2
) ∂H˜
∂θ˜
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+ 4H˜2
(
(2α − 1)ω2 + (α − 2)2
) (∂H˜
∂θ˜
)2
− 8
3
(α(2α + 7) − 6)ωH˜3 ∂H˜
∂θ˜
+
4
3
H˜3
((
α2 + α − 1
)
(α − 2)2 + (α(α + 5) + 1)ω2
) ∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
− 2
3
(2α + 3)ωH˜3
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
(
(α − 2)2 + ω2
)
+
1
3
H˜3
∂4H˜
∂θ˜4
(
(α − 2)2 + ω2
)2
,
and integrate numerically starting at θ˜ = 0. We take α = 0 and ω = −0.5 and use
initial condition
H˜ θ˜=0 = 0.5, ∂H˜∂θ˜ θ˜=0 = 0, ∂
2H˜
∂θ˜2
θ˜=0 = −3, ∂
3H˜
∂θ˜3
θ˜=0 = 0,
and integrate forwards and backwards until the contact line is reached. The resulting
film height profile is depicted in Fig. 4.7 below.
Figure 4.7: Steady scale invariant solutions. For the parameters chosen, the film
height profile is a twisted, sharp finger of fluid that is constant in time.
Rotating wave scale invariant solutions
Recall the invariants of the rotating wave scale invariant solutions,
H˜ = R−4/3H,
θ˜ = θ − ωt.
We insert the ansatz H = R4/3H˜ (θ˜) into Eq. 4.17 to derive the reduced equations
0 = −ω∂H˜
∂θ˜
− 320
243
H˜4 − 4
27
H˜3
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+
16
9
H˜2
(
∂H˜
∂θ˜
)2
+ H˜2
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
∂H˜
∂θ˜
+
1
3
H˜3
∂4H˜
∂θ˜4
,
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and integrate numerically starting at θ˜ = 0. We take ω = −0.1 and use initial
condition
H˜ θ˜=0 = 0.5, ∂H˜∂θ˜ θ˜=0 = 0, ∂
2H˜
∂θ˜2
θ˜=0 = −5, ∂
3H˜
∂θ˜3
θ˜=0 = 0,
and integrate forwards and backwards until the contact line is reached. The resulting
film height profile is depicted in Fig. 4.8 below.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.8: Rotating wave scale invariant solutions for (a) t = 0, (b) t = 5, and (c)
t = 10. For the parameters chosen, the film height profile is a sharp finger of fluid
that rotates while maintaining its shape.
Travelling wave scale invariant solutions
Recall the invariants of the travelling wave scale invariant solutions,
H˜ = (X − vt)−1H,
θ˜ = arctan
(
Y
X − vt
)
.
We insert the ansatz H = (X −vt)H˜ (θ˜) into Eq. 4.17 to derive the reduced equations
0 = −vH˜ + v sin(θ˜) cos(θ˜) ∂H˜
∂θ˜
− 2H˜2 cos4(θ˜)
(
∂H˜
∂θ˜
)2
− 3H˜2 sin(θ˜) cos3(θ˜) ∂H˜
∂θ˜
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+ H˜2
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
cos4(θ˜)
∂H˜
∂θ˜
+ 4H˜3 sin(θ˜) cos3(θ˜)
∂H˜
∂θ˜
+
1
3
H˜3 cos2(θ˜)(1 − 8 cos(2θ˜)) ∂
2H˜
∂θ˜2
− 7
3
H˜3
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
sin(θ˜) cos3(θ˜) +
1
3
H˜3
∂4H˜
∂θ˜4
cos4(θ˜),
and integrate numerically starting at θ˜ = 0. We take v = −1 and use initial condition
H˜ θ˜=0 = 0.5, ∂H˜∂θ˜ θ˜=0 = 0, ∂
2H˜
∂θ˜2
θ˜=0 = −1, ∂
3H˜
∂θ˜3
θ˜=0 = 0,
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and integrate forwards and backwards until the contact line is reached. The resulting
film height profile is depicted in Fig. 4.9 below.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.9: Travelling wave scale invariant solutions for (a) t = −0.5, (b) t = 0, and
(c) t = 0.5. For the parameters chosen, the film height profile is a sharp finger of
fluid that travels while maintaining its shape.
Scale invariant scale invariant solutions
Recall the invariants of the scale invariant scale invariant solutions,
H˜ = R−4/3(±t)1/3H,
θ˜ = θ − ω log
(
(±t) 2(α−2)3(4α−2) R−2/3
)
.
We use the plus sign in the ±, insert the ansatz H = R4/3(−t)1/3H˜ (θ˜) into Eq. 4.17
to derive the reduced equations
0 =
(
− H˜
3
+
(α − 2)ω
3 − 6α
∂H˜
∂θ˜
)
+
16
9
H˜2
∂H˜
∂θ˜
2
+
4
27
ω
(
4ω2 + 9
)
H˜2
∂H˜
∂θ˜
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+
1
81
(
4ω2 + 9
)2
H˜2
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
∂H˜
∂θ˜
− 256
243
ωH˜3
∂H˜
∂θ˜
+
4
81
(
20ω2 − 3
)
H˜3
∂2H˜
∂θ˜2
+
32
243
ω
(
4ω2 + 9
)
H˜3
∂3H˜
∂θ˜3
+
1
243
(
4ω2 + 9
)2
H˜3
∂4H˜
∂θ˜4
− 320
243
H˜4,
and integrate numerically starting at θ˜ = 0. We take ω = −1 and α = 1/5 and use
initial condition
H˜ θ˜=0 = 0.5, ∂H˜∂θ˜ θ˜=0 = 0, ∂
2H˜
∂θ˜2
θ˜=0 = −10, ∂
3H˜
∂θ˜3
θ˜=0 = −15,
and integrate forwards and backwards until the contact line is reached. The resulting
film height profile is depicted in Fig. 4.7 below.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.10: Scale invariant scale invariant solutions for (a) t = 0, (b) t = 5, and (c)
t = 25. For the parameters chosen, the film height profile is a sharp twisted finger
of fluid that rotates at an increasingly slow rate while decreasing in height.
4.3 Notes
The spreading of an insoluble surfactant-laden droplet on a thin viscous film has
been of practical and theoretical interest for several decades. The human ocular
and respiratory systems rely on surfactants to decrease the surface tension of thin
fluid films in order to function, and the delivery of surfactants to such systems
is of significant medical interest. Furthermore, the fundamental fluid mechanics
and pattern formation of a spreading droplet is of theoretical interest. Jensen and
Grotberg [25] made important early contributions to the study, identifying the first
self-similar spreading solution which corresponds to α1 = 0 and α2 = −2 for
n = 1 and α1 = 0 and α2 = −1 for n = 1 in our notation. They also importantly
characterized the capillary ridge at the monolayer front and performed matched
asymptotics. The conditions α2 = −2 for rotationally invariant solutions and α2 =
−1 for translationally invariant solutions implies surfactant-mass conservation when
the total surfactant mass is finite, while the condition α1 = 0 is necessary to achieve
far-field boundary conditions on H which are constant. These conditions can be
seen to be necessary if the self-similar solution is supposed to be valid in the far field,
but for solutions which are valid in only a limited portion of space and time, they are
not strictly necessary. Halpern and Grotberg described an analogous set of coupled
equations for the problem of a soluble surfactant [91], but we restrict attention here
to the insoluble case for simplicity. Jensen later recognized the possibility of more
general scaling exponents and first developed a planar system like the one utilized
here [71]. More general self-similar solutions like these are sometimes called type
II similarity solutions. Jensen explored several possibilities, but restricted himself
primarily to α = 0 in his notation, or α1α1+α2 = 0 in our notation, which again was
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motivated by the far-field boundary conditions on H .
One significant novel contribution in this chapter to this field was the identification
of many well-behaved self-similar solutions near the origin, as described in Section
4.1 and depicted in Fig. 4.3. As far as the author is aware, these solutions have
escaped the attention of other researchers. We took advantage of an approximation
to the (ζ1, ζ2) planar system near the origin to derive these solutions. Such solutions
were within the grasps of Jensen [71], but the relevant fixed point was infinite in
his planar system and he restricted attention to α = 0 when the necessary condition
was α2 = 2α1 in our notation, which requires α = 1/3 in his notation. Jensen and
Grotberg [25] did recognize apparent self-similar draining near the origin in their
simulations. They attempted to identify the scaling exponent which is α12−α1−α2 in
our notation in their Figure 3, and estimated it to be −1/8. However, analysis of
their data suggest a better estimate is −1/5, which corresponds to α1 = −1 and
α2 = −2. We also found similar scaling in our finite element simulations. Their
estimate of −1/8 was motivated by an apparently flawed asymptotic argument, but
an analogous one for the planar strip predicted a scaling of −1/6, which was much
better supported by their data in their Figure 2. Many other researchers have focused
on the planar translationally invariant solutions rather than the rotationally invariant
solutions because of their greater simplicity, but we noted in Fig. 4.2 and in (8) of
Table 4.1 that the near-origin behavior of these solutions differs qualitatively because
of the additional fixed point in the n = 0 planar strip case. The special quasistatic
solutions (7) in Table 4.1 is a new class of solutions which may be of interest in the
planar case.
Troian, Herbolzheimer, and Safran first noted the development of fingering instabil-
ities in the spreading of a surfactant laden drop on a thin fluid film [92] and noted an
analogy with the viscous fingering produced when a low-viscosity fluid is injected
into a highly viscous fluid in a Hele-Shaw cell, and consequently to diffusion lim-
ited aggregation [93]. While this analogy generated interest and theoretical work
on the problem, it is now regarded as inexact and the digitated fingering process
has not been theoretically characterized [94]. Several results have been established,
however. First, Matar and Troian performed a linear stability analysis of a spreading
front and found asymptotic stability to infinitesimal perturbation [95]. Subsequent
non-modal and generalized linear stability analyses revealed transient growth modes
which are now known to be sufficient to excite nonlinearities and seed the growth
of fingers [96–98]. The role of additional Van der Waals forces in promoting finger
growth was recognized [97], but Van der Waals forces are not strictly necessary to
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produce the fingering instability [94, 98, 99]. Furthermore, the important role of
initial conditions both near the surfactant deposition and in the precursor film have
been recognized [94, 99, 100]. Several experimental investigations reported similar
digitation in more complex fluids, including non-Newtonian and visco-elastic fluids
and non-linear relationship between surfactant concentration and surface tension,
many of which are summarized in the review of Afsar-Siddiqui, Luckham, and
Matar [101]. We expect that the self-similar solutions described in Fig. 4.3 may
find important application in the description of these fingering structures. We note
that only one of these solutions, the α1 = −1 and α2 = −2 case, is surfactant mass-
conserving. But we also note that the drained region depicted in Fig. 4.1 can act
as a source or sink of surfactant mass for the inner droplet, and so conservation is
not necessary. Jensen and Naire [99] also emphasized transport of surfactant mass
through the drained or thinning region. Furthermore in applications with both en-
dogenous and exogenous surfactants like the deposition of an exogenous surfactant
in the lungs, the total surfactant mass is infinite and a far field boundary condition
may be more relevant than a surfactant mass-conserving one. We conjecture that the
multiplicity of possible self-similar draining of the inner droplet may permit local
variations in the scaling exponents that would result in differing spreading rates and
thus instability.
Another novel contribution in this chapter was the utilization of our local numerical
scaling exponents αloc1 and α
loc
2 in Eq. 4.16 and Fig. 4.5. This definition relied on the
fact that the characteristic for self-similar solutions vanishes, as in Eq. 2.8. Dijksman
et al. [102] also noted a method for obtaining estimates of scaling exponents from
numerical or experimental data which relied on Eq. 2.8. This method entails
solving Eq. 2.8 in a least-squares sense for the scaling exponents. However, their
method allowed for totally independent scaling exponents for each dependent and
independent variable. In our application, there was a scaling relationship between
some of these variables because of the symmetry conditions for the equations. This
reduced the number of scaling exponents that needed to be found and permitted the
definition of our local scaling exponents. Re-examining previous numerical data
with these local scaling exponents is a very promising direction for future research.
The description numerical self-similar solutions involving the angular coordinates
in Section 4.2 was a first illustration of these less familiar reductions. Jensen [71]
noted the presence of other symmetries in the surfactant spreading problem and the
possibility of other self-similar solutions, but as far as the author is aware there has
not yet been any studies or applications for these particular ones.
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A p p e n d i x A
THE MATHEMATICA PACKAGE ZGNSYMMETRY.M
The zgnsymmetry.m package file is reproduced in full below. It should be possible
to copy and paste the text here into a Mathematica notebook and save the file
as a package, but the interested reader is encouraged to contact the author for a
digital version. The file should be placed in the Applications subdirectory of the
Mathematica user base directory, which can be found in a Mathematica notebook
with the command
$UserBaseDirectory
Include the package in a Mathematica notebook with
<<zgnsymmetry`
Information about the functions included in the package can be seen with
? FindInvariance
?FindAllEquations
?FindEquations
zgnsymmetry.m:
(∗ :: Package :: ∗)
BeginPackage["zgnsymmetry`"]
FindInvariance :: usage = " FindInvariance [Delta , var ,Q, solvefor ] gives the \
invariance criteria for the list of differential equations Delta==0, where \
var={indep,dep} is a list of lists of the independent and dependent variables , Q \
the characters of the symmetry. The equation Delta==0 is solved for the \
variables in solvefor . The symbols in Delta , Q, and solvefor should be \
functions of the independent variables , so that e .g. Apply[Delta [[1]], var [[1]]] \
gives the first equations . The option Adjoint ->True can be added to search for \
adjoing symmetries."
FindAllEquations :: usage = "FindAllEquations [Delta , var ,vec, solvefor ] gives the \
all the equations from the coefficients of derivatives in the symmetry criteria \
for the given system. Arguments are as in FindInvariance . The option \
Adjoint ->True can be added to search for adjoint symmetries. The options \
extras -> extralist and excluded-> excludedlist can be aded to add or exclude \
monomial terms in the expansion . The option Assumptions->assumptions can be \
added to include assumptions in the simplification . Lastly , the option \
SuppressArgs->True can be added to suppress arguments and use a more compact \
notation for derivatives . FindAllEquations returns {numeqns, independenteqns, \
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monomials, eqns}, where numeqns is the number of independent equations , \
independenteqns is a list of the independent equations , monomials is a list of \
the monomials whose coefficients are the equations for each equation in \
FindInvariance , and eqns is a list of the equations corresponding to monomials \
for each equation in FindInvariance .";
FindEquations :: usage = "FindEquations[Delta , var ,vec, solvefor ,numterms] gives the \
the equations with only numterms terms appearing from the coefficients of \
derivatives in the symmetry criteria for the given system. Arguments are as in \
FindInvariance , and options are as in FindAllEquations . FindEquations returns \
{eqnsnum, eqns, monomials} where eqnsnum is the total number of equations from \
FindAllEquations , eqns is a list of equations with terms terms, and monomials is \
a list specifying which equation and which monomial each equation in eqns comes \
from. ";
Options[ FindInvariance ] = {"Adjoint" -> False };
Options[FindAllEquations ] = {"Adjoint" -> False , " extras " -> {},
"excluded" -> {}, "Assumptions" -> {}, "SuppressArgs" -> False };
Options[FindEquations] = {"Adjoint" -> False , " extras " -> {}, "excluded" -> {},
"Assumptions" -> {}, "SuppressArgs" -> False };
Begin["` Private `"]
FindInvariance [Delta_ , var_ , Q_, solvefor_ , OptionsPattern []] :=
Module[{simpl, derivs , derivs2 , sol , Qp, G, Gp, cases , vars , ret , F,
Compare}, simpl = Join [Table[var [[2]][[ j ]][ l__] -> var [[2]][[ j ]],
{j , 1, Length[var [[2]]]}], Table[ Derivative [l__ ][ var [[2]][[ j ]]] @@
var [[1]] -> Subscript [var [[2]][[ j ]], {l }], {j , 1, Length[var [[2]]]}]];
derivs = Flatten [Table[Cases[Variables [Through[Delta @@ var[[1]]] /.
simpl ], Subscript [var [[2]][[ i ]], j__ ]], {i , 1, Length[var [[2]]]}]];
derivs2 = Table[Last [ derivs [[ i ]]], {i , 1, Length[derivs ]}];
F[args__] := Solve[Through[Delta @@ {args}] == 0,
Through[ solvefor @@ {args}]][[1]]; sol = F @@ var[[1]];
Compare[i_, j_ ] := First [ i ] == First [ j ] &&
And @@ Table[Last[i][[k]] >= Last[ j ][[ k ]], {k, 1, Length[var [[1]]]}];
G[n_, k_][args__] := D[Delta[[n]] @@ {args},
( Derivative @@ derivs2[[k]])[ derivs [[k ]][[1]]] @@ {args}];
Gp[n_, k_] := ( Derivative @@ derivs2[[k]])[G[n, k]] @@ var[[1]];
Qp[n_, k_] := ( Derivative @@ derivs2[[k]])[Q[[n ]]] @@ var[[1]];
If [OptionValue["Adjoint "],
ret = Expand[Table[Expand[Sum[Q[[n]] @@ var[[1]]∗D[Delta[[n]] @@ var[[1]],
var [[2]][[ m]] @@ var[[1]]], {n, 1, Length[Delta ]}]],
{m, 1, Length[var [[2]]]}] + Sum[Product[(-1)^derivs2 [[k ]][[ j ]], {j ,
1, Length[var [[1]]]}]∗ UnitVector [Length[var [[2]]], First [
Flatten [ Position [var [[2]], First [ derivs [[k ]]]]]]]∗ Gp[n, k]∗
Q[[n]] @@ var[[1]], {k, 1, Length[derivs ]},
{n, 1, Length[Delta ]}] + Sum[Product[(-1)^derivs2 [[k ]][[ j ]], {j , 1,
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Length[var [[1]]]}]∗ UnitVector [Length[var [[2]]], First [
Flatten [ Position [var [[2]], First [ derivs [[k ]]]]]]]∗
G[n, k] @@ var[[1]]∗Qp[n, k], {k, 1, Length[derivs ]},
{n, 1, Length[Delta ]}] /. sol /. simpl ]; ,
ret = Expand[Sum[Q[[m]] @@ var[[1]]∗D[Through[Delta @@ var[[1]]],
var [[2]][[ m]] @@ var[[1]]], {m, 1, Length[var [[2]]]}] +
Sum[D[Through[Delta @@ var[[1]]] /. simpl , derivs [[k ]]]∗
Qp[First [ Flatten [ Position [var [[2]], First [ derivs [[k ]]]]]], k ],
{k, 1, Length[derivs ]}] /. sol /. simpl ]; ];
vars = Table[Cases[Variables [ ret ], Subscript [var [[2]][[ j ]], l_ ]],
{j , 1, Length[var [[2]]]}];
cases = Table[Last /@ Cases[vars[[ j ]], i__ /; Compare[i,
solvefor [[ j ]] @@ var[[1]] /. simpl ]], {j , 1, Length[ solvefor ]}];
cases = DeleteDuplicates [ Flatten [Table[ cases [[ j ]][[ i ]] -
Last [ solvefor [[ j ]] @@ var[[1]] /. simpl ], {j , 1, Length[var [[2]]]},
{i , 1, Length[cases [[ j ]]]}], 1]]; While[cases != {},
sol = Flatten [ Join [ sol , Flatten [Through[Through[(Apply[Derivative, cases ,
{1}])[F]] @@ var[[1]]] /. sol ]]];
While[True, If [TrueQ[Expand[Last /@ sol - Last /@ (sol /. sol )] ==
Table [0, {i , 1, Length[sol ]}]], Break []; ,
sol = Table[ First [ sol [[ i ]]] -> Last [( sol /. sol )[[ i ]]],
{i , 1, Length[sol ]}]; ]; ]; If [OptionValue["Adjoint "],
ret = Expand[Table[Expand[Sum[Q[[n]] @@ var[[1]]∗D[Delta[[n]] @@
var [[1]], var [[2]][[ m]] @@ var[[1]]], {n, 1, Length[
Delta ]}]], {m, 1, Length[var [[2]]]}] +
Sum[Product[(-1)^derivs2 [[k ]][[ j ]], {j , 1, Length[var [[1]]]}]∗
UnitVector [Length[var [[2]]], First [ Flatten [ Position [var [[2]],
First [ derivs [[k ]]]]]]]∗ Gp[n, k]∗Q[[n]] @@ var[[1]], {k, 1,
Length[derivs ]}, {n, 1, Length[Delta ]}] +
Sum[Product[(-1)^derivs2 [[k ]][[ j ]], {j , 1, Length[var [[1]]]}]∗
UnitVector [Length[var [[2]]], First [ Flatten [ Position [var [[2]],
First [ derivs [[k ]]]]]]]∗ G[n, k] @@ var[[1]]∗Qp[n, k], {k, 1,
Length[derivs ]}, {n, 1, Length[Delta ]}] /. sol /. simpl ]; ,
ret = Expand[Sum[Q[[m]] @@ var[[1]]∗D[Through[Delta @@ var[[1]]],
var [[2]][[ m]] @@ var[[1]]], {m, 1, Length[var [[2]]]}] +
Sum[D[Through[Delta @@ var[[1]]] /. simpl , derivs [[k ]]]∗
Qp[First [ Flatten [ Position [var [[2]], First [ derivs [[k ]]]]]], k ], {
k, 1, Length[derivs ]}] /. sol /. simpl ]; ];
vars = Table[Cases[Variables [ ret ], Subscript [var [[2]][[ j ]], l_ ]],
{j , 1, Length[var [[2]]]}]; cases =
Table[Last /@ Cases[vars[[ j ]], i__ /; Compare[i,
solvefor [[ j ]] @@ var[[1]] /. simpl ]], {j , 1, Length[ solvefor ]}];
cases = DeleteDuplicates [ Flatten [Table[ cases [[ j ]][[ i ]] -
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Last[ solvefor [[ j ]] @@ var[[1]] /. simpl ], {j , 1, Length[var [[2]]]},
{i , 1, Length[cases [[ j ]]]}], 1]]; ]; ret ];
FindAllEquations [Delta_ , var_ , Q_, solvefor_ , OptionsPattern []] :=
Module[{f, coeffs , eqns, eqns2, monomialrules, monomials, crules , simpl},
f = FindInvariance [Delta , var , Q, solvefor , "Adjoint" ->
OptionValue["Adjoint "]]; coeffs = Join [OptionValue[" extras "],
Flatten [Table[Cases[Variables [ f ], Subscript [var [[2]][[ k ]], l__ ]],
{k, 1, Length[var [[2]]]}]]];
simpl = Join [Table[var [[2]][[ j ]][ l__] -> var [[2]][[ j ]],
{j , 1, Length[var [[2]]]}], Table[ Derivative [l__ ][ var [[2]][[ j ]]] @@
var [[1]] -> Subscript [var [[2]][[ j ]], {l }], {j , 1, Length[var [[2]]]}]];
coeffs = Complement[coeffs, OptionValue["excluded"] /. simpl ];
If [TrueQ[coeffs == {}], eqns = Table[{f [[ i ]]}, {i , 1, Length[f ]}];
monomials = Table[{1}, {i , 1, Length[f ]}]; ,
crules = Table[ CoefficientRules [ If [TrueQ[OptionValue["extras "] == {}],
f [[ i ]], Numerator[Together[f [[ i ]]]]], coeffs ], {i , 1, Length[f ]}];
eqns = Table[Last /@ crules [[ i ]], {i , 1, Length[f ]}];
monomialrules = Table[ First /@ crules [[ i ]], {i , 1, Length[f ]}];
monomials = Table[FromCoefficientRules [{monomialrules[[ i ]][[ j ]] -> 1},
coeffs ], {i , 1, Length[f ]}, {j , 1, Length[monomialrules[[ i ]]]}]; ];
eqns2 = Table[Simplify[eqns[[ j ]][[ i ]] == 0, Assumptions ->
OptionValue["Assumptions"]], {j , 1, Length[eqns ]},
{i , 1, Length[eqns[[ j ]]]}]; If [OptionValue["SuppressArgs"],
{Length[DeleteDuplicates [ Flatten [eqns2 ]]], DeleteDuplicates [
Flatten [eqns2 ]], monomials, eqns2} /. Subscript [a_, l__] :>
Subscript [a , Times @@ (var[[1]]^l )] /. Derivative [l__ ][a_][ l2__] :>
Subscript [a , Times @@ ({l2}^{l})],
{Length[DeleteDuplicates [ Flatten [eqns2 ]]], DeleteDuplicates [
Flatten [eqns2 ]], monomials, eqns2 }]];
FindEquations[Delta_ , var_ , Q_, solvefor_ , terms_, OptionsPattern []] :=
Module[{numeqns, eqns, eqns4, eqns3, monomialrules, monomials, monomialterms,
crules , part }, {numeqns, monomials, eqns} =
FindAllEquations [Delta , var , Q, solvefor , "Adjoint" ->
OptionValue["Adjoint "], " extras " -> OptionValue[" extras "],
"excluded" -> OptionValue["excluded "], "Assumptions" ->
OptionValue["Assumptions"], "SuppressArgs" ->
OptionValue["SuppressArgs "]][[{1, 3, 4}]];
part [ i_ ] := Flatten [ Position [Length /@ CoefficientRules /@
Expand /@ Numerator /@ Together /@ (First /@ eqns[[i ]] -
Last /@ eqns[[i ]]), terms ]]; monomialterms =
Table[monomials[[i ]][[ part [ i ]]], {i , 1, Length[monomials]}];
eqns4 = Table[eqns[[ i ]][[ part [ i ]]], {i , 1, Length[eqns ]}];
eqns3 = DeleteDuplicates [ Flatten [eqns4 ]]; {numeqns, eqns3,
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Table[ Inner [ List , First /@ Position[eqns4, eqns3[[ i ]]],
Extract [monomialterms, Position [eqns4, eqns3[[ i ]]]], List ],
{i , 1, Length[eqns3 ]}]}];
End[]
EndPackage[]
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A p p e n d i x B
REYNOLDS’ TRANSPORT THEOREM
[1] Z. G. Nicolaou and S. M. Troian. “Reynolds’ transport theorem without
external advection assumptions”. In: Phys. Fluids (preparing for submission
2016).
In continuumandfluidmechanics, it is often necessary to consider three-dimensional
generalizations of the Leibniz rule for differentiating integrals over varying domains.
Usually [16, 103] this generalization, called the Reynolds’ transport theorem, is
developed in the context of the time evolution of a flow of some sort – an initial
domain Ω(0) is advected through a flow field v(x, t) to Ω(t), and the question is:
“How are integrals of a time dependent integrand f (x, t) over the domain Ω(t)
differentiated with respect to time?” The answer is
d
dt
∫
Ω(t)
f d3x =
∫
Ω(t)
∂ f
∂t
d3x +
∫
∂Ω(t)
f v · nˆs d2x, (B.1)
where ∂Ω(t) is the boundary of a three-dimensional compact subset Ω(t) of R3
and nˆs is the outward pointing unit normal vector on the boundary. The preferred
method for proving Eq. B.1 is by defining Lagrangian coordinates ξ ∈ Ω(0) for
Ω(t) which are the fixed Eulerian or lab coordinates on Ω(0) which are advected by
the fluid flow v(x, t) to points in Ω(t). A two-dimensional schematic of Lagrangian
coordinates is depicted in Fig. B.1 below.
Here Eq. B.1 will be generalized to integrals over a family Ω(ε) of compact, D-
dimensional subsets in RD which vary with some arbitrary parameter ε rather than
being advected by an external velocity in time t (and eventually to integrals over p-
dimensional hypersurfaces ofRD which vary with some arbitrary parameter ε). The
boundary ∂Ω(ε) will be assumed to be composed of (D − 1)-dimensional surfaces
which are everywhere locally diffeomorphic to the (D− 1)-dimensional hyperplane
and will be assumed to have sufficiently smooth dependence on ε. Furthermore,
assume that the boundary has a finite (D − 1)-dimensional surface area. These
assumptions preclude the possibility that the topology of Ω(ε) changes as ε varies,
for example through the formation of a hole and also preculde surfaces with sharp
corners or edges like the D-dimensional hypercubes 1. Given the linearity of
1Such singularities on the boundary surface often do not complicate the result since they often
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Figure B.1: (a) Lagrangian coordinates on Ω(t). The points x ∈ Ω(t) is traced
backwards in time under the flow given by the velocity v(x, t) (depicted as blue
curves) to the point ξ ∈ Ω(0). The Cartesian coordinates of ξ in the fixed lab frame,
ξi, then serve as coordinates for x. (b) Without a provided velocity describing the
flow, it is not clear how to define Lagrangian coordinates.
integration, it suffices to consider Ω(ε) as a single connected component from now
on. Throughout, the fixed, Eulerian or lab coordinates will be denoted x and will be
taken as Cartesian coordinates ofRD, with ith component xi. The integral overΩ(ε)
of an ε-differentiable integrand f (x, ε) is the object of study, I (ε) ≡ ∫
Ω(ε) f d
Dx.
The primary difference in this context, aside from the dimensionality, from the time-
dependent one in Eq. B.1 above is that there is no obvious “velocity” field which
is advecting the domain and through which Lagrangian coordinates can be defined.
So before moving on to prove the general Reynolds’ transport theorem, some work
must be done in defining the Lagrangian coordinates, and this will be accomplished
by explicitly constructing a flow field v(x, ε) analogous to the usual velocity field
which advects Ω(0) to Ω(ε) 2.
In order to relieve notational burden, the dependence of the domain and other quan-
tities on ε will be omitted unless it is needed, so Ω(ε) and f (x, ε) will be written
Ω and f (x), respectively. Explicit specification of the domain Ω will be assumed
to be given through a specification of its bounding surface ∂Ω. As an embedded,
effect a negligible (zero measure) portion of the domains of the integrals. However, pathological
examples can be constructed.
2An alternative method for proving the Reynolds’ transport theorem involves generalized func-
tions and distributional derivatives [104]. Such a non-classical derivation is less satisfactory than
the classical one based on Lagrangian coordinates because of its reliance on more formal notions of
functions and derivatives.
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(D − 1)-dimensional manifold of RD, this can always be done locally through a
parameterization. Specifially, let the domain of surface coordinates Ωs ⊂ RD−1 be
an open subset of the (D − 1)-dimensional Cartesian space, and let ws ∈ Ωs have
Cartesian coordinates wis. The subscript s will be used throughout to denote the sur-
face or boundary quantities, and these Cartesian coordinates parameterize a patch of
the surface ∂Ω through a map Sws→x :
(
Ωs ⊂ RD−1
)
→
(
∂Ω ⊂ RD
)
. Thus a point
on the surface with D-dimensional coordinates x ∈ ∂Ω ⊂ RD will be designated
by the surface coordinates ws ∈ Ωs ⊂ RD−1 when Sws→x(ws) = x. The surface
will generally require multiple patches with different coordinate parameterizations
to totally parameterize it, but since it is obvious how to transition between coordi-
nate patches during operatrions like integration, we will simply focus on a single
coordinate patch. Aside from the surface coordinates, multiple coordinates can by
used to specify points in the interior volume Ω. The natural, Eulerian coordinates
are the Cartesian coordinates of RD itself, so that the coordinates of a point x ∈ Ω
are the Cartesian components xi. In the course of this letter, another coordinate
system for Ω, the Lagrangian coordinates denoted ξ , will be given by the Cartesian
coordinates ξi of points in the ε = 0 domain Ω0 ⊂ RD. These coordinates will also
specified through a map Mx→ξ : (Ω ⊂ RD) → (Ω0 ⊂ RD), and the Lagrangian
coordinates of a point x ∈ Ω will be given by ξ = Mx→ξ (x) ∈ Ω0. The inverse map
changing Lagrangian coordinates back to Eulerian coordinates will also be used
Mξ→x : (Ω0 ⊂ RD) → (Ω ⊂ RD).
Given any description of the domain Ω, some surface parameterization Sws→x can
be defined. The map Sws→x and the integrand f are the only pieces of information
initially provided. The maps Mx→ξ and Mξ→x are not yet defined, and the main
purpose of this letter is to show how this can be done. Furthermore, it should
be emphasized again that all these coordinate maps Sws→x(ws), Mξ→x(ξ ), and
Mx→ξ (x) vary with ε as well as the arguments explicitly denoted – they are evaluated
at some fixed ε unless otherwise indicated. When evaluating derivatives with
respect to ε, care must be taken to avoid confusion. Derivatives of functions
which depend only on ε such as I (ε) will be denoted with the usual dIdε . Functions
that vary in space as well as with ε will generally be defined as functions of
their Eulerian coordinates, as in f (x). The partial derivative ∂ f (x)∂ε will then be
the derivative when x is held constant. Spatial functions will also need to be
evaluated in their Lagrangian coordinate system through composition with the map
Mξ→x, as in f (ξ ) ≡ f (Mξ→x(ξ )). The same symbol f is used here to denote
this function from Ω to R, but its functional form will of course differ between
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Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates. When evaluated at fixed ξ , differentiating
with respect to ε requires the chain rule and will be denoted with total derivative
d f (ξ )
dε =
(
∂ f (x)
∂ε +
∂ f (x)
∂xi
dM i
ξ→x(ξ )
dε
) x=Mξ→x(ξ ).
The important surface quantities associated to ∂Ω will now be formally defined.
Consider a coordinate patch around some boundary point ws ∈ Ωs, as illus-
trated in Fig. B.2 for a three-dimensional surface. The (D − 1) tangent vectors
g(δε)
∂Ω(ε+δε)∂Ω(ε)
ns
t2
t1
x • •
Ω(ε)
Ω(ε+δε )
Figure B.2: Surface quantities near a boundary point x0 ∈ ∂Ω. A parameterization
of the surface yields (D−1) tangent vectors t j , and the normal vectorns is orthogonal
to each tangent. The perturbed surface ∂Ω(ε+δε) is also shownwhen ε is changed by
a small amount δε. The rate of change of the distance g(δε) between x = Sws→x(ws)
and the intersection of the ray through x in the normal direction and ∂Ω(ε + δε)
defines the boundary velocity.
are defined via the parameterization ti (ws) ≡ ∂Sws→x(ws )∂wis , and since the surface
is assumed to be everywhere diffeomorphic to the (D − 1)-dimensional hyper-
plane, it is required that these tangent vectors are everywhere linearly independent.
The components of the normal vector ns (ws) are then defined by a straightfor-
ward generalization of the vector cross product in three dimensions (formally, the
Hodge dual of the wedge product of the Hodge duals of the tangent vectors [27]),
nis (ws) ≡ δi j0 j0 j1··· jD−1t j11 (ws) · · · t jD−1D−1 (ws) where  is the totally antisymemtric
Levi-Civita symbol and δ is the Kronecker delta, the metric in the Cartesian coor-
dinates of RD. The antisymmetry of  implies that ns (ws) is indeed orthogonal to
each of the tangent vectors ti (ws). The coordinates are assumed to be chosen with
the correct order (an orientation) so that ns (ws) is pointing outward from the interior
of Ω. The surface measure in the ws coordinates induced by the Euclidean measure
in RD is given by dD−1x = |ns (ws) |dw1sdw2s · · · dwD−1s , where | · | is the Euclidean
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norm. While the tangent and normal vectors are dependent on the particular param-
eterization chosen, the unit normal nˆs (ws) ≡ ns (ws )|ns (ws ) | is coordinate-independent as
are surface integrals of the normal flux of a vector field over the surface measure,
as in the surface integral in Eq. B.1.
In addition to the tangent and normal vectors, there is also a boundary velocity
associated with changes in ε. A naive definition for the boundary velocity would be
∂Sws→x(ws )
∂ε , but this quantity is dependent on the specific parameterization chosen.
However, it is straightforward to show that the normal component of the velocity is
coordinate independent, so the surface velocity is defined
vs (ws) ≡
(
∂Sws→x(ws)
∂ε
· nˆs (ws)
)
nˆs (ws). (B.2)
A slightlymore intrinsic definition follows fromconsidering the intersection between
the ray through the normal direction at x = Sws→x(ws) and the surface ∂Ω(ε+δε) as
δε → 0, as indicated in Fig. B.2 and described in more detail in the Supplementary
Information.
To define the flow field v(x) and in turn the Lagrangian coordinates, it is necessary
to extend the information from the boundary ∂Ω into the interior of Ω. A straight-
forward way to achieve such an extension is through solutions to linear elliptic
partial differential equations on Ω, since classical smooth regularity of such solu-
tions in x up to and including the boundary is well known [105, 106]. First consider
the eigenfunction corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian on Ω
with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions, and denote this eigenfunction φε (x). It is
known that φε (x) is a strictly positive, smooth function in the interior of Ω [105].
Given the smoothness of φε (x) with respect to x, it is straightforward to insert the
power series expansion (plus a remainder term via Taylor’s theorem) of φε (x) about
some boundary point x = Sws→x(ws) ∈ ∂Ω into the eigenvalue equation to derive
recurrence relations between the partial derivatives of φε (x). These recurrance
relations determine the higher order partial derivatives of φε (x) in terms of the 2D
partial derivatives ∂
mφε (x)
∂xk1 ···∂xkm with m ≤ D where each ki is distinct, so that ki , k j
for i , j, since only such monomials are in the kernel of the Laplacian. Since the
boundary ∂Ω is precisely the collection of points x ∈ Ω(ε) for which φε (x) = 0,
the local structure of ∂Ω is determined by the lowest order non-vanishing terms in
the Taylor series of φε (x). Suppose for the sake of contradiction that ∇φε (x0) = 0
for some x0 ∈ ∂Ω, so that the lowest order nonvanishing terms in the Taylor series
are
∑ ∂mφε (x)
∂xk1 ···∂xkm (x
k1
0 − xk1 ) · · · (xkm0 − xkm ) for some m > 1. This vanishes on all D
of the Cartesian coordinate axes centered at x0, where all but one of the xk equals
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xk0 , and so the zero level set cannot be diffeomorphic to the (D − 1)-dimensional
hypersurface. This contradicts the assumptions about the smoothness of ∂Ω(ε), so
the gradient of φε (x) cannot vanish on the boundary,
0 < ∇φε (Sws→x(ws)) < ∞ for all ws ∈ Ωs . (B.3)
The outward pointing unit normal vector ns can then be expressed in terms of φε (x)
at each x ∈ ∂Ω using the well-known geometric relation for the normal at a level set
surface,
nˆs (ws) = − ∇φε (Sws→x(ws))∇φε (Sws→x(ws)) . (B.4)
The sign here is determined by the fact that φε (x) is positive in the interior ofΩ and
vanishes on the boundary. The function ∇φε (x) can then be viewed as an extension
of surface normal into the interior of the domain.
Next the boundary velocity vs (ws) will be extended into the interior ofΩ in order to
define the flow field v(x). Consider the Neumann problem for the Laplace equation
on Ω,
∇2ψε (x) = 0 for x ∈ Ω,
∇ψε (Sws→x(ws)) · nˆs (ws) = G(ws) for ws ∈ Ωs . (B.5)
Provided that G satisfies the compatibility condition
∫
∂Ω
G dD−1y = 0, a solution
ψε to Eq. B.5 is guaranteed to exists and is unique up to an additive constant [105].
The gradient ∇ψε (x) is then uniquely defined and is a smooth function of x and ε.
Now define
G(ws) ≡ vs (ws) · nˆs (ws)
+
∫
∂Ω
vs · nˆs dD−1y∫
∂Ω
∇φε · nˆs dD−1y
∇φε (Sws→x(ws)) .
The integrals appearing in the function G here are finite because of the assumptions
of smoothness, the bounds in Eq. B.3, and the assumption that ∂Ω has finite (D−1)-
dimensional surface area. Furthermore, G satisfies the compatibility condition by
construction, and G is an smooth function of ε as well since all functions in its
definition are. Finally, the flow field is defined in terms of the solution ψε to Eq. B.5
as
v(x) ≡ ∇ψε (x) +
∫
∂Ω
vs · nˆs dD−1y∫
∂Ω
∇φε · nˆs dD−1y
∇φε (x).
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It is easy to see that the Eq. B.4 and the boundary condition in Eq. B.5 implies that
for ws ∈ Ωs, the normal component of v(Sws→x(ws)) at the boundary is given by
vs (ws),
v(Sws→x(ws)) · nˆs (ws) = vs (ws) · nˆs (ws), (B.6)
so that the boundary velocity has been successfully extended into the interior of Ω.
Now the Lagrangian coordinates can be constructed and the Reynolds’ transport
theorem can be proved through the known methods. The proof will be reproduced
here for completeness. Define the propagator for the flow generated by v(x) as the
map U which takes an initial point ξ , an initial value ε0, and a final value ε to the
point on the integral curve of v(x) at value ε. This map is defined as the solution to
the ordinary differential equation
dU(ξ, ε0, ε)
dε
= v(U(ξ, ε0, ε)), U(ξ, ε0, ε0) = ξ, (B.7)
where the derivative ddε is taken while holding ξ and ε0 constant. The smoothness
of the velocity v(x) with respect to x and ε implies that the propagator U is itself an
smooth function of ξ , ε, and ε0 [107]. The coordinate maps transforming between
Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates are defined by
Mξ→x(ξ ) ≡ U(ξ, 0, ε), Mx→ξ (x) ≡ U(x, ε, 0). (B.8)
These maps are clearly inverses of each other. The technical but intuitive point that
interior points map to interior points under these maps is detailed in the Supplemen-
tary Information. It follows that the map Mx→ξ is a then diffeomorphism between
these sets. Thus it is possible to use the the coordinates ξ of Ω0 as coordinates of Ω
through the mapMx→ξ , and such coordinates are the Lagrangian coordinates. The
Jacobian matrix and its inverse relating these coordinates will be denoted
Jij (ξ ) =
∂M iξ→x(ξ )
∂ξ j
, (J−1)ij (x) =
∂M ix→ξ (x)
∂x j
, (B.9)
respectively, and J (ξ ) = det Jij (ξ ) will denote the Jacobian determinant.
Now, the derivative of I (ε) will be considered. The change of variables formula
to the Lagrangian coordinate system gives I (ε) =
∫
Ω0
(
f ◦Mξ→x
)
J dDξ where
◦ denotes composition of functions, i.e.
(
f ◦Mξ→x
)
(ξ ) = f (Mξ→x(ξ )). When
expressed in Lagrangian coordinates, the domain of integration Ω0 does not vary
with ε, so the derivative ddε can be taken under the integral sign. Applying the chain
rule and the product rule, changing variables back to the Eulerian coordinates, and
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noting from Eq. B.7 and Eq. B.8 that v(x) = dMξ→x(ξ )dε
ξ=Mx→ξ (x) , it follows that
dI (ε)
dε
=
∫
Ω
*,∂ f∂ε + ∂ f∂xi
dM iξ→x
dε
+
f
J
dJ
dε
+- dDx
=
∫
Ω
(
∂ f
∂ε
+ ∇ f · v + f
J
dJ
dε
)
dDx. (B.10)
The divergence of the velocity will next be expressed in terms of the Jacobian.
Note again from Eq. B.7 and Eq. B.8 that v(x) = dMξ→x(ξ )dε
ξ=Mx→ξ (x) . Taking the
divergence and using the chain rule and Eq. B.9,
∇ · v(x) = d
dε
*,
∂M iξ→x(ξ )
∂ξ j
+-
∂M jx→ξ (x)
∂xi
ξ=Mx→ξ (x)
=
dJij (ξ )
dε
(J−1) ji (x)
ξ=Mx→ξ (x)
=
1
J (ξ )
dJ (ξ )
dε
ξ=Mx→ξ (x). (B.11)
The second line here is the trace of the product of the derivative of the Jacobian and
its inverse. To arrive at the third equality, Jacobi’s formula relating this trace to the
determinant is invoked [16]. Finally, noting that ∇ f (x) · v(x) = ∇ · ( f (x)v(x)) −
f (x)∇·v(x), inserting Eq. B.11 into Eq. B.10, and applying the divergence theorem,
the derivation of the the transport theorem
d
dε
∫
Ω
f dDx =
∫
Ω
∂ f
∂ε
dDx +
∫
∂Ω
f vs · nˆs dD−1x, (B.12)
is completed. It is worth emphasizing that the auxiliary flow field v(x) appears here
only through its normal component in the surface integral, which is the coordinate
independent surface quantity described above.
Very little additional work is needed to arrive at a generalization of Eq. B.12
to derivatives of integrals over p-dimensional hypersurfaces in a D-dimensional
space, as discussed briefly in the Supplemetary Information. We conclude now
with an application of the generalized Reynolds’ transport theorem to the statistical
mechanics of free boundary problems. Consider a family (parameterized by some
ε) of real scalar fields ρε (x) which represent some conserved physical density (say
mass for example) distributed in space, and suppose that ρε (x) has compact support
Ω(ε). Suppose furthermore that there exists a free energy functional F
[
ρ(x)
] ≡∫ F (ρ,∇ρ) dDx for some energy density F , and physical states of the theory are
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local minima of the free energy F constrained by some fixed value of the mass
functional m
[
ρ(x)] ≡ ∫ ρ dDx. It follows that the physical states ρ(x) satisfy the
constrained Euler-Lagrange equations,
∂F (ρ(x),∇ρ(x))
∂ρ
= ∇ · ∂F (ρ(x),∇ρ(x))
∂∇ρ + µ, (B.13)
where µ is the Lagrange multiplier used to constrain the mass m
[
ρ(x)] to some
specified m(ε). Besides being solutions to Eq. B.13, the family ρ(x) is entirely
arbitrary, and the mass m(ε) and free energy F (ε) ≡ F [ρ(x)] vary in this family
of states. The derivative of the mass follows from Eq. B.12,
dm
dε
=
∫
Ω
∂ρ
∂ε
dDx +
∫
∂Ω
ρvs · nˆs dD−1x. (B.14)
Similarly, the derivative of the free energy also follows from Eq. B.12,
dF
dε
=
∫
Ω
(
∂F (ρ,∇ρ)
∂ρ
∂ρ
∂ε
+
∂F (ρ,∇ρ)
∂∇ρ ·
∂∇ρ
∂ε
)
dDx
+
∫
∂Ω
F (ρ,∇ρ)vs · nˆs dD−1x. (B.15)
When Eq. B.13 is used to substitute for the first term in Eq. B.15, the divergence
theorem is applied, and Eq. B.14 is substituted, it follows that
dF
dε
− µdm
dε
=
∫
∂Ω
(F (ρ,∇ρ) − µρ) vs · nˆs dD−1x
+
∫
∂Ω
(
∂F (ρ,∇ρ)
∂∇ρ
∂ρ
∂ε
· nˆs
)
dD−1x. (B.16)
It is a remarkable fact that the integrals in the interior have vanished from Eq. B.16
and only surface integrals remain on the right hand side. Since the family of
physical states ρε (x) was entirely arbitrary, we can regard Eq. B.16 as a relation
among differentials dF and dm and surface parts on the right hand side which is
entirely analogous to the fundamental relation of thermodynamics. Recalling the
definition of the velocity in Eq. B.2, the first integral on the right hand side of
Eq. B.16 correspond to the differential change dws in the surface itself while the
second integral corresponds to changes in the density dρ at the surface.
Supplementary Information
Boundary velocity
Let ws ∈ Ωs be the surface coordinates of a surface point x = Sws→x(ws) ∈ ∂Ω(ε),
and consider the perturbed surface ∂Ω(ε + δε) as in Fig. B.2. Consider the D
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functionswhich are theCartesian components of the vectors separating the perturbed
surface points from the points on the ray
h(w′s, δn; δε) ≡ (x + δnnˆs (ws)) −
(
Sws→x(w′s)ε+δε) .
Each of these functions vanish for δε = δn = 0 and w′s = ws. Furthermore, since
the tangent vectors together with the unit normal vector form D linearly independent
vectors, the matrix(
∂h
∂δn
∂h
∂x1s
· · · ∂h
∂xD−1s
)  δn=0δε=0
w′s=ws
=
(
nˆs −t1 · · · −tD−1
)
has non-vanishing determinant and is invertible. The implicit function theorem then
guarantees differentiable functions g(δε) andw∗s (δε) with g(0) = 0 andw∗s (0) = ws
such that
h(g(δε),w∗s (δε); δε) =
(x + g(δε)nˆs (ws)) − (Sws→x(w∗s (δε)) |ε+δε) = 0, (B.17)
so that the intersection of the ray with the surface ∂Ω(ε + δε) is given by x +
g(δε)nˆs (ws). The surface velocity is rate of change of this point with respect to δε,
evaluated at δε = 0, vs (ws) ≡
(
∂g(δε)
∂δε
δε=0) nˆs (ws). Differentiating Eq. B.17 with
respect to δε and evaluating at δε = 0,
0 = *,∂g(δε)∂δε nˆs (ws) − ∂Sws→x(w
∗
s (δε))
∂x js
∂(y∗s ) j (δε)
∂δε
−∂Sws→x(w
∗
s (δε))
∂ε
) δε=0
=
(
∂g(δε)
∂δε
nˆs (ws) − ∂(y
∗
s )
j (δε)
∂δε
t j (ws)
) δε=0 − ∂Sws→x(ws)∂ε .
Dotting this equation with nˆs (ws), the boundary velocity at the boundary point
specified by ws can be explicitly expressed in terms of the parameterization as in
Eq. B.2.
Flow of boundary points
Here it will be shown that an initial boundary point ξ0 ≡ Sws→x(ws0) ∈ ∂Ω(ε0) with
surface coordinate ws0 ∈ Ωs remains a boundary point along the flow generated by
Eq. B.7, so that U(ξ0, ε0, ε) ∈ ∂Ω(ε) for all ε. Since U is the unique solution to
Eq. B.7, it suffices to show that there exists a flow of surface coordinatesws (ε) ∈ Ωs
such that the corresponding flow of surface points Sws→x(ws (ε)) satisfies Eq. B.7
with ws (ε0) = ws0. Inserting U(ξ, ε0, ε) = Sws→x(ws (ε)) into Eq. B.7 gives
v (Sws→x (ws (ε))) = ti (ws (ε)) dwis (ε)dε + ∂Sws→x(ws (ε))∂ε .
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Dotting this equation with the unit normal nˆs (ws (ε)), and applying Eq. B.2 and
Eq. B.6, the normal component of the equation is trivially satisfied. The remaining
(D − 1) equations found by dotting this equation with the tangent vectors t j (ws (ε))
form a set of ordinary differential equations for the coordinate flow ws (ε), and a
unique solution is guaranteed from the standard existence and uniqueness theorems
[108]. Since the flow is continuous, invertible, and cannot pass through the boundary,
it follows that Mx→ξ (x) maps interior points x ∈ Ω to interior points ξ ∈ Ω0, as
claimed in the main text.
Generalization in differential geometry
Fully expounding the language of differential geometry requires a rather long dis-
cussion, so the reader is referred elsewhere for such a development [27]. The
generalization is phrased in terms of a differential p-form ω(ε) and a p-chain Ω(ε)
and is easily stated
d
dε
∫
Ω
ω =
∫
Ω
(
∂ω
∂ε
+ ıV (dω)
)
+
∫
∂Ω
ıV(ω),
where V is the surface velocity field defined via a parameterization of the p-chain
in each coordinate patch, d is the exterior derivative, and ıV is the interior product
with the vector field V. In fact, proving Eq. B.18 only requires expressing all terms
in coordinates, applying Eq. B.12 to the resulting p-dimensional integrals in each
coordinate patchU (ε) ∈ Rp, relating the coordinate velocity v(x) toV, and applying
the divergence theorem once again. This informative exercise is left to the interested
reader.
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